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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is the design of visual analytics solutions to support evidence-based decision
making. Due to the ever-growing complexity of the world, strategical decision making has become
an increasingly challenging task. At the business level, decisions are not solely driven by economic
factors anymore. Environmental and social aspects are also taken into account in modern business
decisions. At the political level, sustainable decision making is additionally influenced by the public
opinion, since politicians target the conservation of their power. Decision makers face the challenge
of taking all these factors into consideration and, at the same time, of increasing their efficiency to
immediately react on abrupt changes in their environment. Due to the digitization era, large amounts of
data are digitally stored. The knowledge hidden in these datasets can be used to address the mentioned
challenges in decision making. However, handling large datasets, extracting knowledge from them,
and incorporating this knowledge into the decision making process poses significant challenges. Ad-
ditional complexity is added by the varying expertises of stakeholders involved in the decision making
process. Strategical decisions today are not solely made by individuals. In contrast, a consortium of
advisers, domain experts, analysts, etc. support decision makers in their final choice. The amount of
involved stakeholders bears the risk of hampering communication efficiency and effectiveness due to
knowledge gaps coming from different expertise levels. Information systems research has reacted to
these challenges by promoting research in computational decision support systems. However, recent
research shows that most of the challenges remain unsolved. During the last decades, visual analytics
has evolved as a research field for extracting knowledge from large datasets. Therefore, combining
human perception capabilities and computers’ processing power offers great analysis potential, also for
decision making. However, despite obvious overlaps between decision making and visual analytics,
theoretical foundations for applying visual analytics to decision making have been missing.
In this thesis, we promote the augmentation of decision support systems with visual analytics. Our
concept comprises a methodology for the design of visual analytics systems that target decision making
support. Therefore, we first introduce a general decision making domain characterization, comprising
the analysis of potential users, relevant data categories, and decision making tasks to be supported with
visual analytics technologies. Second, we introduce a specialized design process for the development
of visual analytics decision support systems. Third, we present two models on how visual analytics
facilitates the bridging of knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved in the decision making pro-
cess: one for decision making at the business level and one for political decision making. To prove
the applicability of our concepts, we apply our design methodology in several design studies targeting
concrete decision making support scenarios. The presented design studies cover the full range of data,
user, and task categories characterized as relevant for decision making. Within these design studies,
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we first tailor our general decision making domain characterization to the specific domain problem at
hand. We show that our concept supports a consistent characterization of user types, data categories
and decision making tasks for specific scenarios. Second, each design study follows the design process
presented in our concept. And third, the design studies demonstrate how to bridge knowledge gaps
between stakeholders. The resulting visual analytics systems allow the incorporation of knowledge ex-
tracted from data into the decision making process and support the collaboration of stakeholders with
varying levels of expertises.
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Zusammenfassung
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist das Design von Visual Analytics-Lösungen für die Unterstützung evidenzbasierter
Entscheidungsfindung. Aufgrund der stetig wachsenden Komplexität der Welt, wird die strategische
Entscheidungsfindung zu einer immer größeren Herausforderung. Auf Unternehmensebene werden
Entscheidungen nicht mehr auf Basis rein ökonomischer Faktoren getroffen. Umweltbezogene und
soziale Aspekte werden ebenfalls berücksichtigt in modernen Unternehmen. Auf politischer Ebene
wird zudem die öffentliche Meinung in die politische Entscheidungsfindung mit einbezogen, da Poli-
tiker ihren Machterhalt durch Wiederwahl anstreben. Entscheidungsträger stehen vor der Herausfor-
derung diese unterschiedlichen Faktoren in ihrer Entscheidungsfindung zu berücksichtigen und gleich-
zeitig die Dauer des Entscheidungsprozesses zu beschleunigen, um auf sich immer schneller ändernde
Anforderungen reagieren zu können. Das Wissen, das benötigt wird, um diese Herausforderung zu
bewältigen, steckt in großen Datenmengen, die dank der Digitalisierungs-Ära auch digital zur Ver-
fügung stehen. Allerdings rufen das Bearbeiten großer Datenmengen, das Extrahieren von Infor-
mationen aus diesen, sowie das Verwenden des erhaltenen Wissens im Entscheidungsprozess weit-
ere Herausforderungen hervor. Der Entscheidungsprozess wird zudem durch unterschiedliche Wis-
sensstände der beteiligten Personen erschwert. Strategische Entscheidungen werden nur noch selten
von einzelnen Personen getroffen. Im Gegenteil, ganze Konsortien bestehend aus Beratern, Analysten,
Domänenexperten und anderen Interessenvertretern werden in heutige Entscheidungen mit einbezo-
gen. Unterschiedliche Expertisen sorgen für Wissenslücken, die eine effiziente und effektive Kom-
munikation zwischen den involvierten Personen erschweren. Die Forschung im Bereich der Infor-
mationssysteme hat auf diese Herausforderungen reagiert und theoretische Grundlagen für die com-
putergestützte Entscheidungsfindung geschaffen. Nichtsdestotrotz bleiben viele Herausforderungen
ungelöst. Während des letzten Jahrzehnts wurde das neue Forschungsfeld Visual Analytics geschaf-
fen. Visual Analytics zielt auf das Extrahieren von Wissen aus großen Datensätzen ab. Dabei wer-
den die menschlichen Stärken in der visuellen Mustererkennung mit den Stärken von Computern bei
der Bearbeitung großer Datenmengen verknüpft. Das eröffnet großes Potenzial für die Datenanaly-
se und damit auch für die Entscheidungsfindung. Trotz vieler Anknüpfungspunkte zwischen com-
putergestützter Entscheidungsfindung und Visual Analytics fehlen in der wissenschaftlichen Literatur
theoretische Grundlagen für das Anwenden von Visual Analytics im Entscheidungsprozess.
Der Beitrag dieser Dissertation beinhaltet die Definition einer theoretischen Grundlage für das Er-
weitern von Entscheidungsunterstützungssystemen durch Visual Analytics-Technologie. Im ersten
Schritt charakterisieren wir computergestützte Entscheidungsfindung im Allgemeinen. Dafür beschreib-
en wir potenzielle Nutzergruppen, relevante Datenkategorien und Aufgaben im Entscheidungsprozess,
die mit Visual Analytics-Technologien unterstützt werden können. Im zweiten Schritt präsentieren wir
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einen spezialisierten Designprozess für das Entwickeln von an den Entscheidungsprozess angepassten
Visual Analytics-Systemen. Im dritten Schritt beschreiben wir, wie Visual Analytics dafür genutzt
werden kann, Wissenslücken zwischen im Entscheidungsprozess involvierten Personen zu schließen.
Um die Anwendbarkeit unseres Konzepts zu demonstrieren, präsentieren wir darauffolgend sechs De-
signstudien, die sich auf konkrete Entscheidungsunterstützungsszenarien beziehen. Die vorgestellten
Designstudien decken das komplette Spektrum an für die Entscheidungsfindung als relevant charakte-
risierten Daten-, Nutzer und Aufgaben-Kategorien ab. In jeder Designstudie nutzen wir die im Konzept
beschriebene allgemeine Domänencharakterisierung, um das vorliegende konkrete Entscheidungspro-
blem zu beschreiben. Dabei zeigen wir, dass unser Konzept eine konsistente Charakterisierung von
Nutzer-, Daten- und Aufgabentypen unterstützt. Außerdem verwenden wir in jeder Designstudie, den
im Konzept präsentierten Designprozess. Und schließlich zeigen wir mit den Designstudien, dass unser
Konzept das Überbrücken von Wissenslücken unterschiedlicher Nutzergruppen unterstützt. Die resul-
tierenden Visual Analytics-Systeme ermöglichen das Generieren und Einbeziehen von Wissen in den
Entscheidungsprozess und unterstützen die Kollaboration zwischen Personen mit unterschiedlichen Er-
fahrungswerten.
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1.1. Motivation and Problem Description
The increasing complexity of societal, economic, and environmental problems in the last decades has
brought new challenges to decision makers. At the business (or organizational) level, decisions are
not solely driven by economic factors anymore. Today, the triple bottom line (TBL) calls for the
consideration of economic, social, and environmental factors to achieve sustainable decisions [Elk97].
At the political level, this triplet is augmented with value systems of public societies articulated through
the ‘public opinion’ [DMRI16], e.g., via social media channels. The consideration of multiple and often
conflicting factors within the decision making process imposes great challenges to decision makers. In
order to make sustainable decisions a profound analysis of the problems and possible solutions needs
to be conducted.
Fortunately, the digitization era we live in today produces massive amounts of data that are available
in digital format. These data sources bear a great potential to support decision making processes with
knowledge as scenarios beyond the human memory load can be tackled. As an example, the German
railway company ‘Deutsche Bahn’ has installed sensors at most of their locomotives and uses the data
to schedule maintenance routines with the goal to reduce train delays or failures [Qua15]. Among oth-
ers, underlying data formats include unstructured texts, empirical/statistical data, and data artificially
generated by computational models. Currently, a great portion of the information relevant for decision
making is hidden in textual reports. However, the sheer amount of textual information is difficult to
grasp in an efficient and effective way. Empirical data derived, e.g., from scientific studies helps to
understand the problem domain and design alternative solutions. However, the interpretation of this
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information and its integration in the decision process is a complex task. Computational models can be
used, e.g., to simulate the potential impacts of decisions. However, the complexity of underlying mod-
els and the interpretation of generated data is challenging. Example data from the business level include
sales figures, share values, CO2-emissions, energy consumption, customer reviews, employee surveys,
etc. Examples at the political level include employment figures, economic growth figures, public opin-
ions communicated at social media channels, statistical records on human well-being, earth observation
data, environmental pollution data, etc. Hence, one of the main research questions addressed in this
thesis is: How can we make use of the digitally available data to improve evidence-based decision
making?
1.1.1. Problems with Data
The inclusion of data into the decision making process bears several problems to be addressed. Without
claiming completeness, we identified the following:
Access: Datasets need to be made accessible for the decision makers. Although large amounts of
data are being generated and stored every day, this does not imply the accessibility of data for all
stakeholders involved in the decision making process. Often datasets are spread over different data
sources with various data formats. In some cases, new datasets have to be collected. [Bel09] [CCS12]
Complexity: Not every dataset can be treated in the same way. Several data types exist, from
unstructured data like texts, video, audio, or images to structured data stored in tabular databases.
Additionally, computational models are applied in the decision making process. This abundance of
different data types makes the analysis all the more complex. [Cou01] [CCS12]
Quantity: The sheer amount of available data cannot be handled solely by the decision maker.
Relevant data needs to be distinguished from irrelevant data. If users can formulate a query for the
data they are searching for, classical search methodologies can be applied. However, in many cases the
relevance of data for a given decision is not obvious and users need to explore the data space with the
help of appropriate aggregation techniques to search for relevant information. [CCS12] [WR09]
Quality: To make reliable data-driven decisions, the data quality needs to be assessed. Among
others, characteristics like missing values, small sample sizes, unreliable sources, outdated creation
or collection dates are indicators for poor data quality. In case of model-driven data, computational
models only attempt to approximate reality. Hence, decision makers need to be aware of uncertainty in
the data to make reliable decisions. [CCS12] [Hov07]
Trust: Decision makers need to have trust in the data before they base their decisions on them.
Decision makers are likely to question data-driven information or the results of a data analysis process,
if they do not know their origin, or if they cannot reconstruct the data analysis process itself. Therefore,
a comprehensible presentation of the knowledge extraction process is required. [Hov07] [SSK∗16]
Usability: Another problem remains in the usability of data. In order to make use of large datasets,
the core information hidden in the data needs to be extracted. This has to be processed and presented
to the decision maker in a meaningful way. In most cases, this is a non-trivial task. [Cou01] [PS07]
2
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These problems need to be addressed to successfully incorporate knowledge extracted from data into
the decision making process. They build the foundation for the definition of research challenges being
addressed in this thesis.
1.1.2. Problems with the Involvement of Multiple Stakeholders
Besides the described problems related to the incorporation of data-driven knowledge in the decision
making process, additional problems lie in the collaboration of numerous stakeholders involved in de-
cision making scenarios. Today, evidence-based decisions cannot be handled solely by the decision
maker himself. First, most decisions are made by a consortium of decision makers. Second, analysts
and advisers support the decision makers with information and alternative decision options to be con-
sidered. Third, depending on the complexity of the topic, external domain experts are consulted to
contribute external knowledge to the decision process. Fourth, modeling experts design simulation or
optimization models to estimate the impact of alternative decision options or mitigate trade-offs. Fifth,
different external stakeholders like lobbyists or investors influence the decision makers towards their in-
terests. Due to varying expertises of these stakeholders, the whole process may suffer from knowledge
gaps [RBK13].
Competence gap: Possibly, all stakeholders involved in the decision making process differ with
respect to their expertise in the targeted domain and the supporting methods. This competence gap can
hinder an efficient communication flow, which may provoke time loss and misunderstandings.
Analysis gap: The data analysis process is often distributed over several stakeholders. For example,
domain experts provide data sources, modeling experts design computational models, and the analysts
derive alternative solutions for the targeted problem. Finally, the decision maker only gets a condensed
perspective on the decision options. This bears the risk of the underlying data not being exploited in an
optimal way.
Iteration gap: As described above, involving several stakeholders in a process can reduce the ef-
ficiency. The analysis of a problem and possible solutions is an iterative process. However, due to
time constraints and inefficient communication a critical amount of process iterations can be undercut,
which results in suboptimal solutions. Hence, the necessity to involve several stakeholders in the deci-
sion process provokes inefficient and ineffective analysis cycles. These three knowledge gaps and how
to tackle them will be addressed in the concept of our thesis.
1.1.3. Problems with Visual Analytics Applied to Decision Making
During the last decades, visual analytics has evolved as a discipline to analyze large and complex
datasets. Combining human perceptual abilities, exploited through information visualization, and the
processing power of computers via data mining allows to address complex data analysis tasks. There-
fore, visual analytics bears great potential to augment and improve existing decision support systems.
However, until today, visual analytics research has rarely targeted decision making explicitly. Some
related aspects have been tackled. However, there are still open problems to be considered:
3
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Collaborative visual analytics: As already discussed, decision making is a process that involves
several stakeholders with differing expertises. Visual analytics can support the synchronous / asyn-
chronous and co-located / distributed collaboration between stakeholders [IES∗11]. However, limited
research has been conducted on collaborative visual analytics with respect to the users’ expertise.
Specific tasks in the decision process: The decision making process requires specific tasks to be
addressed, e.g., the creation of alternative solutions to a problem, etc. Although several task taxonomies
related to visual analytics have been published (e.g., [BM13]), we could not identify a taxonomy that
explicitly addresses the specific tasks related to decision making. For example, visual analytics research
has been focusing mainly on the exploration and analysis of data. The presentation of results to non-
expert has rarely been considered in this research field [KM13].
Incorporation of alternative models: Finally, visual analytics research is mainly exploiting data
mining techniques as models to support the analysis process. However, decision making requires al-
ternative models like simulation or optimization models to be included in the decision making pro-
cess [Pow02]. These models are rarely applied in visual analytics research. Moreover, most of the
approaches are designed for expert users.
In addition to the aspects above visualization literacy needs to be taken into consideration. Although
visualization is already applied in several application domains, users still need to acquire expertise in
interpreting the visually presented information. The visual encoding and the interaction design needs
to be learned in order to fully exploit the power of data visualization [BRBF14].
In summary, visual analytics bears great potential to support evidence-based decision making. How-
ever, the visual analytics domain is lacking a theoretical foundation on how to design visual analytics
systems to support the decision making process considering the described problems. Moreover, only
few visual analytics approaches exist that explicitly target decision making. In the following sections,
we derive research challenges from the discussed problems and summarize the contributions of this
thesis that aim at addressing these challenges.
1.2. Challenges
In the previous section, problems related to (a) the incorporation of knowledge extracted from data
in the decision process (Section 1.1.1), (b) the involvement of multiple stakeholders in the decision
process (Section 1.1.2), and (c) the application of visual analytics to decision making (Section 1.1.3)
have been presented. The main research challenges of this thesis are reflecting these general problems.
In the following, we1 briefly discuss the identified research challenges. More details are provided in
Chapter 3. We differentiate between conceptual and technical challenges.
1I believe that in computer science, collaboration is essential. Therefore, to acknowledge the contributions of my colleagues,
paper co-authors, partners, students, and domain experts to my work, I decided to use the ‘we’- instead of the ‘I’-form.
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Conceptual Challenges
The conceptual challenges of this thesis tackle theoretical foundations on how to design visual analytics
solutions targeting decision making.
CVDSS Design methodology for visual analytics decision support
From our state-of-the art review and our experience in collaborating with decision makers, we have
learned that visual analytics bears great potential for informing decision makers with knowledge ex-
tracted from data. However, as we have discussed in Section 1.1.1 (Problems with Data) and Section
1.1.3 (Problems with Visual Analytics Applied to Decision Making), today’s decision making scenar-
ios impose several problems to be considered during the design of visual analytics systems for decision
making support. Despite this, no dedicated design methodology for specific visual analytics systems
targeting decision making support exists. However, we claim that decision support research and visual
analytics research would strongly benefit from such a methodology.
CBKG Bridge knowledge gaps between involved stakeholders
Strategical decisions on the business and political levels are not solely made by an individual deci-
sion maker. In contrast, multiple stakeholders with varying expertises are involved in today’s decision
processes. As a consequence, knowledge gaps between these stakeholders impede an efficient and
effective decision making process, which we discussed in Section 1.1.2 (Problems with the Involve-
ment of Multiple Stakeholders). Hence, one major challenge for successful decision support remains
in bridging these knowledge gaps.
Technical Challenges
The technical challenges describe specific combinations of tasks and data categories to be supported in
the decision making process.
CProc Explore and monitor decision processes
In practice, most decision making processes are unstructured. Grasping the current status, identifying
relevant stakeholders, and keeping up to date remain challenging tasks. Most processes can be struc-
tured along text documents that document intermediate results. However, often these documents are
distributed among various sources. We claim that decision making would benefit from a system bring-
ing together all relevant documents and stakeholders and thus providing an overview of the process.
CDoc Explore and analyze text document collections
A rule of thumb says that most of the information relevant for decision making is stored in textual
formats. However, in most cases, a decision maker does not have the time to read all the textual
content gathered on a specific topic. Hence, automatic text analysis methods are frequently used to
create content-based overviews of large amounts of text documents. However, these automatically
generated overviews often do not match the specific users’ needs and the target at hand. Therefore,
supporting users in creating overviews of large document collections with text analysis methods is
another challenge related to decision making support.
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CDeb Explore, analyze, and compare stakeholder opinions and arguments
As described in the introduction, the incorporation of social factors like the public opinion is critical for
today’s decision making. The public debate is being documented daily through various social media
channels. Especially, estimating the relevance of alternative solutions, favoring or opposing arguments,
and the sentiment towards specific topics would be beneficial for decision making. However, extracting
relevant information out of these large data sources remains a complex and time-consuming task.
CDat Explore, analyze, and compare empirical performance indicators
Due to the digitization era, large structured numerical datasets exist that are beneficial for the decision
making process. Several approaches like business intelligence, business analytics, or policy analytics
already target the extraction of knowledge from these structured datasets. However, most approaches
do not cover all tasks relevant for the decision making process. For example, the creation of decision
options and their comparison is seldom supported.
CImp Explore, analyze, and compare the impacts of solutions
A core challenge in the decision making process remains in the estimation of a decision’s impact. The
comparison of alternative solutions’ impacts supports decision makers in choosing the most appropriate
solution to a given problem. Computational simulation or regression models are applied to estimate
decision impacts. However, in most cases these models are complex and difficult to assess for the
decision makers.
COpt Create, analyze, and compare optimal solutions
Finally, decision processes often involve the balancing of trade-offs. Optimization techniques support
decision makers in finding optimal solutions with respect to a given target function and constraints.
However, similar to the impact assessment, incorporating computational optimization models in the
decision process is a challenging task. We claim that a transparent access to both impact assessment
and optimization models would improve decision making.
These research challenges build the motivation for this thesis. Throughout the thesis, we present
solutions to these research challenges in the form of scientific contributions.
1.3. Contributions
In the following, we briefly summarize the contributions of this thesis. We differentiate between two
types of contributions: conceptual and technical. We present two conceptual contributions that build
the theoretical foundation of this thesis and address challenges CVDSS and CBKG. The first concept tar-
gets the definition of a methodology for designing visual analytics systems that support evidence-based
decision making (see Challenge CVDSS). We call these systems visual analytics decision support sys-
tems. The second concept explains how visual analytics decision support systems enable the bridging
of knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved in the decision making process (see Challenge CBKG).
In addition, we contribute six technical contributions that prove the applicability of our concept. As
proofs of concept, we apply the presented concepts on different decision making-related scenarios and
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address the remaining challenges of the thesis (Challenges CProc, CDoc, CDeb, CDat, CImp, COpt). The main
contributions of this thesis to the state of the art are summarized in the following table:
Conceptual Contributions
Concept for the design of visual analytics decision support systems CVDSS Chapter 3
Concept for bridging knowledge gaps between involved stakeholders CBKG Chapter 3
Technical Contributions
Proof of Concept: Visual-interactive access to decision making processes CProc Chapter 4
Proof of Concept: Visual-interactive access to text document collections CDoc Chapter 5
Proof of Concept: Visual-interactive access to online debates CDeb Chapter 6
Proof of Concept: Visual-interactive access to empirical datasets CDat Chapter 7
Proof of Concept: Visual-interactive access to simulation models CImp Chapter 8
Proof of Concept: Visual-interactive access to optimization models COpt Chapter 9
Table 1.1.: Contributions of this thesis.
Conceptual Contributions
In Chapter 3, we present our first conceptual contribution, a concept for the design of visual analytics
decision support systems, which addresses Challenge CVDSS. For this concept, we first characterize the
decision making process as defined by Simon [Sim60] from the visual analytics perspective. Second,
we provide an abstract characterization of the decision making domain. This includes a definition of
data, users, and task categories specifically relevant in decision making. We distinguish between the
data categories textual data, empirical data, and model-driven data. User types are categorized into
decision makers, analysts, modeling experts, domain experts, and stakeholders. Finally, we define a
task taxonomy comprising the abstract tasks exploration, creation, analysis, comparison, and presenta-
tion. Based on these taxonomies, we complete our concept with the introduction of a design process
dedicated to visual analytics decision support system. The process is structured into four distinct stages
and discusses goals and validation methods at every stage.
Our second conceptual contribution, presented in Chapter 3, targets the bridging of knowledge gaps
between stakeholders involved in the decision making process, which addresses Challenge CBKG. We
introduce two models for the bridging of knowledge gaps. The first is dedicated to organizational
decision making. The second model targets political decision making. The models describe how visual
analytics simplifies the communication of information and knowledge extracted from data. In addition,
we describe how different decision making tasks are supported by different visualization disciplines to
take account of the stakeholders’ varying expertise levels. Finally, we recapitulate on synergy effects
created by the incorporation of visual analytics into the decision making process.
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Technical Contributions
In Chapter 4, we present a proof of concept for enabling users to access the decision making process
visually and interactively. The designed visual analytics system provides a visual overview of all rele-
vant text documents. Stakeholders are allowed to access and rate existing documents, or augment the
process with additional documents. The design study serves as a proof of concept for applying our
concept on the meta-data of text documents and addresses Challenge CProc.
In Chapter 5, we introduce a visual analytics system providing visual-interactive access to docu-
ment collections. The system enables analysts to create text document overviews via content-based
clustering. It serves as a proof of concept for applying our design methodology on textual data. As a
result, analysts are able to provide overviews on document collections relevant for the decision making
process. This addresses Challenge CDoc.
In Chapter 6, we present a system for the visual-interactive exploration of online debates on decision-
related topics. The system allows monitoring the relevance of policy domains, policies, and arguments
from textual social media statements. It serves as a proof of concept on how visual analytics can support
the inclusion of public opinions into the decision process and targets Challenge CDeb.
In Chapter 7, we present a visual analytics system that provides visual-interactive access to country-
specific performance indicators in the mining sector. The underlying empirical dataset was collected
to improve the transparency in the mining sector and attract investments in resource-rich countries.
Our visual analytics system provides intuitive access to this data for investor, governmental, or public
decision makers. It serves as a proof of concept on how to apply our design methodology on empirical
datasets. Challenge CDat is addressed with this design study.
In Chapter 8, we present a visual analytics system providing visual-interactive access to a simulation
model targeting the estimation of decision impacts. Users are enabled to explore different decision
scenarios simulated by the model and to analyze their impacts. The design study demonstrates the
applicability of our concept to model-driven data. It addresses Challenge CImp by incorporating impact
assessment methods in the decision making process.
In Chapter 9, we introduce a visual analytics system that provides visual-interactive access to an
optimization model that supports mitigating trade-offs between different decision targets. It allows the
calculation of optimal solutions based on the definition of target function(s) and constraints. In this
design study, we applied our design methodology on model-driven data and address Challenge COpt.
1.4. Outline
This thesis is structured into three main parts: In Chapter 2, we summarize the theoretical foundations
that build the baseline for this thesis. This includes a review of related work on decision making, policy
making, and visual analytics. In Chapter 3, we derive challenges from the problem description and
the reviewed related work. Moreover, we present the concept of this thesis addressing the two con-
ceptual challenges of our approach. We introduce a novel concept for the design of visual analytics
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decision support systems and describe how the concept simplifies the bridging of knowledge gaps be-
tween stakeholders involved in the decision making process. Chapters 4 – 9, are dedicated to prove the
applicability of our concept to different data categories and tasks in the decision process. In Chapter
4, we present a proof of concept for providing visual-interactive access to the decision making pro-
cess. Chapter 5 targets visual-interactive text document clustering to assess the content of document
collections. A visual analytics system for estimating the relevance of policy options, opinions, and ar-
guments from public online debates is presented in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we explain how to provide
visual-interactive access to country performance indicators in the mining sector, which addresses the
incorporation of empirical data into the decision process. Chapter 8 targets the assessment of decision
impacts by combining visualization techniques with an agent-based simulation model. A visual analyt-
ics system that provides visual-interactive access to an optimization model for the creation of optimal
solutions to a given problem, and thereby, balance trade-offs, is presented in Chapter 9. Finally, in
Chapter 10, we recapitulate the findings of this thesis and provide suggestions for future work.
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2. Foundations in Decision Making, Policy
Making, and Visual Analytics
In this chapter, we will present and discuss theoretical foundations in decision making, policy making,
and visual analytics. First, we describe decision making in general discussing prominent decision
making models. Then, we review decision support system (DSS) research as an attempt to apply
information and communication technology on the decision making process. We also tackle business
intelligence and business analytics technology as descendants from decision support systems. Second,
we present policy making as political decision making. We describe the policy cycle as the underlying
process, policy analysis as a specific discipline within the policy cycle, and policy analytics as a data-
driven decision support discipline. In the third part of this chapter, we discuss foundations in visual
analytics and information visualization related to this thesis. We review existing data, user, and task
taxonomies in visualization research that build the basis of our concept. Finally, in the summary of the
section on visual analytics we review existing visual analytics approaches addressing decision making
support.
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2.1. Decision Making
In this thesis, we aim at supporting evidence-based decision making via visual analytics. As a baseline
of our concept, we review theoretical approaches on decision making and its computational support
in particular. We begin with scientific approaches in decision support system theory. This includes
a characterization of the decision making process, involved stakeholders, and computational methods
being applied in the decision making process to support decision makers. We extend our review to
business intelligence and business analytics as descendants of decision support systems. Our approach
is restricted to unstructured strategical decision problems in contrast to naturalistic decision making,
which we briefly discuss. Finally, we provide advice on further readings and summarize our findings.
2.1.1. Decision Support System Theory
Decision making is defined as the process of selecting a course of action among a set of alternatives
to address a given problem. Computational support for decision making has been a subject of method-
ological research from the early 1960s. Herbert Simon’s theoretical view on decision making builds the
foundation for most approaches in this research field. Therefore, we also select his work as the baseline
for this thesis. In his frequently cited work “The new science of management decision” he describes
three principal phases in rational decision making processes: “finding occasions for making a decision;
finding possible courses of action; and choosing among courses of action” [Sim60]. Simon calls these
phases intelligence, design, and choice. Figure 2.1 shows this process, which is often augmented with
an additional ‘implementation’ stage. Some approaches even add a fifth ‘evaluation’ stage. Simon clar-
ifies that the model is only an abstraction of real world decision making. Complex decision processes
often contain multiple sub-processes with multiple iterations until a final decision is made. However,
he emphasizes that principally all complex decision making processes can be characterized with the
three mentioned stages.
Moreover, in his work, Simon distinguishes between programmed and nonprogrammed decisions.
Programmed decisions are repetitive and routine. These decisions can be easily automated. Nonpro-
grammed decisions are novel, unstructured and consequential. The terminology of nonprogrammed
and programmed decisions was re-used but also renamed by several scientists. Commonly, the terms
unstructured and structured are applied (e.g., [GSM71]). In an outlook on ‘modern’ decision-making
techniques, Simon names the following computer-supported methods that will be applied to deci-
sion making: operations research comprising mathematical analysis, models, and computer simula-
tion; electronic data processing; and heuristic problem-solving techniques that can be implemented
in heuristic computer programs. This assessment is taken up and refined by scientists in consecutive
research approaches. For example, the term ‘electronic data processing’ (EDP) that Simon refers to
is replaced by management information systems (MIS) [LL10] during the 1960s. Following Alter,
during the 1970s decision support systems research evolved from management information systems re-
search [Alt80]. Although it has been defined years ago, Simon’s model greatly influences the design of
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Figure 2.1.: The decision making process steps introduced by Simon [Sim60]. The diagram is adapted
from Turban et al. who provide more details on the consecutive stages [TSD14].
computational decision support systems (DSS) [PA04]. In the concept chapter of this thesis, we re-use
his decision making model for characterizing visual analytics support in decision making.
One of the first concepts on decision support systems presented by Gorry and Scott Morton evolved
from management information system (MIS) research [GSM71]. The authors introduce a framework
for information systems along two orthogonal axes. On the vertical axis, systems are ordered based
on the decision type they support from structured over semi-structured to unstructured decisions. The
decision types are based on Simon’s nonprogrammed and programmed decision types [Sim60]. Gorry
and Scott Morton add an additional intermediate decision type: semi-structured decisions. On the hori-
zontal axis, systems are classified based on the management activity level, from ‘operational control’ at
the bottom of the organizational hierarchy via ‘management control’ to ‘strategic planning’ on the top
level. This classification was derived by the work of Anthony [Ant65]. Gorry and Scott Morton define
the information systems that tackle semi- or unstructured decision problems as decision support sys-
tems. Information systems that address structured decisions are classified as management information
systems (MIS). With their framework, they identified the need for a concentration of efforts on the de-
velopment of information systems that support managers in unstructured strategic planning decisions.
This motivated further research in the area of decision support systems.
In the foreword of Alter’s book on decision support systems, Keen and Stabell characterize decision
support science as the concept for the development of tools that “address nonstructured rather than
structured tasks; support rather than replace judgment; focus on effectiveness rather than efficiency
in decision processes” [Alt80]. Keen and Stabell, as most scientists in the field, emphasize that an
important factor of a decision support system is that it only ‘supports’ decision makers in making
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decisions, it is not replacing their final choice. This notion fits very well to visual analytics approaches
that attempt to keep humans in the analysis loop. Alter himself describes the heterogeneity of decision
support systems, represented through three case studies, with the following opposing characteristics:
use by decision makers ↔ use by intermediaries; online ↔ offline use; systems based on data ↔
systems based on models; systems with one primary user ↔ systems with many users [Alt80, p.71].
These characteristics are also relevant to our approach. We differentiate between user roles, we ensure
the accessibility of our support systems via web technology, we differentiate between model-driven and
data-driven (we name the latter empirical data) approaches, and we consider collaborative aspects that
allow multiple users to participate in decision making.
In another survey on decision support systems by Shim et al. the past, present, and future of deci-
sion support technology is discussed [SWC∗02]. The authors provide an abstract definition of decision
support systems: “decision support systems (DSS) are computer technology solutions that can be used
to support complex decision making and problem solving” [SWC∗02]. In this definition the relation
between decision making and problem solving is evident. They also introduce a refinement of the
decision making process introducing the steps: problem recognition, problem definition, alternative
generation, model development, alternative analysis, choice, and implementation. The refinement of
the process model informed the definition of the individual process steps presented in our approach.
Shim et al. distinguish between four decision support tools: data warehousing, online analytical pro-
cessing (OLAP), data mining, and web-based decision support systems. Moreover, they expand this set
of tools by optimization-based and collaborative decision making tools.
Having presented various decision support system categorizations in the previous paragraphs, we
conclude with the categorization that has the highest influence on our approach. Power’s framework
structures decision support systems into five categories: data-driven, model-driven, knowledge-driven,
document-driven, and communications-driven decision support systems [Pow02]. These can be de-
scribed as follows:
• Data-driven DSS support the analysis of structured datasets. Examples include reporting sys-
tems, data warehouses, and business intelligence systems.
• Model-driven DSS focus on providing support for accessing and manipulating models. Exam-
ples include statistical, financial, optimization, or simulation models.
• Knowledge-driven DSS suggest or recommend actions to managers via specialized business
rules or knowledge bases.
• Document-driven DSS support users in gathering, retrieving, classifying, and managing un-
structured documents. Examples of unstructured documents include text documents, images,
sounds, and video.
• Communication-driven DSS support the communication and collaboration of a team for deci-
sion making. Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) are an example of communication-driven
DSS. Further examples include online communication, scheduling, and document sharing tools.
Power derives some additional technologies from these categories. For example, data mining is defined
as a support technology for building hybrid data-driven and knowledge-driven DSS. The data-driven
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DSS provides data that can be analyzed with data mining techniques in order to extract rules that build
the basis for a knowledge-driven DSS. Moreover, Power names the combination of a document-driven
DSS and a search engine as an example of a knowledge management system. In our work, we re-use
the DSS categorization by Power to characterize the data types of our concept. We distinguish between
empirical data, textual data, and model-driven data. Empirical data builds the basis for data-driven
DSS. We use the term empirical data, since in most cases structured data originates from empirical
measurements. In our definition, the foundation of document-driven DSS is restricted to textual data.
We do not consider video and audio data in our approach. Finally, we name the data originating from
models model-driven data, referring to the model-driven DSS category.
A general definition of computational model-driven approaches is given by Hill et al. [HCSG01]:
“a set of computational codes, executable in some software/hardware environment, that transform a
set of input data into a set of output data, with the input, output, and transformation typically having
some interpretation in terms of real-world phenomena.” Model-driven DSS were often associated to the
domain of operations research [Pow03]. Following Power and Sharda, model-driven DSSs may also
include algebraic, decision analytic, financial, simulation, and optimization models [PS07]. Although
Turban et al. state that “no universally accepted definition” for decision support systems exist [TSD14],
we rely on the frequently cited definition by Keen and Scott Morton: “(Decision support systems)
are computer-based support for management decision makers who are dealing with semi-structured
problems.” [KSM78, p.97].
In a recent book, Power characterizes modern decision support systems with the following attributes
[Pow13]: (1) access capabilities from any location at anytime; (2) access very large historical datasets
almost instantaneously; (3) collaborate with multiple, remote users in real-time using rich media; (4)
receive real-time structured and unstructured data when needed; (5) view data and results visually
with excellent graphs and charts. These attributes of modern DSS also served as requirements to the
solutions, we present in this thesis. All of our approaches are implemented as web applications, which
allows an easy access. The client-server applications allow the processing of large datasets. Several
users can access the data simultaneously and collaborate in finding solutions. We support both access to
structured (e.g., numerical) and unstructured (e.g., textual) data. Finally, all of our approaches provide
an intuitive visual and interactive access to the data or models provided.
Power further expands these ideas and introduces basic characteristics for computerized DSS:
1. “Facilitation. DSS facilitate and support specific decision-making activities or decision pro-
cesses, or both.
2. Interaction. DSS are computer-based systems designed for interactive use by decision makers or
staff users who control the sequence of interaction and the operations performed.
3. Ancillary. DSS can support decision makers at any level in an organization. They are not in-
tended to replace decision makers.
4. Repeated Use. DSS are intended for repeated use. A specific DSS may be used routinely or used
as needed for ad hoc decision support tasks.
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5. Task-Oriented. DSS provide specific capabilities that support one or more tasks related to deci-
sion making, including intelligence and data analysis, identification and design of alternatives,
choice among alternatives, and decision implementation.
6. Identifiable. DSS may be independent systems that collect or replicate data from other informa-
tion systems or subsystems of a larger, more integrated information system.
7. Decision Impact. DSS are intended to improve the accuracy, timeliness, quality, and overall
effectiveness of a specific decision or a set of related decisions.” [Pow13, p.39]
Finally, from an online article in which Power provides a comprehensive historical overview on DSS
research, we also want to share a decision support system definition that summarizes the lessons learned
during our literature review on decision support systems in a compact way: “A DSS is an interactive
computer-based system or subsystem intended to help decision makers use communications technolo-
gies, data, documents, knowledge and/or models to identify and solve problems, complete decision
process tasks, and make decisions. Decision Support System is a general term for any computer ap-
plication that enhances a person or group’s ability to make decisions. Also, Decision Support Systems
refers to an academic field of research that involves designing and studying Decision Support Systems
in their context of use. In general, Decision Support Systems are a class of computerized informa-
tion system that support decision-making activities. Five more specific Decision Support System types
include: Communications-driven DSS, Data-driven DSS, Document-driven DSS, Knowledge-driven
DSS, Model-driven DSS.” [Pow03]
2.1.2. From DSS to Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
During the 1990s, DSS terminology was adapted. In their frequently cited book, Turban et al. syn-
onymously use the terms business intelligence and business analytics for online analytical process-
ing (OLAP), and model-base management systems and models, respectively. The term business in-
telligence was promoted by Howard Dresner within Business and IT communities in 1989 [Pow03]
[CCS12]. As denoted by Power, business intelligence systems can be interpreted as data-driven DSS
[Pow03]. Chen et al. define business intelligence and analytics “as the techniques, technologies, sys-
tems, practices, methodologies, and applications that analyze critical business data to help an enterprise
better understand its business and market and make timely business decisions.” [CCS12] In their fre-
quently cited survey article on business intelligence and analytics, the past, present, future trends in
these lines of research are discussed. They also discuss application areas for business intelligence
and analytics including e-commerce and market intelligence, e-government and politics 2.0, science
and technology, smart health and wellbeing, and security and public safety. The authors also dis-
cuss enabling technologies like big data analytics, text analytics, web analytics, and network analytics.
Moreover, they provided an intensive review of 3602 research papers published between 2000-2011
that contain the keywords business intelligence and analytics to better understand the current trends in
the respective scientific fields. Interestingly, none of the reviewed papers was published at one of the
major visualization conferences.
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Having reviewed theoretical foundations on DSS, we also want to shed light on visual support tech-
niques as discussed in decision support research. From the very beginning of decision support re-
search, the importance of user interfaces was highlighted. In their work, Sprague and Carlson structure
DSS into three components, the data component, the model component, and the user interface com-
ponent [SC82, p.313]. These components are also considered in the visual analytics model by Keim
et al., comprising data, visualization, models, and knowledge [KAF∗08]. Courtney promotes a new
decision-making paradigm for DSS [Cou01]. He proposes the usage of “diagramming tools” to com-
municate the complexity of a given problem to all relevant stakeholders. Technically, he proposes the
incorporation of mathematical models into online DSS systems to allow several stakeholders to test
their hypothesis with the models by themselves. Power and Sharda promote advancing the state of the
art of visual-interactive DSS [PS07]. In the domains of visual analytics and information visualization
decision making is an important application area [TC05] [KKEM10]. A more specific research agenda
in the field of geovisual analytics is provided by Andrienko et al. [AAJ∗07]. Liu et al. review exist-
ing decision support systems from the integration perspective [LDWB10]. They differentiate between
five integration perspectives: data and information integration, model integration, process integration,
service integration, and presentation integration. By the latter, he explicitly promotes the presentation
layer of a DSS.
Despite the fact that user interfaces and result visualization are described as fundamental compo-
nents in decision support systems, the respective visual analytics and information visualization research
branches are seldom consequently embedded in the decision support theory. As a counter example in
the area of business intelligence and analytics we propose the work by Kohlhammer et al. who also
reflect decision support concepts from the visualization research perspective [KPW13]. Still, this work
is lacking a clear orientation on Simon’s or any other decision making process model.
2.1.3. An Alternative Decision Making Theory
Finally, for the sake of completeness, we also want to emphasize that besides the classical norma-
tive branch of decision making research a second branch was promoted by scientists like Gary Klein.
Naturalistic decision making theories evolved as an alternative decision making theory in the late
1980s [KOCZ93]. While classical decision making research targets the identification of a problem,
the definition of alternatives, and the rational choice between the alternatives, naturalistic decision
making mainly relies on the experience of the decision maker. Orasanu and Connolly describe the
differences between classical and naturalistic decision making. They claim that in naturalistic deci-
sion making “much effort is devoted to situation assessment, or figuring out the nature of the problem;
single options are evaluated sequentially through mental simulation of outcomes; and options are ac-
cepted if they are satisfactory (rather than optimal)” [OC93]. Moreover, they describe a naturalistic
decision making setting with the following attributes: “ill-structured problems; uncertain dynamic en-
vironments; shifting, ill-defined, or competing goals; action/feedback loops; time stress; high stakes;
multiple players; organizational goals and norms” [KOCZ93]. Numerous visual analytics approaches
focus on supporting naturalistic decision making. Examples include applications in time-critical situa-
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tions (e.g., [KMH09] [MJR∗11] [AME11]). This line of research is highly relevant for visual analytics.
However, in this thesis, we target the visual-interactive support for classical decision making problems.
2.1.4. Summary of Decision Making Theory
In this section, we reviewed the related work in computerized decision support theory. The theory
grounds on the model by Herbert Simon, who separates the decision making process into the three
stages design, intelligence, and choice. Following his model decision making comprises the steps
“finding occasions for making a decision; finding possible courses of action; and choosing among
courses of action”. We re-use Simon’s model to structure visual analytics tasks along the decision
making process. Additionally, Simon’s work motivated the later differentiation between structured,
semi-structured, and unstructured decision types. Structured decisions are repetitive and routine, which
allows their automation. Unstructured decisions are novel and consequential. They cannot be auto-
mated. However, human decision makers can be supported by computerized decision support systems
in addressing unstructured decision types. This characterization allows us to describe the focus of our
concept targeting visual analytics support for unstructured decisions on a strategic planning level. We
also reviewed multiple decision support tool categorizations. Eventually, we chose the well-known
categorization of Power to motivate our concept. He distinguishes between data-driven, model-driven,
knowledge-driven, document-driven, and communications-driven and group decision support systems.
Our concept primarily covers visual analytics support for data-driven, model-driven, and document-
driven decision support systems. In the remainder of the section, we reviewed further characteristics of
decision support systems, including the descendants of DSS, business intelligence (data-driven DSS)
and business analytics (model-driven DSS). Moreover, we identified the need for visualization and vi-
sual analytics to support DSS research. Finally, we further restricted our focus on classical normative
decision making in contrast to alternatives like naturalistic decision making.
2.2. Policy Making
In the previous section, we discussed decision making support applied to the business level. We re-
viewed scientific approaches that describe how information systems can support decision making in
organizations. In this section, we review theoretical foundations in political decision making. In most
cases, political decision making, or policy making, results in new or adapted policies or directives. We
discuss the specifities of policy making by reviewing the definition of public policy research and the
creation of policies via the public policy cycle. We draw similarities between decision making and the
policy analysis task within the policy cycle and discuss challenges in applying rational decision mak-
ing in the policy process. In addition, we review approaches on how to incorporate big data analytics
and policy analytics (as analogy to business analytics) in the political decision making process. We
continue by reviewing approaches that promote the application of visualization techniques in policy
analysis. The section is concluded with a summary of our findings.
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Figure 2.2.: Policy Cycle adapted from Anderson [And75]. Policy analysis is mainly conducted in the
policy formulation and the policy adoption stage. Alternative solutions to a given problem are defined in the
formulation stage. One of these alternatives is selected for implementation in the adoption stage.
2.2.1. Public Policy and the Policy Cycle
We begin this section by characterizing political decision making processes in order to identify rela-
tions to classical decision support theory that mainly targets the business sector, as discussed in the
previous section. In most cases, political decision making processes are resulting in a policy that is
implemented and applied by the administration of a government. Following Anderson’s definition, “a
policy is defined as a relatively stable, purposive course of action followed by an actor or set of actors
in dealing with a problem or matter of concern” [And75]. Reviewing the terminology that Simon used,
the choice of a course of action is also the result of a decision making process. An alternative definition
of public policy in general is provided by Chocran and Malone: “public policy can be described as the
overall framework within which government actions are undertaken to achieve public goals” [CLC14].
In the scientific literature, political decision making processes are often structured into so called policy
cycles. Although several policy cycle definitions exist, most of them share similar steps in the process.
Some refine aspects on different levels of detail. Most cycles presented in the literature are based on the
concept of Lasswell who compared policy making to problem solving. In 1956, the political scientist
introduced a decision process model divided into the seven phases intelligence, promotion, prescrip-
tion, invocation, application, termination, and appraisal [Las56]). In the intelligence phase, relevant
information is gathered. In the promotion phase, policy alternatives are defined and arguments for and
against these alternatives are formulated. In the prescription phase, a specific policy is selected. In
the invocation phase, this policy is implemented. In the application phase, the implemented policy is
applied by the administration. In the termination phase, the policy process terminates. And finally, in
the appraisal phase, the policy is evaluated towards the achievement of the specified objectives. Ander-
son simplified this policy process to five distinctive stages in a policy cycle (see Figure 2.2): problem
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identification and agenda setting, formulation, adoption, implementation, and evaluation [And75]. In
the first stage public problems are identified, and the political agenda is set by prioritizing societal
problems. In the second stage alternative solutions to these problems are explored and evaluated. In the
third stage, these policy options are compared, and it is decided which option to choose. In the fourth
stage the selected policy option is implemented through legal process. In the last stage of the cycle the
implemented policy is evaluated with respect to the objectives defined in the first stage of the cycle.
This simplified policy cycle is often referred to as the standard cycle. We take up this process definition
and re-use it in the concept of this thesis. Nevertheless, alternative policy cycles appear in the litera-
ture that we briefly discuss in the following. For example, Brewer’s policy cycle comprises six stages:
invention/initiation, estimation, selection, implementation, evaluation, and termination [Bre74]. Pat-
ton and Sawicki’s 6-step policy analysis cycle mainly focuses on the policy analysis step (see Section
2.2.2) and disregards the formal implementation step. The six stages are: verify, define, and detail the
problem; establish evaluation criteria; identify alternative policies; evaluate alternative policies; display
and distinguish among policy alternatives; monitor the implemented policy [PS83]. In the Australian
Policy Handbook an 8-step cycle is promoted with the following stages: identify issues, policy anal-
ysis, policy instruments, consultation, coordination, decision, implementation, evaluation [ABD08].
This cycle also reflects legislative and political sub-processes. The reviewed cycles introduce specific
perspectives on policy making and informed the characterization of policy making in our concept.
Numerous alternative policy cycle definitions exist. However, we rely on Jann and Wegrich, who
claim that “today, the differentiation between agenda-setting, policy formulation, decision making,
implementation, and evaluation (eventually leading to termination) has become the conventional way
to describe the chronology of a policy process.” [JW07] Stakeholders involved in the process steps were
added by Howlett et al., which results in the following cycle [HRP09]: (1) agenda-setting by policy
universe, (2) policy formulation by policy subsystem, (3) decision-making by government decision-
makers, (4) policy implementation by policy subsystem, (5) policy evaluation by policy universe.
Agenda Setting and Problem Definition: At the initial stage of the policy cycle public problems
that shape the agenda for policy making are identified. The entire policy universe participates in this
stage. This also includes the civil society.
Policy Formulation: In the policy formulation stage, policy options to address a given problem are
formulated and discussed by the policy subsystem. Only actors with a profound knowledge of the given
problem are involved, e.g. policy analysts, knowledge workers, etc. The stage includes policy analysis.
Decision Making: In the decision-making stage, one of the alternative options defined in the policy
formulation stage is adopted or no action is taken. The underlying decision is made by governmental
decision makers based on an analysis of the alternative decision impacts.
Policy Implementation: The policy implementation stage describes the administrative act in the
policy cycle. The selected policy is put into practice by the policy subsystem.
Policy Evaluation: Finally, the resulting policy is evaluated in the policy evaluation stage. At this
stage, again the entire policy universe is involved. After the evaluation step the problems and the
solutions may be reviewed, which results in returning to the first stage of the policy cycle.
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Figure 2.3.: Simplified policy process as introduced by Kohlhammer et al. [KNRB12]
Howlett et al. further specify different domestic policy actors that influence policy processes and
outcomes. These are: elected politicians, the public, bureaucracy, political parties, interest or pressure
groups, think tanks and research organizations, mass media, academic policy experts and consultants.
[HRP09] An adaptation of the presented policy cycle to the field of eParticipation with a focus on
the usage of information and communication technology (ICT) was presented by Macintosh [Mac04a].
She names the stages: agenda setting, policy analysis, policy creation, implementation, and monitoring.
Höchtl et al. adapted an alternative policy cycle in order to explain how big data analytics may support
public policy making [HPS15]. Our first attempt to introduce interactive visualization to the policy
cycle is described in Figure 2.3 (extracted from Kohlhammer et al. [KNRB12]). Here, we simplify
the policy cycle to the steps information foraging, policy design, and impact analysis, and promote the
inclusion of different visualization disciplines into the policy cycle.
2.2.2. Policy Analysis and the Policy Analysis Paradox
In the previous section, we briefly introduced the policy cycle as it is discussed in the political sciences.
In this section, we will provide further details on policy analysis as a fundamental method during the
policy cycle. Within the policy cycle at the policy formulation stage different policy options to address a
public problem are created and compared (see also Figure 2.2). “Policy formulation clearly is a critical
phase of the policy process. Certainly designing the alternatives that decision makers will consider
directly influences the ultimate policy choice” [Sid07]. Jenkins-Smith provides a similar definition
replacing the term policy formulation with policy analysis: “policy analysis is a set of techniques and
criteria with which to evaluate public policy options and select among them” [JS90]. Similarly, Howlett
et al. name policy analysis as a critical component of the policy formulation stage [How09]. Policy
analysis as a discipline of the policy sciences was introduced by Lasswell and Lernen in their work
“The Policy Sciences” in 1951 [LL51]. Various interpretations of policy analysis exist in the literature.
A historical overview of policy making starting from the concept of Lasswell, with an outlook to
the future of policy analysis is given by Hoppe [Hop99]. Two theoretical perspectives on public pol-
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icy analysis exist: positivism and post-positivism. Positivist approaches before 1990 originate from
welfare economists and interpret policy analysis from a rational perspective. The theory is based on
the assumption that individuals make the most social decisions through market mechanisms. The role
of the government is interpreted as a regulator for so-called market failures. Following Howlett et al.,
“they (positivists) argue that political institutions can act to supplement or replace markets to produce
better outcomes in terms of enhancing overall social welfare” [How09, p.22]. Positivists analyze pol-
icy making with empirical and quantifiable facts grounded in economic theory. For example, Weimer
and Vining state that policy analysis has to be enriched by craft skills for gathering information, struc-
turing analysis, and cost-benefit analysis among others [WV05]. Positivism is interpreted as societal
problem-solving discipline with the higher goal to support rational decisions in policy making.
During the 1990s critics on this technocratic perspective emerged. The main breach of positivism
approaches results from the experience that decisions solely based on rational perspectives are not
sufficiently considering external factors within real-world scenarios. “Even if one could identify the
most efficient and effective policy, which is difficult given the limitations innate to the social sciences,
the actual policy choice is a political, not a technical, one, bound by political institutions and made
by political actors in response to political pressures, ideologies, and self-interests, among other fac-
tors.” [How09, p.26] Following the critics’ argumentation, there is no single objective solution to a
problem. From this experience post-positivism approaches evolved. Post-positivists aim at letting cit-
izens participate in the policy process and deriving policies through policy debates and combinations
of normative and empirical arguments. “In politics, politicians and policy decision-makers put forth
proposals about what to do based on normative arguments. Empirical analysis comes into play but only
when there are reasons to question or explore the factual aspects of the argument.” [Fis07, p.227] In
Shulock’s view, “policy analysis is more a tool of the democratic process than the problem-solving pro-
cess. Its value lies in its contribution to the understandings that citizens have of issues and the political
process... Analysis can lead to better policies if by ‘better’ we mean more responsive to, and supported
by, the public” [Shu99]. Moreover, she states that “policy analysis has changed, right along with the
policy process, to become the provider of ideas and frames, to help sustain the discourse that shapes
citizen preferences, and to provide the appearance of rationality in an increasingly complex political
environment”.
Complementary to the positivists’ and the post-positivists’ perspectives on policy analysis, further
theories have been introduced that describe public policy making from different perspectives. Mayer
et al. introduce a complex framework (a hexagon model) that attempts to combine all existing policy
analysis theories. They differentiate between six policy advice activities and six policy analyst styles
which they organize in a linked hexagon. The hexagon model is further augmented and provides a
comprehensive characterization of policy analysis models. The framework unifies, beyond others, pos-
itivism and post-positivism approaches. The six policy analysis activities are: research and analyze;
design and recommend; clarify values and arguments; advise strategically; democratize; and mediate.
The six policy analyst styles are: rational style (application of scientific methods to generate knowl-
edge; what is good knowledge?), argumentative style (illustrate arguments and justifications thereof;
what is good for the debate?), client advice style (study environment and provide advice on stakehold-
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ers and positions; what is good for the client/problem owner?), participatory style (representation of
stakeholder perspectives not involved in the process; what is good for society?), process style (focusing
on the procedural aspects of the decision making process; what is good for the process?), and interac-
tive style (facilitating consultations between different actors; what is good for mutual understanding?).
By grouping subsets of theses activity-style combinations, existing policy analysis disciplines can be
characterized. Finally, Mayer et al. strongly recommend to combine different policy analysis styles
within one policy process. [MvDB13]
Besides scientific work on the characterization of policy analysis in general, especially the inclusion
of scientific research results in political decision making has been heavily discussed. Engels provides
examples that describe where scientific expertise is relevant for decision making: scientific warning and
awareness creation, problem definition, ex ante impact assessment for policy options, ex post evaluation
of policy choices, monitoring of implementation [Eng05]. However, despite the expected importance
of considering scientific knowledge in the policy formulation phase, Shulock identifies a main deficit
of policy making: the ‘policy analysis paradox’. It describes the asymmetry between the amount of
knowledge generated by scientific experts, and the actual amount of knowledge effectively used in the
decision making process [Shu99]. Van den Hove names a number of “theoretical problems” that emerge
at the intersection between science and policy. Among others, she names the complexity, uncertainty,
and indeterminacy of scientific outputs. Scientific models attempting to simulate the complex reality
are seldom precise or accurate. Furthermore, in most cases this uncertainty is not communicated to the
user. This fails to raise the awareness of the model’s uncertainty, and as a consequence, reduces the
credibility of scientific outputs.
Concepts have been introduced to mitigate these problems, which evolve from bringing two con-
trary systems together, politics and science. Most of these concepts can be summarized under the
term science-policy interface. Van den Hove defines science-policy interfaces as “social processes
which encompass relations between scientists and other actors in the policy process, and which allow
for exchanges, co-evolution, and joint construction of knowledge with the aim of enriching decision-
making.” [Hov07]. The positive aspects out of this are: a) rationality and legitimation through know-
ledge in politics, b) exploration of policy alternatives with focus on cause and effect, c) communica-
tion between two fields – e.g., research assignment, and scientific advice. In order to realize these
aspects, the concept of “knowledge brokers” is propagated. Their goal is to mediate between the two
systems [HW09]. Still, these concepts contain the risk of subjectivity. As a consequence, the propaga-
tion of a merely technocratic model has to be replaced by a concept with high interaction possibilities
between knowledge brokers and decision makers. We identified the policy analysis paradox as another
motivation for including visual analytics in the policy cycle. We assume that visual analytics systems
that provide access to information relevant to policy making could serve as an online science-policy
interface, and bridge knowledge gaps between stakeholders from science and politics.
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2.2.3. Big Data Analytics and Policy Analytics
In the ‘big data’ era, policy analysis is reviewed from a data-driven perspective. However, Chen et al.
state: “Despite the significant transformational potential for BI&A (business intelligence & analytics)
in e-government research, there has been less academic research than, for example, e-commerce-related
BI&A research” [CCS12]. Höchtl et al. noted that there is only little discussion on how data analytics
may support policy making. Therefore, they discuss how big data analytics might be applied to a
slightly adapted policy cycle with the stages agenda-setting, policy discussion, policy formation, policy
acceptance, provision of means, implementation, and evaluation. The authors postulate that “many of
the claims with respect to goals, benefits, and perils must be adopted from a business-related domain
and imposed on government action and policy making, which is justified, as good governance means
putting the citizen into the focus of consideration” [HPS15]. They also refer to the work by Chen
et al. on business intelligence and analytics that we discussed in the previous section [CCS12]. In
our approach, we rely on the ideas of Höchtl et al. on how big data analytics (BDA) may be applied
to the decision making process: In the agenda setting stage, BDA can be used to identify emerging
topics via social media and online news analysis, although the authors note a “problematic practice of
simply equating online tweets, blogs, and comments with ‘public opinion’ in general”. In the policy
discussion stage, policy options to tackle identified problems are discussed. BDA can support citizens’
participation by monitoring and aggregating the information provided by the public via social media.
In the policy formation and policy acceptance stages, BDA can be used to predict the acceptance of a
formulated policy by the public. In the provision of means stage, the authors claim, e.g., that “there
is already some empirical evidence that the use of big data in budgeting can increase efficiency and
effectiveness while reducing costs”. In the implementation stage, Höchtl et al. identify two ways how
BDA can support policy making. First, problematic areas can be identified prior to implementation
that allows for an adaption of the policy’s intensity in that area. Second, the new data generated in the
implementation process can be used to evaluate the current policy in order to improve future policy
processes. The continuous evaluation of the described stages allows the authors to eliminate the last
evaluation step: “BDA enables evaluation, instead of being a well-defined process step at the very end
of the policy cycle, to happen at any stage and to happen opaque to the affected stakeholders.” Höchtl
et al. also provide an example of the UK governance performance program that utilize visualization to
continuously monitor and evaluate government policy making. [HPS15]
De Marchi et al. [DLT16] and Daniell et al. [DMRI16] go even one step further describing the emerg-
ing field ‘policy analytics’. The latter define policy analytics as “new analytic methods that can be used
to support public policy problem-solving and decision processes... (while balancing) the need for robust
and convincing analysis with the need for satisfying legitimate public expectations about transparency
and opportunities for participation” [DMRI16]. This definition nicely separates organizational (or busi-
ness) decision making from public policy making by adding to the latter the requirement to satisfy
public expectations on governmental decisions. In addition, the authors extend the model by Mayer et
al. [MvDB13] with exemplary policy analytics techniques applied to each activity level.Applied meth-
ods include text mining, exploratory data analysis, game theoretic models, large-scale mathematical
optimization, clustering, support vector machines, spreadsheet models, and argumentation theory.
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A research and practice agenda for policy analytics is presented by Tsoukias et al. [TMLB13]. The
authors discuss facets that distinguish policy making processes from other decision making processes.
The concept of ‘policy analytics’ is comprehensively defined by the following statement: “To sup-
port policy makers in a way that is meaningful (in a sense of being relevant and adding value to the
process), operational (in a sense of being practically feasible) and legitimating (in the sense of ensur-
ing transparency and accountability), decision analysts need to draw on a wide range of existing data
and knowledge (including factual information, scientific knowledge, and expert knowledge in its many
forms) and to combine this with a constructive approach to surfacing, modelling and understanding
the opinions, values and judgements of the range of relevant stakeholders” [TMLB13]. In addition,
five major complexities in policy making are identified: Use of public resources, multiple stakeholders,
long-time horizon, legitimation and accountability, deliberation.
2.2.4. Visualization for Policy Analysis
Despite the fact that data- and model-driven approaches find their way into policy analysis, only little
research focuses on the inclusion of visual analytics and information visualization into political deci-
sion making. In the Data4Policy state-of-the-art report by Poel et al. data-driven approaches applied to
policy making in the European Union are examined [PST∗15]. Besides the literature review, the team of
authors present a detailed stakeholder analysis, interviews with selected experts, and a review of inno-
vative data-driven initiatives in the policy making field. Their study reveals “substantial opportunities in
moving to advanced data analytics and visualization”. Lindquist also sheds light on how visualization
might be applied in the policy making era. In his research Lindquist provides a survey on visualiza-
tion [Lin11b] and introduces a discussion on how visualization may support policy making [Lin11a].
Lindquist requests more investments by public institutions in visualization research targeting policy
making. He describes this from the perspective of a political scientist. McInerny et al. criticize a
lack of applications of information visualization to science and policy [MCF∗14]. They promote the
application of information visualization in science and science policy to avoid “an increased potential
for missed discoveries, miscommunications, and, at worst, creating a bias towards the research that is
easiest to display... Visualisation should be supporting the whole information pipeline; from acquiring
and exploring data and analysing models, to the visual analytics used to reason across research and
assessment activities, all the way to storytelling for communicating background information, results,
and conclusions” [MCF∗14].
2.2.5. Summary of Policy Making Theory
In this section, we reviewed public policy making theory and the advent of computer-based support
technologies for political decision making. A policy is defined as governmental purposive course of
action for dealing with a societal problem. To understand how policies evolve, we reviewed various
policy (making) cycles. The most representative one by Anderson comprises the five steps problem
identification and agenda setting, policy formulation, policy adoption, policy implementation, and pol-
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icy evaluation. In addition, some approaches discuss the types of stakeholders involved in the process.
Among others, decision (or policy) maker, analysts (or advisers), knowledge brokers, scientists, and
public stakeholders are named. During the policy cycle the policy formulation stage is defined as the
most important stage. Similar to the decision making model by Simon, at this stage alternative policy
options to address a specific problem are designed, analyzed, compared. In the policy adoption stage
one of these options is chosen for implementation. This process is often referred to as policy analysis.
However, the definition of policy analysis has changed over time. Two main lines of research exist:
positivism and post-positivism. While positivism approaches mainly focus on the economic aspects of
policy making, post-positivism approaches see policy analysis as a discipline to support the political
discourse. For post-positivists the inclusion of the public into policy making is of utmost importance.
As a consequence of controversial theories in policy analysis hybrid approaches evolved that attempt to
unify both theories. Despite these efforts, researchers identify a policy analysis paradox: the refusal of
including scientific knowledge into policy making despite its accepted importance. As a consequence
science-policy interfaces are promoted that should support the collaboration between scientific and po-
litical stakeholders. Nevertheless, the policy analysis paradox remains a challenge to address in policy
making. Through the advent of big data analytics, the potential of including data-driven decision sup-
port methods into policy making is emphasized. Therefore, the emerging field of policy analytics is
introduced. However, scientists report that more efforts need be spent on applying data analytics meth-
ods efficiently and effectively in the policy making domain. Visual analytics techniques are scarcely
discussed in this domain, although visualization and data analysis is deemed to be of utmost importance
within the coming years.
2.3. Visual Analytics to Support Decision Making
In the previous section, we reviewed scientific approaches in decision support and policy making the-
ory. We discussed decision processes, involved stakeholders, and computerized technologies. In the
following, we describe the fields of information visualization and visual analytics.
2.3.1. Visualization Disciplines
First, we review scientific research in visualization-related disciplines that are relevant for data-driven
decision making. We review theoretic approaches on the two disciplines information visualization and
visual analytics in more detail, since they are most important for our approach. Moreover, we briefly
discuss the disciplines information design and knowledge discovery in data bases (short: KDD), since
they play a role in some related approaches. Finally, we compare the four disciplines and their relevance
for decision making.
An overview on data visualization in general is presented by Few [Few09]. In his view, the purpose
of information visualization is to support the exploration, sense-making, and communication of data.
Figure 2.4 shows his view on the broader data visualization field. The activities addressed by data
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visualization are exploration and sense-making as analysis tasks, and communication as knowledge
transfer task. While exploration and sense-making have the goal to extract knowledge from data, the
purpose of communication is the transfer and presentation of the extracted knowledge. Few differen-
tiates between the data visualization disciplines information visualization (for abstract data), scientific
visualization (for physically-based data), and graphical presentation (which we use as a synonym for
information design). As an intermediate goal data visualization attempts to support the understanding
of information hidden in the massive amount of data. The ultimate goal is to support good decision
making based on the knowledge extracted from data.
Figure 2.4.: A characterization of data visualization by Stephen Few [Few09]. Distinction between ac-
tivities addressed by data visualization. Exploration and sense-making as analysis tasks. Communication
as knowledge transfer task. Technologies differ with respect to presented data (information visualization
for abstract data and scientific visualization for physically-based data) and interaction capabilities of the
technologies, e.g., graphical presentation alone does not imply user interaction. Understanding of provided
information as intermediate goal. Good decisions based on derived knowledge as end goal.
Information Visualization
Information visualization is defined as “the use of computer-supported interactive, visual representa-
tions of abstract data to amplify cognition” [CMS99]. The definition emphasizes several aspects of
information visualization. First, as a research discipline from computer science its solutions are pro-
vided as software. Second, these software solutions address the visual representation of data through
visual artifacts or diagrams. The artifacts consist of basic visual elements that have been presented in
the theory of graphics by Bertin [Ber83]. Third, in contrast to static visual representation, information
visualization deals with the interactive visual representation of data. Hence, an important aspect lies
in the possibility of the user to interact with graphics generated by the software. Zoom and filter op-
erations on the data are an example for user interaction. Fourth, information visualization deals with
abstract data in contrast to scientific data. While scientific data is typically physically-based, reflecting
at least some geometric information, abstract data such as economic data or text document collections
is not. Finally, the goal of information visualization is to amplify cognition. Cognition is defined as
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the acquisition of knowledge and insights about the world. With information visualization the user
is enabled to gain knowledge about the internal structure of the data and causal relationships within.
Thereby, vision as the human sense with the highest bandwidth is exploited to support the comprehen-
sion of information. “Visual representations and interaction techniques take advantage of the human
eye’s broad bandwidth pathway into the mind to allow users to see, explore, and understand large
amounts of information at once” [TC05]. Card et al. provide further details on how visualization can
amplify cognition: “1) by increasing the memory and processing resources available to the users. 2)
by reducing the search for information, 3) by using visual representations to enhance the detection of
patterns, 4) by enabling perceptual inference operations, 5) by using perceptual attention mechanisms
for monitoring, 6) by encoding information in a manipulable medium.” [CMS99, p.16]
Following Shneiderman and Bederson’s definition, information visualization emerged from inter-
disciplinary research in human-computer interaction, computer science, graphics, visual design, psy-
chology, and business methods [SB03]. It allows to intuitively access results of complex models,
even for non-experts, while not being limited to intrinsic application fields. As discussed in the previ-
ous sections, the extraction of information from data is one of the key challenges to be addressed by
data-driven decision support systems which makes information visualization a valuable component for
decision support systems.
Figure 2.5.: Information Visualization Pipeline as introduced by Card et al. [CMS99]
Card et al. introduce a representative process model for information visualization: the InfoVis
Pipeline [CMS99]. As shown in Figure 2.5, the InfoVis pipeline illustrates how raw datasets are pro-
cessed through several transformation steps until they are visually presented to the user. An important
feature of the pipeline it the interaction loop which allows users to interactively control each data trans-
formation step in the process. An extension of interaction capabilities by incorporating interactive
access to model-based parameters is realized by visual analytics approaches which we discuss in the
following.
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Visual Analytics
The growing amount of data collected and produced in modern society contains hidden knowledge
that needs to be considered in decision making. Due to the data’s volume and complexity information
visualization can no longer be applied alone. A new research discipline within information visualiza-
tion was introduced. Visual analytics is defined as “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by
interactive visual interfaces” [TC05]. An alternative definition is presented in the European roadmap
for visual analytics: “Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visual-
isations for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of very large and
complex datasets” [KKEM10].
Figure 2.6.: Visual analytics process adapted from Keim et al. [KAF∗08] [KKEM10, p.10]. Connecting the
information visualization pipeline (top) and the KDD process (bottom).
The goal of visual analytics is the creation of tools and techniques to enable the user to “(1) syn-
thesize information and derive insight from massive, dynamic, ambiguous, and often conflicting data;
(2) detect the expected and discover the unexpected; (3) provide timely, defensible, and understandable
assessments; (4) communicate assessment effectively for action” [KAF∗08]. In contrast to pure infor-
mation visualization, visual analytics combines interactive visualization with automated data analysis
methods to provide scalable interactive decision support.
Figure 2.6 shows an adaptation of Keim’s widely accepted visual analytics process model [KAF∗08]
[KKEM10]. The visual data exploration process from information visualization research (InfoVis
pipeline, upper part) [CMS99] and automated data analysis methods for the extraction of knowledge
from data (KDD pipeline, lower part) [FPSS96] are combined to one visual and interactive analysis pro-
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cess model. The user is directly included in the model by interactive access to the process steps. This
generic process model makes visual analytics applicable to a variety of data-oriented research fields
such as engineering, financial analysis, public safety and security, environment and climate change, as
well as socio-economic applications and policy making, respectively. The scope of visual analytics can
also be described in terms of the incorporated information and communication technologies (ICT) like
information visualization, data mining, knowledge discovery or modeling and simulation [KAF∗08]. In
its framework program seven, the European commission emphasized visualization as a key technology
in the objective “ICT for governance and policy modeling” [Eur10]. Recent approaches in visual ana-
lytics focus on the questions how to simplify the access to the analysis functionality of visual analytics
techniques, and how to present analysis results. This includes the analysis process with its intermediate
steps, and the findings derived with the visual analytics techniques [KM13].
Comparison of Visualization Disciplines
We already discussed the two visualization disciplines information visualization and visual analytics.
To provide a full picture we add the two disciplines information design and knowledge discovery in
databases (KDD). We now briefly discuss the differences between information design, information
visualization, visual analytics, and knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). In Figure 2.7, we charac-
terized the visualization disciplines based on the involvement of humans and computers in the reasoning
process [KNRB12]. Table 2.1 gives a more detailed differentiation between the disciplines.
Figure 2.7.: Visualization disciplines categorized by involvement of human and computer. Adapted from
Kohlhammer et al. [KNRB12].
Information design targets presenting and communicating the key insights of an already concluded
analysis. It is designed after the analysis was already conducted. In most cases the static visualizations
are printed on paper. Little to no user interaction is involved. The reasoning, or the consumption of the
information is only done by the user without the need of a computer.
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Vis Discipline Goal User Type Data Abstraction Interaction Pattern Detection DM equivalent
Information present insights decision aggregated low human (guided) Reporting
Design maker reporting data
Information explore insights analyst structured data medium human Business
Visualization Intelligence
Visual explore and expert user unstructured data high combined Visual Business
Analytics extract insights human+machine Analytics
KDD extract insights data mining unstructured data low machine Business
expert Analytics
Table 2.1.: Visualization Disciplines
Information visualization targets the interactive exploration and analysis of structured data. It
provides more interactivity than information design and allows the exploration of larger datasets via
overviews, zooming, filtering, and drill-downs. The user is involved in the analysis via interaction. Au-
tomated data analysis techniques (e.g., data mining and machine learning) are only loosely integrated
in the workflow. Mainly, the results of an automated analysis are shown.
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) targets extracting knowledge from data via automatic
data analysis methods like data mining and machine learning [FPSS96]. It is an important component
of visual analytics. Scientists in this field access the underlying algorithms via command lines or basic
graphical user interfaces. Visualization techniques are only applied for the presentation of results.
Visual analytics combines information visualization and data mining to support the analysis of large
complex datasets. This allows the simultaneous exploitation of the humans’ perceptual power and the
machines’ processing power. The tight integration between visualization and automated data analysis
supports the highest level of interaction.
In the remainder of this thesis, which primarily focuses on information visualization and visual
analytics approaches, we will use visual analytics as an umbrella term for interactive visualization
disciplines. Visual analytics is defined as a discipline that combines information visualization and
data mining (or: KDD). Therefore, we interpret information visualization as a special case of visual
analytics with limited integration of data mining, while we interpret data mining as a special case of
visual analytics with limited integration of information visualization.
2.3.2. The Visual Analytics Design Process
Our approach aims at integrating visual analytics approaches into the decision making process to im-
prove data-driven decision making. The design of visual analytics systems is a non-trivial task. As
van Wijk states “successful solutions are often found through trial and error, with solid guidelines and
findings still lagging” [vW13]. As a core idea to improve the likelihood of developing successful solu-
tions, the user-centered design approach introduced by Norman and Draper is applied throughout this
thesis [ND86]. User-centered design promotes the participation of users throughout the entire design
process, and the validation of each design step via user-centered evaluation. Isenberg et al. introduce
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evaluation to the development life cycle by repetitively iterating through the stages design, implemen-
tation, and evaluation [IZCC08]. In the following, we review existing design approaches that support
the successful design of visual analytics systems. The review influences the definition of our specific
design process targeting visual analytics decision support systems.
Our concept is mainly influenced by the design process definitions of Andrews [And08], Munzner
[Mun09], Lam et al. [LBI∗11], and Sedlmair et al. [SMM12]. They presented methodologies on how
to design, implement, and evaluate visual analytics solutions for data-driven challenges of domain
experts. Due to their reflections upon practical experiences of hundreds of information visualization
and visual analytics research papers, the value of the introduced methodologies is widely recognized.
In these design methodologies visualization researchers are guided through the analysis of a specific
real world problem faced by domain experts, the design of visualization systems that support solving
this problem, and the validation of the design.
Figure 2.8.: Andrews’ evaluation goals and methods in the design process [And08].
Andrews structures the design process into the stage before design, the stage before implementation,
the stage during implementation, and the stage after implementation (see Figure 2.8) [And08]. Similar
process stages are introduced by Lam et al.: pre-design, design, prototype, deployment, and re-design
[LBI∗11]. Sedlmair et al. reduce the design and evaluation process to three stages – pre-design, during-
design, post-design [SIBB11]. From this analysis, we learned that the defined design stages vary with
respect to their terminology. However, the underlying design stages are similar, and can be mapped on
each other in most cases. In addition to the definition of design stages, Andrews maps the following
evaluation goals to the stages: exploratory (how will the system be used and which tasks is it supposed
to address), predictive (how effective and efficient might the user be with the system), formative (how
could the current implementation of the system be improved), and summative (how well is the system
finally performing). Finally, Andrews provides suggestions for evaluation methods to be applied at the
distinct stages. [And08] In our concept, we re-used Andrews’ structure of the design process and the
underlying evaluation goals.
Munzner provides an alternative perspective on visualization design. She presents a nested model
that differentiates between abstraction levels of a visualization design. The nested levels are: domain
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Figure 2.9.: Munzner’s nested model for the design and validation of visualization techniques [Mun09].
problem and data characterization; operation and data type abstraction; visual encoding and interaction
design; and algorithm design (see Figure 2.9). In the following, we present Munzner’s nested layers
and draw parallels to the seven evaluation scenarios by Lam et al. [LBI∗11]. An initial step in the
visual analytics design process is the domain problem and data characterization stage. “At this first
level, a visualization designer must learn about the tasks and data of target users in some particular
target domain” [Mun09]. This stage is also presented as one of seven evaluation scenarios by Lam et
al.: “understanding environments and work practices” [LBI∗11]. The first level implicitly describes
the components to be characterized before the visualization design: data, users, and tasks. These ‘in-
gredients’ are also referred to by several other theoretical approaches. We highlight the approaches
by van Wijk [vW13] and Miksch et al. [MA14]. Van Wijk describes the three components from an
evaluation perspective. Miksch et al. organize them into a design triangle and add quality criteria to the
triangle edges: appropriateness (between users and tasks), expressiveness (between tasks and data), and
effectiveness (between users and data). Although they apply the design triangle only on time-oriented
visual analytics approaches, it can be used in a broader context. The concept of this thesis is based
on a general decision making domain characterization. Our domain characterization heavily relies on
the data-user-task-triangle. As a scientific foundation of this characterization, we review existing data,
user, and task taxonomies in visual analytics in the following sections. The second layer of Munzner’s
nested model is called “operation and data type abstraction”. This layer is represented via the “evaluat-
ing user experience” scenario by Lam et al. [LBI∗11]. It aims at deriving concrete data types from the
relevant domain data identified in the first layer. In addition, the tasks and the underlying data opera-
tions to be supported in order to address the domain problem are formulated. At the third layer of the
nested model the visual encodings and the interaction design is developed. This involves the design on
how the data is represented at the display and how the user can interact with the resulting visualization.
This layer can be evaluated by the Lam’s scenario “evaluating user performance”. Finally, at the fourth
and inner layer of Munzner’s model, the algorithm design takes place. Lam et al. also present a sce-
nario called “evaluating visualization algorithms” [LBI∗11]. Munzner promotes the development of the
visual analytics design from the outer to the inner layer, validating each layer at each stage. However,
some the outer levels require an additional validation after the inner layers are addressed. Munzner’s
model is very influential for our approach. We used several of the proposed validation techniques and
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focused on addressing the layers separately during the design of the system. We augment the nested
model with a domain characterization including user, data, and task characterizations dedicated to the
specifities of decision making.
We could map four out of seven evaluation scenarios introduced by Lam et al. to the nested model
of Munzner. The three additional evaluation scenarios are orthogonal to the nested layer but still rele-
vant for designing visual analytics decision support systems. These are “evaluating visual data analysis
and reasoning”, “evaluating communication through visualization” and “evaluating collaborative data
analysis”. We tackle data analysis and reasoning via the exploration and analysis tasks, and the commu-
nication via our presentation task described in our task taxonomy in Section 3.2. The collaborative data
analysis scenario is tackled in Section 3.3 via the bridging of knowledge gaps between stakeholders.
Finally, we highlight the relevance of the design study methodology by Sedlmair et al. The authors
present a list of 32 pitfalls to be avoided during a design process. Moreover, they expand the design
process by including a last stage: the publication of the findings via a design study [SMM12]. The
authors refer to the specific paper type design study that is also explained in a publication on how to
write information visualization papers by Munzner [Mun08]. We emphasize that most of the technical
contributions in this thesis have been published as design studies, since this paper type is suited best to
prove the applicability of our concept to decision making. For further reading in design and validation
of visualization approaches, we refer to the book by Munzner ‘Visualization Analysis and Design’ that
aggregates previous work by the author and provides a comprehensive overview on visualization design
and validation for researchers and practitioners [Mun14].
In summary, existing design study methodologies present concrete guidelines for the design and
implementation of visual analytics expert systems that we could re-use in this thesis. However, in
contrast to these methodologies in the field of decision making several stakeholders with different
levels of expertise need to be included into the process. Moreover, decision making is a very time-
critical process, which provokes fast development cycles with short requirement analysis and evaluation
stages. Hence, we identify a need for an adapted design study methodology for implementing visual
analytics systems in order to support decision making.
2.3.3. Data, User, and Task Taxonomies
In the following, we review data, user, and task taxonomies that serve as a theoretical foundation for
the decision making domain characterization introduced in our concept chapter (Chapter 3).
Data Taxonomies
Abstract data can be described from different perspectives. Stevens categorizes data based on the
underlying scales [Ste46]. He distinguishes between ratio, interval, ordinal, and nominal data scales
that are characterized based on the absence of the formal properties category, magnitude, equal interval,
and absolute zero. Nominal scales only have a category that differentiates a data entity from others (e.g.,
file name). Ordinal scales additionally a magnitude that allows to bring entities in an order (e.g., the
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seasons in a year). Interval scales additionally allow the concrete calculation of a difference between
two entities (e.g., points in time). Ratio scales additionally have an absolute point of zero, which allows
the calculation of a ratio between two items (e.g., weight). Although this categorization was criticized
by statisticians [VW93], adopted version are still used in information visualization.
An adapted version of this categorization was presented in the ‘Semiology of Graphics’ by Bertin
[Ber83]. He differentiates between three levels of organization: qualitative (or nominal), ordered, and
quantitative (or interval-ratio). The latter unifies Stevens’ interval and ratio scales. Card, Mackinlay,
and Shneiderman reuse this definition. They describe three basic variable types: nominal, ordinal, and
quantitative [CMS99]. In addition, they define four variable subtypes: quantitative spatial (as used
in scientific visualization), quantitative geographical (as used in geographic maps), quantitative time
(as used in temporal visualizations), and ordinal time. These reflect important conditions that need
to be considered in the visualization design. Ware provides a comprehensive overview on different
aspects of data categorizations [War13]. He differentiates between entities (objects of interest) and
relations (that describe the relationships between these objects). Both entities and relations may have
attributes that provide details on the properties of these entities or relations. An attribute can have 1 to n
dimensions. The quality of each attribute value can be describes with Stevens’ data scale definition (see
above). Finally, Ware states that in visualization research mostly the three basic data classes category
data (nominal), integer data (ordinal), and real-number data (the combined interval and ratio scales) are
applied.
Shneiderman also introduced an alternative categorization of data types relevant for information vi-
sualization [Shn96]. He distinguishes between seven data types: 1-dimensional (e.g., text documents),
2-dimensional (e.g., geographic maps, or page layouts), 3-dimensional (e.g., real world objects, or
volume data), multi-dimensional (as stored in relational or statistical databases), temporal (time se-
ries data), tree (acyclic graphs like hierarchies), and network data (graphs). This data type taxon-
omy was adapted by Keim [Kei02] who distinguishes between 1-dimensional (e.g., temporal data), 2-
dimensional (e.g., geographical maps), multi-dimensional (e.g., relational tables), text/web (e.g., news
articles and web documents), hierarchies/graphs (e.g., telephone calls or linked web documents), and
algorithm/software data (e.g., software code). He uses a similar terminology with minor variations. For
example, time series are assigned to 1-dimensional data. No explicit temporal data category is named.
Moreover, Keim adds text and algorithm/software as additional categories, while he merges trees and
graphs and excludes 3-dimensional data as an explicit category. In the US roadmap of visual analytics
Thomas and Cook distinguish between textual data, databases, image data, sensor data and video data
without explicitly defining a data taxonomy [TC05].
More recently, Meyer et al. differentiate between dataset types and attribute types. As data types
they enumerate tables, networks, and text. As attribute types, they name categorical, ordered, and
quantitative (similar to Stevens’ definition) [MSQM15]. This characterization is refined in Munzner’s
book describing data types and dataset types. She defines five basic data types: items, attributes, links,
positions, and grids [Mun14]. In her definition a dataset is a collection of information. Four basic
dataset types are described: tables, networks, fields, and geometry. As an additional way to group data
items, Munzner names the categories clusters, sets, and lists.
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Figure 2.10.: Unified data taxonomy. Top level: structured and unstructured data. Second level: data
categories audio, video, image (in gray, since not considered in this thesis), text, multidimensional data,
time series, graphs and networks. Mid-level: entities and relations. Leaf notes: attributes.
In Figure 2.10, we show a unified data taxonomy informed by the reviewed data taxonomies from
related work. At the first level of the hierarchy, we distinguish between structured and unstructured
data categories. This differentiation can be found, e.g., in the US roadmap for visual analytics [TC05].
At the second level, the data categories as discussed by Shneiderman [Shn96] or Keim et al. [Kei02] are
presented. These include audio, video, image (which are not considered in this thesis), text, multidi-
mensional data, time series, tree and network data. Below, the specifities of the respective data category
is shown, considering Ware’s entities and relations [War13]. Finally, the leaves of our hierarchical data
taxonomy are attributes of the respective entity or relation. Geographic data is not included as an own
data category, since any data entity in our taxonomy can have an additional attribute geo-location.
The data type taxonomy described in this thesis is also inspired by the decision support system char-
acterization by Power [Pow02]. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, he differentiates between the following
DSS: communication-driven DSS, data-driven DSS, document-driven DSS, knowledge-driven DSS,
and model-driven DSS. Disregarding the communication-driven DSS category, these categories relate
to specific data types. Data-driven DSS handle data that is stored in a tabular, and therefore, struc-
tured format. Document-driven DSS address textual, video, or audio data comprised in documents.
Knowledge-driven DSS contain set of rules or similar structures that represent extracted knowledge.
And finally, model-driven DSS use data or parameters as input and produce data as output. Exam-
ples include simulation or optimization models. Based on this categorization, we distinguish between
model-driven, textual, and empirical data. With empirical data, we mean structured data that is, in
contrast to model-driven data, empirically collected and not artificially generated by a computer.
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User Taxonomies
User characterization can be found in different domains. In our approach, we focus on user taxonomies
from of decision support theory, policy making, and visual analytics research. Sprague et al. discuss
different stakeholders in decision support theory [Spr80]. He states that “knowledge workers are the
clientele (of DSS). This group includes managers, professionals, staff analysts, and clerical workers
whose primary job responsibility is the handling of information in some form.” More concretely,
he differentiates between the roles manager (or user), intermediary (or staff assistant), DSS builder,
technical supporter, and toolsmiths. Kandel et al. differentiate between three types of data analysts
depending on their technical skills: hackers, scripters, and application users [KPHH12]. Hackers have
advanced programming skills, which enables them to integrate different data sources easily. They
mainly work on data analysis tasks prior to the modeling stage. Scripters are less experienced in
programming but work with the advanced models by combining existing analytical packages via scripts.
Application users rely on existing software with smaller datasets. They are dependent on IT staff that
support them in data acquisition and preparation tasks.
In the policy making area, as discussed in the previous chapter, Howlett et al. describe three main
stakeholder groups involved in the policy making process: the policy universe, the policy subsystem,
and the decision makers [HRP09]. The policy universe comprises diverse stakeholder interested or
affected by a policy process, including, e.g., NGOs, influencers, and the public. The policy subsystem
only comprises policy actors that have sufficient knowledge in the addressed problem area. The deci-
sion makers are elected government officials. Howlett et al. further distinguish between more concrete
stakeholder groups. These are elected politicians, the public, bureaucracy, political parties, interest
or pressure groups, think tanks and research organizations, mass media, academic policy experts and
consultants. Another common distinction of stakeholders in policy analysis are knowledge suppliers
(or producers), knowledge brokers, and knowledge users (or decision makers) [HW09]. Knowledge
suppliers originate from academia and research institutes. Knowledge brokers work as intermediaries
between suppliers and users. They work as specialized advisers within governments, temporary in
commissions and task forces, or in non-governmental organizations like think-tanks or interest groups.
A categorization of stakeholders from the policy analytics perspective is presented by de Marchi et
al. [DLT16]. The authors differentiate between policy makers, experts, citizens, and stakeholders.
Here, the term stakeholder represents humans that are influenced by a policy.
In the context of information visualization, van Wijk identifies a gap between visualization researcher
and domain expert [Wij06]. He discusses the different objectives of both stakeholder roles - publication
of new results vs. solving a real-world problem - that not necessarily contribute to a successful collab-
oration. In their design study methodology, Sedlmair et al. discuss several stakeholders that need to be
identified and involved in the design of domain-specific visualization systems. These include front-line
analysts (similar to van Wijk’s definition, the targeted domain experts and real end users of the system),
gatekeepers (the managers that make final decisions but not necessarily use the system by themselves),
connectors (people that connect visualization experts with relevant people), translators (who help in the
abstraction of the problem), and others (co-authors and fellow tool builders). [SMM12] An analysis of
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collaborator roles relevant for the design of visual analytics approaches applied to the digital library
domain is introduced by Bernard. He distinguishes between domain experts, data curators, digital li-
brarian, gatekeeper, political & financial stakeholder, and data scientists as the designer of the visual
analytics system. [Ber15] Andrienko et al. provide the characterization of user roles which is closest
to the one presented in our concept. The authors review spatial decision making support in the con-
text of geovisual analytics. They identify four user roles, the decision makers who select from a small
number of options that are presented to them in a condensed way. Analysts who create the options by
analyzing the problem space. Consultants who support the analyst in defining alternative options with
specific domain knowledge. And stakeholders that are affected by a made decision, and therefore, try
to influence the decision process. [AAJ∗07]
In our concept, we slightly modify this taxonomy. We also name decision makers, analysts, and
stakeholders. In addition, we differentiate between two types of consultants: domain experts and mod-
eling experts. In our definition, the domain expert adds domain-specific knowledge encoded in data to
the decision making process, while the modeling expert contributes computational models like simula-
tion or optimization models. We make this differentiation to take the different data categories relevant
for decision making into account. From our review of the related work we identified three characteris-
tics that support the categorization of stakeholders: their technical expertise in advanced analysis tasks,
their domain expertise in the specific target domain, and finally, their discretionary competence.
Task Taxonomies
Finally, as a third ingredient of our general decision making domain characterization, we review exist-
ing task taxonomies from the visual analytics field. The identified taxonomies serve as a baseline for
the characterization of decision-specific tasks to be supported by visual analytics approaches applied
to decision making.
The most prominent guidelines for designing a visual analytics system are introduced by Shneider-
man [Shn96] and Keim et al. [KAF∗08]. Shneiderman’s visual information seeking mantra contains the
guidelines “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [Shn96]. These guidelines can be
translated to the visualization tasks provide an overview, allow zoom and filter, and support drill-down
to raw data. Shneiderman augment the mantra with three more tasks: relate (find relations between data
objects), history (store the user interactions to retrieve and refine analysis steps), and extract (support
the extraction of data subsets and underlying parameters). Keim et al. adapted the visual information
seeking mantra to the visual analytics mantra “analyze first, show the important, zoom, filter and an-
alyze further, details on demand” [KAF∗08]. These guidelines – or respectively tasks – build a solid
foundation for the tasks that need to be addressed by any visual analytics system, which is why we also
considered them during the design of our visual analytics approaches.
The knowledge crystallization model by Card et al. explains how “a person gathers information
for some purpose, makes sense of it by constructing a representational framework [or schema], and
then packages it to some form of communication or action” [CMS99]. Figure 2.11 (left) illustrates
the circular concept containing the following meta-steps: task; forage for data; search for schema;
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Figure 2.11.: Left: Knowledge crystallization model adapted from Card et al. [CMS99]. Right: Task
typology adapted from Brehmer et al. addressing the question “why is a task performed” [BM13].
instantiate schema; problem-solve; author, decide, or act. Furthermore, the authors concretize these
abstract steps by additional sub-tasks. For example, the forage-for-data-step contains Shneiderman’s
tasks plus browse and search query. The problem-solve step contains the sub-tasks read fact, read
comparison, read pattern, manipulate, create, and delete.
A comprehensive review of the related work on visualization tasks is presented by Brehmer et al.
[BM13]. The authors compare 30 task taxonomies in order to extract a multi-level tasks typology.
Their typology is structured along three questions: why is a task performed, how is the task performed,
and what is the input and output of a task. Figure 2.11 (right) shows the ‘why’-level. In our domain
characterization, we only tackle this abstract task level. However, the related work provides numerous
task taxonomies on how to address the abstract task level by sequences of low-level tasks like filter,
navigate, delete, etc. [WL90] [AES05] [YKSJ07] [BM13].
Schulz et al. introduce an encompassing approach on characterizing the design space of visualization
tasks [SNHS13]. They characterize the visualization task space from several perspectives. Similarly to
Brehmer et al., they ask questions on specific task characteristics and provide different specifications
as answers to each of the questions. Table 2.2 summarizes their approach. The main findings relevant
for our approach are the definition of goals to achieve with a given task. Schulz et al. distinguish
between exploratory analysis, confirmatory analysis, and presentation. These high-level tasks are also
represented in our approach via the tasks exploration, analysis, and presentation.
An alternative perspective on visualization tasks is provided by Amar and Stasko [AS04]. They
identify analytic gaps “which represent obstacles faced by visualizations in facilitating higher-level
analytic tasks, such as decision-making and learning.” The authors argue that research has too much
focused on low-level visualization tasks that focus on the correct and comprehensive representation
of data instead of high-level analysis tasks such as decision making and learning. They present three
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Question Explanation Options
why is a task pursued? goal exploratory analysis, confirmatory analysis, presentation
how is a task carried out? means navigation, (re-)organization, relation
what does a task seek? data characteristics low-level, high-level
where in the data does target attribute relations, structural relations
a task operate? cardinality of data entities single, multiple, or all instances
Table 2.2.: Design space of visualization tasks summarized from Schulz et al. [SNHS13]
rationale tasks that focus on “expressing confidence in the correctness and utility of [identified] rela-
tionships” in the data. And they introduce three worldview tasks that focus on “what needs to be shown
to the user to draw a representational conclusion for making a decision”. The six tasks are expose
uncertainty, concretize relationships, formulate cause and effect (as rationale tasks), determine domain
parameters multivariate explanation, and confirm hypotheses (as worldview tasks). Amar and Stasko’s
approach supports our notion in formulating high-level tasks to support decision making. Moreover,
the worldview and rationale tasks are implicitly covered by our concept.
In the context of the business domain, Kandel et al. describe high-level tasks to be supported by
visualization and data analysis [KPHH12]. The authors distinguish between the five data analysis
tasks: discovery (identifying data necessary to address analysis task), wrangling (pre-processing and
integrating data into desired format), profiling (verifying quality and suitability of data), modeling
(applying summarization or prediction models on data), and reporting (presenting findings to decision
makers). We considered these data analysis tasks in our concept. The following mapping explains
how: discovery↔ exploration, wrangling↔ pre-processing (only implicitly tackled in our approach),
profiling↔ analysis, modeling↔ model-driven data (implicitly covered through the incorporation of
computational models), reporting↔ presentation.
In summary, we have reviewed existing task taxonomies from visual analytics and related fields that
have a relevance to decision support. These taxonomies inspired our own task taxonomy relevant for
the design of visual analytics decision support systems.
2.3.4. Summary of Visual Analytics for Decision Support
In this section, we reviewed literature from visual analytics and related fields that are relevant for the
design of visual analytics decision support systems. We started with an introduction to the visualization
disciplines information visualization and visual analytics. Information visualization is defined as “the
use of computer-supported interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition”
[CMS99]. “Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualisations
for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of very large and complex
datasets” [KKEM10]. The difference between information visualization and visual analytics lies in the
deeper integration of automated data analysis techniques, which makes visual analytics a technology
that is, until today, mainly applied by expert users. Furthermore, we compared these two disciplines
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with information design and knowledge discovery in databases to provide a comprehensive overview
of visualization-related techniques relevant for decision support. For the remainder of the thesis, we
use visual analytics as an umbrella term for the visualization disciplines discussed in the related work.
After having reviewed the visualization disciplines relevant for supporting decision making, we re-
viewed existing work on the design of visual analytics systems. We characterized different stages in the
design process: before design, before implementation, during implementation, after implementation.
Furthermore, the related work highlights the necessity of considering user-centered design principles
for visual analytics research. Moreover, we discussed Munzner’s nested model with the four nested
layers that need to be compiled and validated in any visual analytics design process. These layers in-
clude: domain problem and data characterization, operation and data type abstraction, visual encoding
and interaction design, algorithm design. In addition, we reviewed data, user, and task taxonomies
from the visual analytics field. These characterizations are a key task during the domain and problem
characterization step. The review of existing taxonomies built the bases for our concept that aims at
defining a decision making-specific domain and problem characterization required for the design of
visual analytics decision support systems.
Finally, we summarize related work in visual analytics explicitly targeting decision making support.
These approaches are still surprisingly scarce compared to the number of approaches presented in
other analysis-driven fields [KNRB12]. From the conceptual perspective, Andrienko et al. provide
the work most related to our concept [AAJ∗07]. The authors present a research agenda for supporting
spatial decisions with geovisual analytics. Besides the characterization of involved stakeholders, they
highlight future challenges to be addressed by geovisual analytics for spatial decision support. Among
others they promote (a) to support spatial decision making as a process, (b) to support the exploration of
the problem and the potential solutions, (c) to support the consideration of heterogeneous information,
(d) to support rational choice by multi-criteria decision analysis, (e) to support reasoning, deliberation,
and communication, (f) to support time-critical decision making, and (g) to support different actors.
These future research directions also hold for decision making in general and motivated this thesis, in
which all of the presented challenges are at least partially addressed.
Moreover, we identified several visual analytics approaches that name decision making as an ab-
stract task to be supported. Some of these approaches target the definition of an optimal solution
for a given problem (e.g., [SME08] [OSS∗17]). Others incorporate simulation models to predict the
impacts of potential decision strategies (e.g., [BMPM12] [MMT∗14] [KWS∗14]). In addition, visual
analytics approaches are applied to support users in weighting the relevance of empirical attributes and
rank alternative solutions (e.g., [CL04] [GLG∗13]). However, most of these approaches lack a detailed
explanation on how the decision making is conducted and supported by visual-interactive solutions.
In fact, most of them focus on the externalization of knowledge without providing details on how this
knowledge is transferred into a decision. The only approach that maps visual analytics tasks to the deci-
sion making process is introduced by Andrienko and Andrienko [AA03]. They contribute a geo-spatial
decision support system, combining visual analytics and methods from multi-criteria decision making.
Despite this work, we could not find visual analytics approaches focusing explicitly on decision making
processes.
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This thesis aims at supporting complex decision making with visual analytics. By ‘complex’ we mean
decisions that (a) involve many stakeholders, (b) are unstructured with various dependencies and in-
fluencing factors, and (c) have an impact on many internal and external factors. Targeted decisions
include unstructured strategic planning decisions at the organizational (or business) level (decision
making, cf. Section 2.1) and policy decisions at the political level (policy making, cf. Section 2.2).
In this chapter, we first summarize challenges that emerged from our review of the state of the art in
decision making, policy making, and visual analytics, and our experience gathered in several projects
with domain experts from the policy making domain. Second, we provide a concept and guidelines
for designing visual analytics systems for the support of decision making. Third, we explain how
the realization of the concept supports the bridging of knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved
in decision making. Finally, we give an outlook on remaining challenges that are addressed in the
remaining chapters of this thesis. This chapter is partially based on our previous work published
in [KNRB12], [RBK13], [RBLTK14], [RDK∗15].
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3.1. Challenges for Visual Analytics Decision Support Systems
From our study of the related work and the experience we gathered in collaborating with domain experts
in the field, we extracted the following challenges that need to be addressed to realize visual analytics
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support for decision making. We distinguish between conceptual and technical challenges. The con-
ceptual challenges describe (1) a missing methodology for the design of visual analytics solutions that
support decision making, and (2) the existence of knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved in the
decision making process that need to be bridged. The technical challenges describe specific decision
making scenarios that need to be supported with data-driven decision support. In the following table
both conceptual and technical challenges are presented. More details are given below.
Conceptual Challenges
CVDSS Design methodology for visual analytics decision support
CBKG Bridge knowledge gaps between involved stakeholders
Technical Challenges
CProc Explore and monitor decision processes
CDoc Explore and analyze text document collections
CDeb Explore, analyze, and compare stakeholder opinions and arguments
CDat Explore, analyze, and compare empirical performance indicators
CImp Explore, analyze, and compare the impacts of solutions
COpt Create, analyze, and compare optimal solutions
Table 3.1.: Research challenges to be addressed in this thesis.
Conceptual Research Challenges
CVDSS Design Methodology for Visual Analytics Decision Support
From the literature, we learned that there is a strong need for visual analytics techniques to support de-
cision making. However, despite that fact no model for the design of visual analytics systems with the
target to support decision making exists. Existing visual analytics models focus on the data processing
pipeline [CMS99], knowledge generation [CMS99] [SSS∗14], sensemaking [PC05], the integration of
information visualization and data mining techniques [KAF∗08] [KKEM10], or the value of visualiza-
tion in general [vW05]. These approaches finish after the extraction of knowledge from data. To the
best of our knowledge, no visual analytics model explains how the derived knowledge is integrated in
the decision making process, or how the user is guided from knowledge to decisions. Various design
methodologies exist that describe how visual analytics systems need to be built and validated to sup-
port the users in addressing real world problems. Examples include the design study methodology by
Seldmair et al. [SMM12], Munzner’s Nested Model [Mun09] and its derivatives (e.g., [MSQM15]), or
the seven evaluation scenarios by Lam et al. [LBI∗11] to name a few. However, none of them adapt to
the specific needs in policy making or strategic decision making. First, the involvement of stakehold-
ers with varying expertises is neglected. Second, the creation, analysis, and comparison of alternative
solutions to a given problem are not considered. And third, specific data types to be used in the deci-
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sion making process are not described. A visual analytics methodology targeting decision making is
required to support the development of visual analytics decision support systems.
CBKG Bridge knowledge gaps between involved stakeholders
In order to make the right decisions a profound analysis of the problems and possible solutions has
to be performed. Therefore, decision makers rely on the advice of analysts. These analysts need to
collaborate with external experts consulted as advisers. Due to different stakeholder expertises the en-
tire decision process may suffer from knowledge gaps. From interviews and discussions with domain
experts, we identified three main challenges, described as gaps in the decision making process. (1) The
competence gap: In the decision making process, competence gaps appear between stakeholders with
different knowledge and expertise. For a collaborative decision making process a transparent and un-
mitigated information transfer is required. Depending on the type of the communication medium and
the intensity of its usage, there is a latent risk of a suboptimal information flow. The problem increases
if knowledge has to be communicated via mediators. Then, additional information loss effects may ap-
pear. (2) The analysis gap: As an intermediate result of a decision making process, alternative solutions
to a given problem are created. These complex solutions need to be summarized and communicated
to the decision maker, who has to decide which alternative to be implemented. This bears the risk that
either the applied model is not exploited in an optimal way, some results are not communicated, or,
even worse, that the model is ill-defined without a sufficient validation by the involved stakeholders.
The exploration of analysis results by the decision maker would be a valuable feature in an efficient
decision making process, since it would support rational decision making. (3) The iteration gap: Sub-
processes within the decision process like the simulation of potential impacts may not be sufficiently
repeated and improved by feedback loops. Only in a few cases, a first draft is already fully developed
and workable. Moreover, an iterative improvement of the analysis model and thereby, its results, raises
the chance to conclude in feasible solutions. Time-consuming communication efforts contribute to this
gap. A fundamental challenge in decision making is to bridge these and other knowledge gaps between
stakeholders involved in the decision making process.
Technical Research Challenges
CProc Explore and monitor decision process from intelligence to implementation stage
Decision processes stretch from the identification of a problem to the implementation and evaluation
of a solution to the problem. Different factors contribute to the complexity of a decision process.
First, a solution needs to pass different steps within the process. Second, the processes vary in their
durations, some processes may last for years. Third, an alternative solution within the process may run
through several iterations. Finally, a large number of stakeholders with differing expertise are involved
in the process. The decision process can be structured along text documents that record intermediate
results (reporting) and discussions within the process. Furthermore, social media sources (like Twitter,
LinkedIn, etc.) are playing an increasing role in strategic decision making. All stakeholders involved
in the decision process need to get a comprehensive overview of these documents in an efficient way
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due to temporal pressure. The following sub-challenges impede the creation of overviews. Since
no standardized process steps exist, the identification of the current status is complicated. Due to
long process durations stakeholders need to constantly update their knowledge about the addressed
problem. The sheer amount and variety of relevant documents hampers stakeholders to condense the
information and get the full picture. This also has an impact on the required amount of iterations until
the implementation of a solution. A further challenge remains in achieving a critical mass of expertise
to be included in decision making. Relevant experts in the field need to be identified and integrated into
the process. Visual analytics can help solving these problems. However, to the best of our knowledge
the decision process monitoring has hardly been subject to visual analytics research.
CDoc Explore and analyze text document collections
The volume of digitally available textual data relevant for decision making is continuously increasing.
Following a rule of thumb, about 80 % of the enterprise information originates from unstructured (tex-
tual) data. Examples for document collections include newspaper articles, scientific papers, technical
reports, patents, legislative documents or social media entries like tweets, blog posts or customer re-
views. These documents are highly relevant for many types of decision makers in political and business
environments. Methods from information retrieval are the means of choice, if stakeholders can specify
their information need precisely, e.g., by formulating a search query. However, these fact retrieval or
known-item search techniques often become ineffective, if document collections are large, complex, or
unknown. In such scenarios, the goal to gain an overview of the document collection can be achieved
via the exploration of structural information within the collection. The mechanisms needed to enable
the exploration of document collections strongly differ from classical search methods [WR09]. Among
others, data aggregation methods support the generation of content-based overviews, by condensing
large numbers of documents into a small set of representatives. Examples include topic modeling,
document clustering, or document classification with a plethora of techniques. However, analysis ap-
proaches based on these methods are confronted with a variety of challenges. A key challenge lies
in the transformation of unstructured textual content into machine-readable numerical data. Content-
based overviews of text document collections strongly depend on the chosen methodology for repre-
senting text documents, and the chosen aggregation algorithms. The underlying text analysis workflow
must be adapted to the given data, user, and task at hand. However, text analysis requires a high level
of technical expertise. Satisfying the specific demand of decision makers is a challenge that experts in
text analysis need to face.
CDeb Explore, analyze, and compare stakeholder opinions and arguments
Today, decision makers are requested to integrate large amounts of external knowledge and public
opinions in their decision making processes. Examples include customer reviews, or public discussions
on policy topics in social media. Large parts of the information to be considered are available on the
web. However, the manual monitoring and analysis of this data is time-consuming and therefore not
applicable in real-world scenarios. Automatic methods for the mining and analysis of textual content
exist. These include classical text analysis methods like clustering, classification, topic modeling,
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sentiment analysis, argument extraction and summarization, and document summarization. To make
use of these powerful tools, some challenges need to be tackled. First, the methods need to be combined
to a workflow and adapted to the addressed domain. Second, the results of the workflow need to be
presented to decision makers in an intuitive way. Third, since the accuracy of text analysis methods
is not necessarily satisfying the users’ expectations, concepts for incorporating user feedback into the
text analysis workflow need to be considered.
CDat Explore, analyze, and compare empirical performance indicators
Besides the challenges related to textual data, empirical (or: structured) data also needs to be con-
sidered in the decision making process. Examples include sensor data, financial data, sales figures,
earth observation measurements, demographics, etc. This data needs to be incorporated in the decision
making process. Challenges lie in the collection, integration, processing, analysis, and visualization
of these datasets. Due to the increasing amount of collected data, the big data problematic [CCS12]
becomes relevant for decision making. In the business context methods from business intelligence,
business analytics, and visual business analytics come into play. In the policy context policy analytics
is evolving as a new discipline. However, despite the fact that numerous visual analytics approaches
target the analysis and exploration of structured tabular data, a specific focus on the decision making
process reflecting specific decision making tasks is missing.
CImp Explore, analyze, and compare the impacts of solutions
During the decision making process the impact of alternative solutions to a given problem needs to be
explored, analyzed and compared before a course of action is selected and implemented into practice.
Impacts can be described by economic, environmental and social determinants. Among others, simu-
lation and regression models are common choices for assessing the impact of a decision. Analysts use
modeling results to compare the impacts of alternative solutions and communicate them to the decision
maker. Additional alternative solutions are created by experimenting with alternative parameteriza-
tions of models and the comparison of the model results. So called what-if scenarios help to exploit
the design space of alternative solutions. However, competences and responsibilities are distributed
over different stakeholders, e.g., modeling experts, analysts, decision makers, etc. Moreover, the en-
tire process from the model type selection, over the model creation and parameterization, to the result
analysis, contains design decisions to be made and discussed among the stakeholders. Exploring the
multitude of possible alternative solutions, understanding the decision space, and identifying the most
appropriate solution are non-trivial tasks and therefore, challenges related to computer-based decision
support.
COpt Create, explore, analyze, and compare optimal solutions
Complex decisions are often depending on multiple criteria which include trade-offs between important
factors. One possible way to address multi-criteria decision problems is mathematical optimization.
Established models and algorithms that support multidimensional problems exist, but they have to be
transferred to the decision making process. Moreover, trade-offs evolving through contradicting target
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functions cannot always be resolved with optimization. In these scenarios, multiple optimal solutions
exist, e.g., along a Pareto frontier. Handling the complexity of these models and the underlying degrees
of freedom poses a challenge to decision makers. On the organizational level methods from operations
research are incorporated in the decision making process. On the political level strategic environmental
assessment (SEA) is applied. Nevertheless, both lack visual interfaces that provide an intuitive access
to decision makers.
With the identification of the described challenges, we have set the stage for our concept for visual
analytics decision support. In the remaining part of this chapter, we address the first two challenges
(CVDSS and CBKG). First, we present a design methodology for visual analytics decision support (CVDSS).
Second, we explain how visual analytics systems that follow our guidelines help to bridge knowledge
gaps between stakeholders in the decision process (CBKG). Finally, we provide an outlook on the fol-
lowing chapters that address the presented technical challenges (CProc, CDoc, CDeb, CDat, CImp, COpt).
3.2. Design Methodology for Visual Analytics Decision Support
In this section, we present a methodology for the design of visual analytics decision support systems.
This addresses the first challenge CVDSS identified in the previous section. Visual analytics systems
targeting real-world problems need to be carefully designed. As an initial step in the design process,
the targeted domain and problem need to be characterized. Since we are aiming at a general domain
characterization for decision making, we first describe the representative decision making process as
introduced by Simon [Sim60] (Section 3.2.1). Second, as emphasized in several design methodologies
from the visual analytics research community (e.g., [vW13], [MA14], [Mun09]), the main ingredients
for a visual analytics design need to be characterized: users, data, and tasks. Hence, we introduce a
general characterization of the data to be considered, the user roles to be involved, and the tasks to be
supported in the decision making process (Section 3.2.2). Finally, we present a visual analytics design
process that guide visual analytics experts in how to combine visualization and automatic data analysis
functionality to support the decision making process (Section 3.2.3).
3.2.1. The Decision Making Process
Simon’s representative decision making process model consists of three major steps: intelligence, de-
sign, and choice [Sim60]. This model was later extended by two further steps - implementation and
review. As described in the related work section, several alternative extensions, refinements, and adap-
tations of Simon’s model exist. However, at their core most decision making models are derived from
this initial model, which allows us to generalize our concept to strategical decision making problems.
In the following, we describe the consecutive steps in the decision making process in more detail.
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Intelligence
The intelligence step is the first step in the decision making process. It comprises the identification of
a problem and the foraging of information relevant for the decision. As an initial task, the need for
making a decision is realized. Therefore, conditions in the environment that call for action are identi-
fied. This implies the characterization of the underlying problem. Information relevant to the problem
is gathered. Since in many cases the scope of the problem is not clear, the information gathering might
involve exploratory search processes. As a first result of the Intelligence step, the problem charac-
terization based on the extracted information is specified. This includes the identification of relevant
parameters and dependent variables. As a second result, the objectives of the targeted decision are
defined. In addition to the objectives of the decision, constraints on possible solutions are specified. In
summary, the results of the Intelligence step include (a) a concrete problem statement, (b) the objectives
of the decision, (c) constraints on possible solutions, and (d) a collection of information that support
the consecutive steps of the decision making process.
Design
The design step is the second step of the decision making process. It targets the creation and analysis of
alternative solutions to the problem defined in the Intelligence step. Based on the data and information
gathered in the design step, alternative solutions to address the problems are created. These solutions
consider the specified objectives and constraints. Moreover, the impacts of potential solutions are
evaluated. Additional factors might be identified, that have not been considered in the Intelligence step,
but are affected by a created solution.
Choice
In the choice step, the alternative solutions created in the Design step are compared to each other
and the an optimal (if available) solution is chosen for action. The individual performances of the
alternative solutions towards the previously defined objectives are compared. Moreover, the impacts of
individual solutions on external variables are considered and compared to the impacts of alternatives.
In decision making processes, opposing objectives can invoke trade-offs. Therefore, objectives are
weighted based on their relevance. In these cases, optimization models can help to balance trade-offs.
Finally, a decision is made. In most cases, it is finally a human who decides which alternative solution
is chosen. This step concludes the decision making process.
Simon’s decision making process model is often extended by two additional steps: the Implementa-
tion and the Review step. For the sake of completeness, we briefly present these two steps, although
we only consider the three main steps in our concept.
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Implementation
The implementation step contains the realization of the chosen alternative solution. This might also
include the planning and coordination of actions to be taken to approach the defined solution. This
planning can be supported by several visualization techniques (e.g., GANTT-charts, UML-diagrams).
Research and practical guidance on this phase of the decision making process exist. Therefore, in this
thesis, we will not focus on this step.
Review
The review step is focused on the a posteriori evaluation of the implemented alternative. Since, in
most cases the impacts of a decision can only be predicted, or estimated, it is necessary to measure
the real effect of a decision in real-world scenarios. This monitoring activity is covered by business
intelligence (BI) applications in practice. The comparison of target and effective performance can
lead to the refinement of a decision in a consecutive decision making process. Therefore, the decision
making process can also be seen as a 5-step process cycle.
3.2.2. Decision Making Domain Characterization
The described decision making process builds the foundation for our decision making domain char-
acterization. In the following, we characterize data, users, and tasks along this process. First, we
introduce a data taxonomy adapted to the specifities of decision making processes. Second, we charac-
terize different stakeholders involved in the decision making process. These stakeholders are described
as potential users of visual analytics decision support systems. Third, we summarize the main tasks in
the decision making process that need to be supported with visual analytics. The resulting task taxon-
omy serves as a guideline for the identification of visualization tasks to be considered during the design
of visual analytics decision support systems.
3.2.2.1. Data Characterization for Decision Support
In the context of decision making, we differentiate between three major data categories: textual data,
empirical data, and model-driven data (see Figure 3.1). This differentiation is motivated by our study of
related work in decision support system theory (e.g., [Pow02]) and the data taxonomies found in visual
analytics research (e.g., [Mun14]). In contrast to existing data categories from the visual analytics field,
we distinguish data based on two characteristics: the structure of the data, and the origin of the data.
When we write about data, we premise its availability in digital form, which means that it is stored in
some digital way. A large range of research approaches on the digitization of non-digital data exist.
However, this line of research is not subject of this thesis.
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Figure 3.1.: Data categories separated into unstructured (textual) and structured (empirical and model-
driven) data. Empirical and model-driven data differ with respect to origination and structure. Empirical data
is collected from the real-world and contains only entities and attributes. Model-driven data is artificially
created by a computational model and characterized by the relation between input and output data.
Textual Data
By textual data, we refer to a sequence of words ordered in a meaningful way. The order of words fol-
lows grammar rules (syntax), and the meaning of the text is interpretable by a human reader (semantic).
Textual data originates from intentionally written text or text transcribed from speech.
In this thesis, we consider the basic entity of textual data, the text document, as a consecutive se-
quence of one or more words. A text document can strongly vary in its size ranging from short state-
ments (e.g., social media comments, or SMS), over medium sized articles (e.g., research papers, or
news articles) up to full-sized books. Textual data is an unstructured data type, which makes it diffi-
cult to process by computers. For example, text documents cannot be automatically compared without
pre-processing the unstructured text. However, in many cases text documents are complemented by
metadata. Metadata provide information about the text document and is classified into three different
types: administrative, structural, and descriptive metadata [Org04]. Administrative metadata helps to
manage the data resource and conveys mainly technical information like file type, or rights manage-
ment information. Structural metadata provides information about the internal structure of the data,
e.g., how a book is separated into chapters. Finally, descriptive metadata contains information about
the content data, e.g., author, or keywords, which simplifies the categorization and search of docu-
ments. Exemplary metadata fields include ‘title’, ‘author’, ‘creation date’, ‘topic’, ‘document type’, or
‘keywords’. These meta-tags simplify the indexing of text documents. Figure 3.2 shows the structure
of textual data.
Textual data is highly relevant for decision making, since many decisions are based on information
and knowledge encoded in textual data. Moreover, most intermediate results of the decision making
process are documented in written protocols or reports. In fact, textual data is the most prominent
data category in decision making. Following a highly cited but not scientifically validated rule of
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thumb, about 80 % of the enterprise information originates from unstructured (textual) data. Examples
include books, newspaper articles, scientific reports, research articles, legislative texts, blogposts, and
statements posted through social media channels like Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook etc. However, the
inclusion of textual data in the decision making process induces several sub-challenges.
Figure 3.2.: Textual Data: the
structure of a text document
is separated into metadata and
content data.
SCText-1 Identification of relevant documents: The initial task for a
decision maker, mainly executed in the intelligence step, is to forage
documents that are relevant to a given problem or topic space. Rele-
vant documents need to be distinguished from non-relevant documents.
However, the sheer amount of available textual data imposes a chal-
lenge. Methods from computational text analysis address this challenge.
From the perspective of text analysis research, the identification of doc-
uments relevant for a given topic can be described as a categorization
task. Three different approaches on text categorization exist: informa-
tion retrieval, supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. If the
target of the search is already known, hence, if a concrete search query
can be specified, techniques from information retrieval are the means
of choice. Examples include classical search engines like Google etc.
These techniques take a search query as input, and provide an ordered
list of documents fitting to the search query as output. However, in some
cases, the search query cannot be defined, e.g., if a decision maker does
not know the scope of the underlying problem yet. Moreover, the user
might want to define a threshold that separates the ranking of documents
into relevant and irrelevant documents. If the user already knows some
exemplary documents deemed to be relevant, these documents can be
used as training data in a supervised learning approach. Supervised learning aims at generating a
model based on labeled training data that automatically assigns labels to unseen data. Text classifica-
tion is a prominent example of supervised learning. Examples are spam filtering, genre classification,
etc. In decision making, documents can be labeled as relevant or non-relevant. Moreover, documents
can be classified into thematic categories. This supports the structuring of document collections. Fi-
nally, if neither the target of the search nor the categories including example documents are known,
unsupervised learning is applied. These techniques group similar documents within a document col-
lection into clusters. That way, a document collection is organized into groups without prior knowledge
about their content.
SCText-2 Extraction of key information: After the categorization of documents, the key information
needs to be extracted from the documents. This includes document summaries, identified topics, stated
facts, arguments, and opinions that may contribute to the decision making process. In most cases, deci-
sion makers cannot read the entire document collection considered relevant. The automatic extraction
of the key information about a given problem is required. Text mining research provides various meth-
ods that support this task. Techniques from the field of topic modeling are able to detect word clusters
as thematic groups of terms with high co-occurrences within document collections. Topic modeling
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approaches are often used to provide an overview on the topics discussed within a document collec-
tion. These results can be augmented with result from information extraction techniques, which yield
at extracting named-entities like dates, persons, countries, companies, etc. from documents. More
recently, this also includes document summarization methods that summarize the content of single or
multiple documents Opinion mining (or sentiment analysis) techniques aim at identifying subjective
information within textual data and calculate the underlying polarity (neutral, positive, or negative).
Some approaches add a more detailed scale to the three classes. Moreover, aspect level opinion mining
approaches even provide more detail by extracting the polarity towards entities and aspects described in
the text. Finally, more recently some research has been focused on argument extraction. These methods
aim at extracting arguments from textual data.
SCText-3 Assessment of quality: Third, text documents normally strongly vary in their quality. For
example, a peer-reviewed scientific paper is more reliable, and therefore, should have a higher impact
on a decision than a Tweet of a user profile with twenty followers. Several aspects provide hints on the
quality of a text document. The metadata of a document can already help to judge on its quality: the
author, the source, the creation date, the document type. In addition, automatic text analysis approaches
aim at estimating the syntactical quality of documents. However, the final judgment on the quality and
credibility of a written text has to be made by humans. Nonetheless, research in this direction is
ongoing.
We described challenges related to incorporating textual data in the decision making process. In
addition, we reviewed several text analysis methods that support solving these challenges. However,
most of these analysis methods have a high level of complexity, which hinders decision makers to
apply them in the decision making process. Therefore, we promote to facilitate the application of text
analysis methods in the decision making process by providing an intuitive visual-interactive access to
the underlying algorithms for non-experts in the field.
Empirical Data
We define empirical data as a second data category to be considered in the decision making process. By
empirical data, we mean structured data that was empirically collected. In our definition, ‘structured’
means that the data can be stored in some tabular way. Figure 3.3 shows the internal structure of
empirical data. In most cases, the tabular structure is derived from organizing data entities in rows, and
their attributes in columns (cf. Section 2.3.3). This also holds for graph-based data. For this special
data type, nodes and edges can be organized as rows and their attributes in columns. This makes it
distinguishable from textual data. Facing the origin of the data, we differentiate between three types
of empirical data: social, environmental, and economic. In political decision making, the relevance
of these categories is obvious. Nevertheless, in modern business theory, the three categories are also
considered [Elk97]. The triplet is derived from sustainable development theory and is also known as
TBL or 3BL (triple bottom line) as defined by John Elkington [Elk97]. We provide an example to
clarify the distinction between these three data origins. In the example, a company collects empirical
data to inform the decision whether to continue the production of a specific car. Relevant social data
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include the number of workers employed in the production process, or the safety of the car with respect
to crashes. Environmental aspects include the carbon emission of the car. Finally, the profit generated
with the car is an example for economic data. In this example different data origins are interlinked and
correlate to each other.
Figure 3.3.: Empirical Data: structured in tabular for-
mat, containing data entities (organized in rows) and
data attributes (organized in columns).
Empirical data is highly relevant for the de-
cision making process, since it brings factual
knowledge into the analysis of a given problem.
While textual data adds the receiver’s human in-
terpretation of written, empirical data contains
the raw original data measured in the environ-
ment, the economy, or the society. The usage
of empirical data in the business environment is
already established via the fields of Business In-
telligence (BI) and Business Analytics (BA). Re-
cent approaches are also focusing on providing an intuitive visual access to this information (Visual
Business Analytics) [KPW13]. In summary, of the three data categories described in this thesis, empir-
ical data is probably the most established in the context of decision making. Still, several sub-challenges
concerning this data category remain.
SCData-1 Identification of relevant data: The available amount of empirical data is constantly in-
creasing. Foraging relevant data to support the decision making process is still a challenging task.
Open data initiatives are supporting the collection and distribution of freely available data. However,
the decentralized storage further impedes the identification of relevant data.
SCData-2 Complexity of data: Although empirical data in our definition is available in a tabular, and
therefore, structured way, it may contain hundreds of dimensions and many more entities. Extracting
information from large datasets is subject to extensive research in the fields of KDD (knowledge dis-
covery in databases) and visual analytics. However, the available techniques are mainly focusing on
the exploration and analysis of data. The presentation of analysis results in a comprehensible way by
reducing the complexity of information is often disregarded, although this is an important task required
in the decision making process.
SCData-3 Availability and Uncertainty of data Although vast amounts of empirical data exist, in
many cases the data might not exactly fit the given problem. As a consequence, some data needed for
the decision making process might not be available. Therefore, strategies for collecting new social,
economic, or environmental datasets need to be established. Moreover, data might be available, but
erroneous or incomplete. Raising the awareness of uncertainty in the data is a challenge related to
empirical datasets.
Model-Driven Data
The third data category relevant for the decision making process is model-driven data. By model-
driven data, we mean data that is used as an input or created as an output of a computational model
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(e.g., simulation, optimization, etc.). Figure 3.4 shows the internal structure of model-driven data.
Hill et al. provide a definition for computational models: “a set of computational codes, executable
in some software/hardware environment, that transform a set of input data into a set of output data,
with the input, output, and transformation typically having some interpretation in terms of real-world
phenomena” [HCSG01].
Figure 3.4.: Model-Driven Data: can be divided into input data,
computational code and output data. The computational code may
contain additional real-world variables that are hidden from the user.
In many cases the model is fed with empirical data.
The definition emphasizes the trans-
formation of input into output data and
the relation to real-world phenomena.
In the decision making process, com-
putational models can be applied to
simulate or predict social, environmen-
tal, or economic behavior as response
to a strategic decision. The decision
is encoded into specific input param-
eters of the model. The output of the
model the resulting behavior after the
decision has been made. The differ-
ence to empirical data lies in the arti-
ficial origin of the output data and in
the dependencies between input parameters and output data. Each model run is stored as a scenario
(see Figure 3.4). We distinguish between deterministic and probabilistic (stochastic) models. While in
the deterministic case, for given input data the model always produces the identical output data, this
does not hold for probabilistic models. In the probabilistic case, the model is run several times with
the same input variables. The output is aggregated and represented, e.g., as a probability distribution.
In addition to simulation and prediction, we count optimization models to the class of computational
models relevant for the decision making process. Optimization models can support the choice step by
finding the optimal among a set of alternative solutions. Here, the input is given by an objective func-
tion and constraints, while the output is the calculated optimum. With these models, what-if scenarios
can be executed that can inform the decision and support the search of an optimal solution, mitigating
trade-offs between opposing variables.
SCModel-1 Identification and development of appropriate models: Although a variety of compu-
tational models exist, the choice of an appropriate model for a given problem is challenging. The
selection must be based on the data and task at hand. In most cases, this choice can only be made by
an expert with profound knowledge in modeling techniques. Furthermore, since no one-fits-all solution
exists, the models must be adapted to the decision domain, and fed with data from the domain. In most
cases, this implies immense development efforts.
SCModel-2 Complexity of models: A second sub-challenge lies in the complexity of computational
models. Computational models are often implemented as black box systems. For a given input an
output is calculated. For the end user the interpretation of the output is hampered by the complexity of
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the model. This fact reduces the trust of the end users in such systems. Moreover, the complexity of
models might prevent decision makers to include computational models in the decision making process.
SCModel-3 Uncertainty of models: Another sub-challenge relates to the uncertainty present in compu-
tational model outputs. Computational models are designed to simulate the real world under laboratory
conditions. They are not able to reproduce it entirely. Hence, this uncertainty has to be quantified and
communicated to the decision maker. In some cases, uncertainty is quantifiable, and can be calculated
as accuracy, precision, recall, etc. However, this only holds for the available data that the model is
optimized for. Especially, human behavior is still very challenging to predict.
3.2.2.2. User Roles
As a second ingredient of our decision making domain characterization, relevant stakeholders involved
in the decision making process are characterized. These stakeholders are also potential users of visual
analytics decision support systems. From our experience gathered in several design studies in the field
of decision making, we identified five main user roles: decision makers, analysts, domain experts,
modeling experts, and stakeholders (or influencers) (see Figure 3.5). In general, these user roles can be
characterized based on their technical expertise, domain expertise, and decision competence.
Figure 3.5.: User roles in the decision making process
Decision Makers play the key role in the decision making process. They initiate the decision process
by identifying a critical situation and grasping the conditions that call for action. And finally, they
decide which alternative solution is chosen to address the given problem. In most cases, decision
makers do not have the time and the technical background to execute the entire decision making process
by themselves. For making profound decisions they have advisers, namely analysts, that conduct the
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analysis, and provide summaries of the analysis in the form of reports, or presentations. Still, decision
makers have the key responsibility in the decision making process. In the intelligence step, they call for
action by initiating the process. Moreover, they provide input for the concrete definition of the problem.
In the design step, they provide guidance in defining alternative solutions to the problem. And finally,
in the choice step, they decide which solution to be implemented. However, during the entire process
the detail level of the information viewed by the decision maker has to be compact and with reduced
complexity.
Analysts are the coordinators of decision making process. Their task is to conceptualize the problem
based on the objectives and constraints specified by the decision makers. In the intelligence step, they
search for information sources and consult external advisers, e.g., domain experts and/or modeling
experts, that provide assistance in the decision making process. Analysts are also responsible for the
creation of alternative solutions in the design step. In the choice step, they provide comparisons of
alternative solutions. Finally, in the choice step, they present the results of the analysis to the decision
makers including a proposition of the alternative to be chosen. In most cases this is done via written
reports or presentations. The final decision is made by the decision maker.
Domain Experts are in most cases external advisers recruited by the analyst. They contribute addi-
tional domain knowledge relevant for the specific problem to the decision making process. This can
be provided in the form of textual data (e.g., scientific papers, technical reports, etc.), empirical data
(e.g., research data, sensor data), or model-driven data resulting from existing computational models.
In addition, domain experts might contribute solutions to the given problem, or provide insights on pos-
sible impacts of these solutions. In many cases, computational models applied in the decision making
process have to be fed with domain knowledge and data, that the domain experts can provide. Domain
experts do not necessarily have expertise in computational modeling techniques. They mainly serve as
information and data provider.
Modeling Experts are, like the domain experts, external advisers recruited by the analyst. They
have profound knowledge in computational modeling techniques. Expertise in the addressed domain is
not necessarily required from modeling experts. However, they might have to feed their models with
empirical data from the domain that can be provided by domain experts. The computational models
are used, e.g., for simulating the impacts of the alternative solutions created by the analyst. In addition,
modeling experts can contribute optimization models that support the choice step by identifying optimal
solutions in trade-off scenarios.
Stakeholders are not explicitly involved in the decision making process, but try to influence decision
makers since they are affected by the results of the decision. They play an increasingly important role
in today’s decision making processes. The transparency requested in many decision making processes
allows external stakeholders to monitor the progress of the process. Moreover, by providing an intuitive
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access to intermediate results of the process, the underlying data, and models, even non-experts can
understand the impacts of a decision. This further increases the transparency of the whole decision
making process, supports democratic ideas, and raises the trust in decision makers. Still, stakeholders
will also try to influence the process, e.g., by sharing their opinions and arguments.
In our concept, we distinguish between these user roles. However, in a real-world scenario, a person
might hold several roles at once. Decision making processes can principally be executed by a single
person. However, in a worst case scenario, each role is represented by an individual stakeholders
which requires collaboration efforts to guarantee a successful decision making process. Due to the
stakeholders’ different backgrounds and knowledge collaboration is a challenge to be addressed.
3.2.2.3. Tasks
In the related work Section 2.3.3 we discussed several task taxonomies from visual analytics research.
In the following, we define an abstract five-level task taxonomy that matches the specific needs of
decision making support. Figure 3.6 shows our concept that associates the three decision making steps
intelligence, design, and choice with the general decision making tasks: exploration, creation, analysis,
comparison, and presentation. In general, each task should be considered during the design of a visual
analytics decision support system. This concept can be applied to all data categories presented in our
data taxonomy – textual data, empirical data, and model-driven data. The technical contributions of
this thesis, presented in Chapter 4 – 9, are based on this concept.
Figure 3.6.: Decision making tasks to be supported with visual analytics. Throughout this thesis, we use
this concept for the definition and characterization of decision-related user tasks.
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Exploration
We define the exploration task as the undirected discovery of information from data. In contrast to
search, the target to be specified by a search query is unknown. Tominski provides a comprehensive
definition for visual exploration that also fits the definition of this thesis: “The aim pursued with visual
exploration is to give an overview of the data and to allow users to interactively browse through different
portions of the data. In this scenario users have no or only vague hypotheses about the data; their aim
is to find some. In this sense, visual exploration can be understood as an undirected search for relevant
information within the data. To support users in the search process, a high degree of interactivity must
be a key feature of visual exploration techniques” [Tom06].
From the perspective of decision making, the exploration task is mainly executed in the intelligence
phase. In this phase data relevant for decision making is foraged and knowledge is extracted from
data. In the case of textual data, this implies the foraging of relevant text documents. Available text
document collections are explored with the goal to get an overview of the targeted domain. Then,
relevant documents are separated from irrelevant documents. The relevant documents are aggregated
and the underlying content is summarized. In addition, knowledge to support the definition making
process is extracted from the text documents. Examples include discussed topics, key facts, arguments,
and opinions to support the definition making process. In the case of empirical data, the exploration
task supports users to get an overview of available empirical datasets. These datasets are explored to
discover relevant variables and dependencies between variables to be considered in the decision making
process. The knowledge extracted from empirical datasets allows decision makers to define reasonable
decision targets and constraints on potential solutions. Finally, the exploration of model-driven data
within the decision making process is two-fold. First, in the different model types are explored in
order to judge on their appropriateness for the targeted problem. Second, for a selected model, the
exploration of insights related to input-output dependencies is of utmost importance for the creation of
alternative solutions.
Creation
The creation task aims at defining alternative solutions to a given problem targeted by the decision mak-
ing process. This also involves the augmentation of the available data collection with additional data
that characterize the solutions. In addition, prior to the definition of a solution the decision targets and
constraints are specified, which we also define as creation tasks. The creation task is rarely presented
in task taxonomies from visual analytics research. However, we consider it relevant for the decision
making process, especially in the design step.
For textual data, the creation task includes the augmentation of the decision process with additional
text documents (e.g., scientific reports, newspaper articles, etc.) that inform decision making. Alterna-
tive solutions are often documented in written reports that are shared among the involved stakeholders.
Rating these documents via online platforms is also defined as creation task. In addition, the shar-
ing of facts, arguments, opinions and judgments on documents, as increasingly executed within social
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networks and eParticipation platforms, is considered a creation task. In the context of empirical data,
the collection of new or the addition of existing datasets to the decision making process are defined as
creation tasks. Moreover, we interpret the definition of target variables and constraint variables in em-
pirical datasets as creation tasks. Finally, the extraction of data subsets that describe a potential decision
options also fall into the creation task category. In visual analytics research, this task is mostly defined
as filter and/or lookup task. For model-driven data, we provide two interpretations of the creation
task: First, the specification of a computational model to be included in the decision making process.
And second, the creation of model data by running the model with a specified input that generates a
depending output.
Analysis
In this thesis, we define the analysis task as the detailed analysis of a created alternative solution to the
underlying problem. This includes the drill-down to data relevant for the specific alternative and the
evaluation of possible impacts of a given alternative. The analysis task is executed in the design step.
For textual data the analysis task describes the extraction of facts, arguments and opinions towards
the defined alternatives and their relevance with respect to quantitative (how many?) and qualitative
(by whom?) occurrences. That way, e.g., the social impact of a given solution can be analyzed. For
empirical data, this means the drill-down to details and dependencies of a given alternative. In many
cases the analysis task can be addressed via zooming and detail-on-demand interaction. In addition,
data mining and machine learning approaches support the extraction of patterns from data that might
provide more details and allow the assessment of impacts. Finally, computational models are often
applied to estimate the impacts of potential solutions. The analysis task supports the detailed analysis
of the model output to judge on the appropriateness of the solutions. During this task, the robustness
of the model is also considered, e.g., via sensitivity analysis. Allowing users to assess the uncertainty
in computational models is of utmost importance for the decision making process.
Comparison
The comparison task is executed in the choice step before the final decision is made. Alternative
solutions are compared based on the impacts derived from the preceding analysis task. As an optional
step, decision makers might define weightings on the individual impacts that specify their relevance for
the decision.
Concerning textual data, the ratings, extracted facts, arguments, and opinions towards the alternative
solutions are compared. In the case of empirical data, data subsets defining alternative solutions and
their value ranges are compared. Finally, the data input and output of the computational models are
compared to choose the optimal solution. In this phase, e.g., cost-benefit calculations help to make the
final decision.
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Presentation
The presentation of data is a horizontal task in this taxonomy required throughout the entire decision
making process. The presentation task is needed for the communication of intermediate results between
different stakeholders. As an example, the analyst presents intermediate analysis results to the decision
maker to share the current state of the process. The final decision in the choice step is made by the
decision maker based on the condensed presentation of the decision options and their impacts. In most
cases, the complexity needs to be reduced in order to bridge knowledge gaps between stakeholders.
To increase the transparency of decision making, they promote the presentation task being executed
throughout the entire decision making process.
With the definition of tasks, we conclude our decision making domain characterization. The general
domain characterization serves as a baseline for defining a process for the design of visual analytics
decision support systems. Moreover, we apply the domain characterization during the design of visual
analytics decision support systems that we present as proof of concepts in chapters 4 – 9.
3.2.3. Visual Analytics Design Process
In the following, we introduce a methodology for the user-centered design and evaluation of visual
analytics decision support systems (see Figure 3.7). Our methodology is based on Andrews’ concept
who uses four distinct design stages to define evaluation goals along the process [And08] and Mun-
zner’s ‘nested model’ [Mun09] about the design and validation of visualization systems. As described
in the related work, Munzner attempts to unify the treatment of visualization design and its correspond-
ing evaluation. The nested model is organized into four nested layers (see Figure 2.9). The results of a
higher layer form the input for the layers beneath. Errors on the upper layers are, thus, propagated to the
layers beneath. Every layer has different requirements on the evaluation. The four layers are: domain
problem and data characterization; operation and data type abstraction; visual encoding and interaction
design; and algorithm design. Andrews assigns evaluation goals to the visualization design process.
He distinguishes between the stages before design, before implementation, during implementation, and
after implementation. We re-use Andrews’ stages to structure our design process. In the following we
propose a design process based on the concept of Andrews. Before the visualization design process, the
decision maker and the analyst have to formulate the problem and identify relevant external experts for
supporting the decision making process. We propose to include visual analytics experts in the process
from the very beginning, since they need to participate in the requirement analysis to understand the
domain problem. The following design process stages are characterized with respect to the specific
goals to be achieved within each step and exemplary evaluation methods to validate the outcome. We
emphasize that the validation methods are examples that, from our point of view, match best to the
respective stage. However, as Munzner states, alternative mappings of validation techniques to design
stages may, if correctly applied, provide meaningful results [Mun09].
Stage before design: The stage before design involves the gathering of information that sets the
stage for the design of the system. The design process starts with the identification and characterization
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Figure 3.7.: Process for the design of visual analytics decision support systems.
of relevant datasets (including computational models), stakeholders, and tasks. The general decision
making domain characterization introduced in the previous section serves as a guideline for the concrete
problem characterization to be prepared in the first stage of our design process. As a first step, relevant
stakeholders are identified. We recommend to cover the user roles defined in the previous section with
real-world persons. This includes the identification of decision makers, analysts, domain experts, and
modeling experts. Second, available datasets that support the decision process are identified. Textual
document collections and empirical datasets are collected. If required, computational models that sup-
port decision making are identified together with modeling experts. Finally, the general tasks of our
domain characterization are reviewed and mapped to the concrete problem at hand. Validation methods
of choice for the initial stage in the design process include those from qualitative analysis, as described
by [IZCC08], which aim at capturing the environment in which the visual analytics decision support
system will be used. Munzner states that users should be observed and interviewed [Mun09], which
matches well with Andrews stipulation that users should be surveyed in an exploratory evaluation to
establish their requirements for the system [And08]. Munzner’s domain problem characterization layer
is relevant at this stage [Mun09]. In addition, the first four steps of the design study methodology by
Sedlmair et al. – learn, winnow, cast, and discover – should be considered [SMM12].
Stage before implementation: At the stage before implementation the findings from the previous
stage are used to derive an initial visual analytics design targeting the support of the decision scenario
characterized in the previous stage. The initial visual analytics design comprises the visual encodings
of the underlying data (how to display the data) and the interaction design (how to interact with the data
to support the tasks defined in the previous stage). For the preparation of the design the following steps
are required. As a first step, the collected datasets are characterized with respect to the underlying data
types. Figure 2.10, presented in the foundations chapter, serves as a baseline for the characterization
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of data. The identification of data types facilitates the selection of appropriate visual encodings. More-
over, a stakeholder-based operation abstraction is derived. The data type and operation abstractions are
also represented in the second layer of Munzner’s nested model [Mun09]. By operations, we mean data
transformation steps that are (a) automatically executed in the back-end, or (b) executed on-demand via
user interaction. At this step, a mapping of operations on user roles is required. The visual analytics ex-
pert has to decide which operations are made accessible via interaction to which user role. A complex
interaction design improves the analysis functionality while decreasing the usability of the system. The
resulting systems are more likely to be used by analysts or modeling experts. On the other hand, a sim-
ple interaction design supports an intuitive access to the data while reducing the analysis capabilities of
the system. Systems that realize these designs are more appropriate for decision makers and stakehold-
ers. If the visual analytics system is supposed to be used by all user roles, a trade-off solution between
the two opposites needs to be defined. Hence, we argue that the user-based operation abstraction is
the most critical step in the design process, especially, if the visual analytics solution targets decision
support with multiple user roles involved. Based on the data abstraction and operation abstraction the
initial visual encodings and the interaction design are developed. These tasks are also represented at
the third layer of Munzner’s nested model [Mun09]. We promote the application of paper prototyping
or rapid prototyping techniques to allow multiple iterations with the involved stakeholders. We suggest
to discuss the resulting designs with all stakeholders involved applying focus group techniques [IH01].
Stage During Implementation: At this stage, the designs created in the previous stage are imple-
mented and integrated into a functional system. The system is implemented in an iterative process
together with the involved stakeholders. Intermediate versions of the system are shown to the users
and improved based on the users’ feedback regarding initial and upcoming requirements. The system
implementation task includes the integration of data sources, data transformation pipelines, compu-
tational models, and visualization techniques. Interfaces between components created from different
stakeholders are specified and implemented. For example, the computational model provided by the
modeling expert needs to be connected to the visual interface. This allows analysts to access model
parameters via the visual interface. Sedlmair et al. recommend the assessment of the system parallel
to its implementation; as components are implemented, they should be provided to users to collect
direct verbal feedback [SMM12]. We emphasize this suggestion by proposing the execution of several
consecutive implementation and evaluation cycles. For example, qualitative heuristics can be used,
which enable users to describe their impressions and experiences. In addition, various methods that fall
into the category of formative evaluation can be applied. Examples include cognitive walkthrough and
thinking aloud techniques. Besides testing the interface with the involved stakeholder, external stake-
holders not being involved in the design of the system should be invited for the evaluation. According
to Munzner’s model, this assessment uncovers, whether or not the wrong abstractions are chosen in
the previous stages [Mun09]. In case of inappropriate designs, the initial design is refined by return-
ing to the previous stage. The stage during implementation is a highly collaborative stage. Modeling
experts are enabled to use initial visual analytics implementations to validate their computational mod-
els. Additional requirements might evolve during their application of the system. Decision makers
and analysts may identify aspects not considered in the initial design stage. Objectives or constraints
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on the underlying problem to be tackled with the visual analytics system may provoke an update. In
summary, the design of the visual analytics system already constitutes an initial step in the decision
making process. Collaboration is enforced and the formulation of requirements on the system supports
the clarification of the underlying decision problem.
Stage After Implementation: At the stage after the implementation the system is deployed, and
tested regarding usability and utility within the target environment. It is measured whether the users
can solve their tasks with the system, and how easily and intuitively it is adopted by the user. The
goal of this stage is to examine to what extent the system is accepted by users and whether it meets
the specified requirements. According to [SMM12] this would be the reflection phase, in which the
insights gained in the previous stages are summarized. In Munzner’s model, this stage is situated
back on the upper layer – the domain and problem characterization [Mun09]. Following Andrews,
questionnaires and formal experiments with real-world users should be applied to validate the overall
approach. Additionally, guideline scoring techniques are proposed [And08]. From our experience, we
suggest to conduct a user testing session including task completion tests and a usability questionnaire
to be filled-in afterwards. We learned that users are able to provide more detailed and constructive
feedback in a questionnaire after they have executed specific tasks with the system. Depending on
the openness of the decision making scenario, the user evaluation can support the dissemination of the
system to external users. We identify three core benefits in sharing the system with the public. First,
a broad range of users is reached which increases the amount of feedback required for improving the
system. Second, sharing the decision support system allows public users to create alternative scenarios
that might even provide better results than those created by a smaller set of experts. Third, involving the
public in the decision making process increases (a) the acceptance of decisions through transparency,
and (b) the trust in the decision makers in general.
With the finalization of the design process the decision making process starts. However, since all
stakeholders have been involved in the design process, some aspects of the decision making process
are already covered. Examples include the identification of data relevant for the decision, the definition
of abstract targets and constraints to be defined within the design phase, and the analysis of potential
solutions to the addressed problem that might have been identified during the evaluation of the system.
3.3. Bridging Knowledge Gaps in Decision Making with Visual Analytics
The research challenges targeted in this thesis are (1) the extraction of knowledge from data with
visual analytics to support the decision making process, and (2) the bridging of gaps between involved
stakeholders. The first challenge has been addressed in the previous section. In this section, we present
a concept on how visual analytics can support the knowledge transfer between stakeholders in the
decision making process. The concept is strongly related to the ideas of collaborative visualization as
presented by Isenberg et al. among others [IES∗11]. However, so far collaborative visualization has
been addressed from the temporal (synchronous vs. asynchronous work) and the spatial (co-located
vs. distributed work) perspective. Varying user expertises and roles, as present in the decision making
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process, have rarely been considered. In the following, we first describe an adapted decision making
process (see Figure 3.8) and an adapted policy cycle (see Figure 3.9) that support the bridging of
knowledge gaps between involved stakeholders by the extensive use of visual analytics technology.
Second, we describe how the complexity of decision support systems can be reduced by applying
different visualization disciplines. And finally, we discuss synergy effects by incorporating visual
analytics into the decision making process.
3.3.1. Bridging Knowledge Gaps in Organizational Decision Making
Our first concept extends the ‘classical’ decision making process with visual analytics technology (see
Figure 3.8). The concept addresses the bridging of knowledge gaps in model-driven data analysis sce-
narios. We select a model-driven scenario, since it involves a large variety of user roles: decision
makers, analysts, and modeling experts. However, we claim that the concept can be adapted to textual
data (with text analysis methods as models) and empirical data (with data mining techniques as mod-
els). In model-driven scenarios, a computational model is applied in the decision making process to
create and evaluate alternative solutions to a given problem. However, the models’ complexity impede
the consideration of the created knowledge in the decision making process. Hence, we suggest con-
necting visualization techniques to computational models developed by modeling experts to improve
their usability for non-experts. That way, the complexity of the models is hidden in the computational
back-end, while only the information necessary for providing user input (e.g., control parameters, etc.)
Figure 3.8.: A concept to bridge knowledge gaps between stakeholders with visual analytics. The classical
communication workflow from the decision maker over the analyst to the modeling expert and back is
bridged with visualization techniques.
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and analyzing the model output (e.g., simulation results, statistical measures, etc.) is displayed on the
screen. The most crucial aspect of this concept is that users not familiar with the computational mod-
eling can visually interact with these models and conduct analysis scenarios by themselves. Hence,
analysts and decision makers can specify objectives and constraints via a visual interface (see Figure
3.8, on the left). They can ‘experiment’ with different settings, and generate alternative model outputs
(see Figure 3.8, on the right). Furthermore, due to a uniform visual representation of the model data,
stakeholders with different backgrounds can validate the models’ utility and usability. For example, the
decision maker can detect aspects not covered yet by the model that the modeling expert might include
in an improved model. The communication of results is facilitated, since all stakeholders work with the
same visual representation.
3.3.2. Bridging Knowledge Gaps in Policy Making
The model presented in the previous section can be easily transferred to political decision making (or
policy making). Nevertheless, we introduce a second model that illustrates the idea of our approach.
Therefore, we expand the five-stage policy cycle by Anderson [And75] (see Figure 3.9 a) at the policy
formulation and the policy adoption stages. These stages imply the definition of policy options, their
analysis, and finally the decision which one to choose (see Figure 3.9 b). Several stakeholders with
different expertise are involved in these stages which result in knowledge gaps to overcome.
At the ‘agenda setting and problem definition’ stage public problems that shape the political agenda
are identified by political decision makers (policy makers). At the ‘policy formulation’ stage, the
problem is analyzed (policy analysis) and potential solutions to the problems are defined. The main
stakeholders involved at this stage are the (policy) analyst and the modeling expert. The analyst concep-
tualizes the problem identified in the previous stage and consults modeling experts as external adviser.
Based on the requirements specified by the analyst, the modeling experts design computational models
that support the creation and analysis of policy options. The model results are communicated to the
analyst who uses the extracted knowledge to define policy options. In the ‘policy adoption’ stage the
defined policy options are communicated in a condensed way to the decision maker who decides which
option to choose. The model includes two feedback loops. First, the analyst might define additional
requirements based on the modeling results communicated by the modeling expert. Second, the deci-
sion makers might request additional policy options from the policy analyst by refining the problem
description. The policy cycle is completed with the policy implementation and the policy evaluation
stages that are not considered in this model.
Similar to the previous model, this process can be augmented with visual analytics concepts. By
connecting visualization techniques to the computational model, users can visual-interactively access
the model parameters and the model output (see Figure 3.9 c). In the following, we discuss how
different visualization disciplines are applied to support different analysis tasks.
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Figure 3.9.: Adaptation of policy cycle. a) Standard policy cycle [And75]. b) Adaptation of policy cycle,
providing more detail in the policy formulation and policy adoption stages, and two feedback loops. c)
Linking visualization to the model to bridge knowledge gaps.
3.3.3. Complexity Reduction via Appropriate Visualization Disciplines
In the previous sections, we introduced two concepts on how to include visual analytics in business and
political decision making processes to bridge knowledge gaps between stakeholders. The complexity
of the analysis process can be further reduced by applying appropriate visualization disciplines in the
decision making process. Depending on the user and task at hand, visualization disciplines of varying
complexity can be applied.
We differentiate between two main usage scenarios of visualization techniques: (1) the visual-
interactive exploration and sense-making as analysis tasks and (2) the visual communication as knowl-
edge transfer task (cf. Figure 2.4 by Few [Few09]). In the first case, the users require visual-interactive
control of the computation model. Users are enabled to define input parameters and run the model
to create alternative output data. The interactive control of the model is realized by using concepts
from the field of visual analytics, which are coined by Bertini and Lalanne as “white-box-integration”
[BL10]. The visual analytics concept connecting visualization with computational models is already
applied to different application domains. We propose to introduce this concept to the decision making
domain. In the second case, users require visual access to the analysis results generated with the model.
The output data is presented with information visualization techniques. Users can visually explore the
results of the model by search and filter operations. The information may be visualized with differ-
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ent visualization techniques depending on the users’ expertise and knowledge. The main focus of these
techniques lies on the usability of the system. The intuitive usage of the visualization has to be ensured.
In the following, we describe how the appropriate selection of visualization techniques can further
support the bridging of knowledge gaps between stakeholders.
Visualization for Decision Makers (and Public stakeholders)
The visualization design for the decision maker consists of easy-to-understand interfaces only depicting
the information relevant for the decision process. It enables the decision maker to get quick access to
analysis results. This interface bridges knowledge gap between decision maker and the modeling expert
(see competence gap). Moreover, the decision maker can give high-level feedback to the modeling
expert if some information is missing, or if the model needs to be refined (see iteration gap). As another
‘gap bridger’, the translation of analysis results to decision options can be derived by the visualization.
This bridges the knowledge gap between analyst and decision maker (see analysis and competence
gap). The considered visualization techniques are mainly static visualization (or infographics), and
easy-to-use information visualization techniques. As an example, the ManyEyes system enables a user
friendly access to visualization techniques with the option for the users to upload and visualize their
own datasets [VWvH∗07].
Visualization for Analysts
The visualization design for the analyst consists of the basis functionality provided to the decision
maker, and advanced interaction techniques, that offer a closer connection to the model. This inter-
face bridges the knowledge gap between the analyst and the modeling expert (competence gap). The
analyst is enabled to validate the model from the domain perspective, and refine it, e.g., by changing
input parameters (iteration gap and analysis gap). The communication between the analyst and the
modeling expert is supported, since both can work with the same information representation. Again,
the access to the complex model is facilitated. This enables the analyst to interact with the model, gain
an understanding of the model, and finally produce analysis results without the help of the modeling
expert (see analysis gap). The considered visualization techniques come from both fields, information
visualization and visual analytics. Examples for visual analytics systems designed to support analysts
can be found in the fishery policy domain [BMPM12], and the energy domain [Hea12].
Visualization for Modeling Experts
The visualization design for the modeling expert comprises the highest functionality. Depending on the
requirements of the modeling expert, a visual-interactive editing of the model may be realized. Visual-
izing the model input and output supports the modeling expert in refining the model and validating its
functionality (see iteration gap). That way, new analysis results are produced and communicated to the
analyst and the decision maker via their respective visualization design (see analysis gap, and compe-
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tence gap). This bridges the knowledge gap between modeling experts, analysts, and decision makers,
who collaboratively refine the functionality of the model, and validate the correctness of the model (see
iteration gap). The considered visualization techniques for the modeling expert are mainly from the
field of visual analytics. In [MK08], a visual system for the data-driven verification of hypothesis is
provided. In [IMI∗10], an interactive data analysis process is supported with visualization techniques.
3.3.4. Synergy Effects of Applying Visual Analytics to Decision Making
In order to address the challenges imposed on decision making and policy making, we proposed the
incorporation of visual analytics into decision making (see Figure 3.8) and policy making (see Figure
3.9) processes. Hereby, visual analytics serves as an important component of decision support systems
itself. In the following, we summarize the benefits resulting from this integration:
Communication. The communication between relevant fields, e.g., science and policy making, is
facilitated. Visualization may serve as a mediator of information between two distinct environments.
Through the unified visual presentation of information, different stakeholders are enabled to discuss at
the same knowledge level. Thereby, the communication between scientists and decision makers in the
decision making process is supported.
Complexity. Through the abstraction of user tasks and the design of visual analytics systems adapted
to the expertise of the targeted users the complexity of the underlying models can be hidden. With visual
analytics complex data operations can be executed on the machine, while the parameters to control their
execution can be intuitively displayed on the screen. Visual interfaces provide the information on the
level of detail needed by the respective user role.
Subjectivity. The aspect of subjectivity can be reduced since different stakeholders get access to the
same information provided in an ‘objective’ way via visual analytics techniques. The provided infor-
mation can be discussed among the stakeholders to balance subjective interpretations of the findings.
Validation. The outcomes of the decision making process can be transparently presented to all
involved stakeholders including public stakeholders. That way decisions can be justified since they
have been made based on an objective analysis. This can improve the trust in scientific results, and
political decision making.
Transparency and reproducibility of results. If open access to the visual analytics system is
provided, public stakeholders (e.g., journalists, interest groups, etc.) are enabled to generate analysis
results on their own, and therefore, better understand the rational background of strategical decisions.
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3.4. Outlook on Technical Contributions of this Thesis
In the remainder of this chapter, we provide an outlook on the technical contributions presented in the
following chapters. These chapters address the six technical challenges identified in Section 3.1. They
serve as proof of concepts for the applicability of our design methodology presented in Section 3.2. We
categorize the underlying decision scenarios according to our domain characterization. Three of them
target textual data, one addresses empirical data, and the last two tackle model-driven data. We also
discuss which general decision making tasks are supported by the respective visual analytics system
and which stakeholder have been involved in the design process.
Visual-Interactive Access to Decision Making Processes
In Chapter 4, we address the process overview challenge CProc, presenting a visual analytics system for
the creation, exploration, and analysis of decision-related content. The visual analytics system orga-
nizes relevant text documents in a timeline visualization that we named ‘PolicyLine’. Documents can
be distinguished based on their publication date, title, author category, and relevance to the decision
process. Users are enabled to create new processes including the definition of process step, or aug-
ment existing processes with additional documents, document ratings, and comments on documents.
Automatic analysis methods calculate the likelihood of alternative solutions (represented by specific
documents) to succeed. In the design process, decision makers, analysts, and domain experts were
involved. The contributions of this chapter are: (1) a problem characterization about providing deci-
sion making process overviews, (2) a visual analytics system for the text document-driven overview
of the decision process, and (3) a design study including three cycles of design, implementation, and
evaluation conducted with eighteen real-world users.
Figure 3.10.: PolicyLine: visualizing the decision process. Presented in Chapter 4.
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Visual-Interactive Access to Text Document Collections
In Chapter 5, we demonstrate a visual analytics system for providing content-based overviews of text
document collections and solve challenge CDoc. Text clustering as a method of choice is applied to
condense large numbers of documents to a small set of representatives. The visual analytics system
provides visual and interactive access to the entire text clustering process from the pre-processing of
unstructured text documents, the selection of features for representing documents, and the parameter-
ization and computation of text clusterings to the comparison of different clustering results and their
validation. Due to the complexity of text clustering in general, and the provided degrees of freedom in
the interaction design of our visual analytics approach, the system is targeting analyst as primary users.
Nevertheless, the results generated with the system can be used to provide content-based overviews
to decision makers and other stakeholders in the process. The contributions of this chapter are: (1)
a visual and interactive interface for the selection of a feature vector representation required for the
clustering text documents, (2) a visual and interactive interface for the creation and analysis of text
clusterings adapted to the specific data, users, and task at hand, and (3) a visual and interactive inter-
face for the comparison of different text clusterings that allows users to choose the most appropriate
clustering result for the specific data, users, and task at hand.
Figure 3.11.: Content-based exploration and analysis of text document collections. Presented in Chapter 5.
Visual-Interactive Access to Online Debates
In Chapter 6, we present a visual analytics system for aggregating textual content extracted from public
debates in social media channels, which addresses challenge CDeb. The system provides visual and
interactive access to text segments extracted from the web and mapped to pre-defined policy models
and arguments. In addition, the sentiment of text segments is extracted and shown to the user. The
system allows users to monitor the public debate on specific topics and identify new arguments that may
inform the decision process. In addition, the user is enabled to refine the underlying model by providing
feedback on the accuracy of the automatically generated text analysis results. During the design process
decision makers, domain experts, analysts, and modeling experts from the text analysis domain were
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involved. The contributions of this chapter are: (1) the definition of a text analysis workflow adapted
to the specific needs for monitoring the public debate, (2) a visual analytics system that provides visual
and interactive access to the results of the text analysis workflow, and (3) a user feedback concept that
allows users to improve the accuracy of the text analysis models via user interactions.
Figure 3.12.: Analysis of Arguments and Opinions in Text Documents. Presented in Chapter 6.
Visual-Interactive Access to Empirical Datasets
In Chapter 7, we address the challenge about the exploration, analysis, and comparison of empirical
data CDat. We introduce a visual and interactive system for accessing country-specific performance indi-
cators in the mining sector. The system is designed for governmental and business (investors) decision
makers as well as for public stakeholders. Domain experts provided knowledge on the governmental
and legal aspects related to mining in resource-rich countries. This knowledge was transformed to qual-
itative performance indicators. Our visual analytics system allows stakeholders to get an overview of
individual country performances, identify weaknesses and strengths of individual countries, compare
the performances of multiple countries, and search for similar countries. As overarching goals, in-
vestors are supported in their investment decisions, governments are supported in their policy decisions
to improve the current status and attract investments, and public stakeholders are supported in their un-
derstanding of political decisions. The contributions of this chapter are (1) a domain characterization
of the mining sector as a specific decision making domain, (2) a visual analytics system for providing
visual and interactive access to performance indicators, and (3) evaluation results gathered in a user
workshop with domain experts from the mining sector.
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Figure 3.13.: Exploration and Comparison of Mining-Related Empirical Data. Presented in Chapter 7.
Visual-Interactive Access to Simulation Models
In Chapter 8, we combine simulation techniques with visualization methods to create a visual analytics
system supporting the analysis of impacts derived from alternative solutions. This chapter addresses
Challenge CImp on the impact assessment of decision options. The visual analytics system provides
visual-interactive access to an agent-based simulation model to support political decision makers in the
exploration, creation, analysis, and comparison of simulation data. With the agent-based simulation
model the impact of alternative governmental subsidy strategies on the public adoption of photovoltaic
plants is assessed. Our visual analytics system was designed in collaboration with decision makers,
analysts, domain experts in the energy sector, and modeling experts in agent-based simulation. The
contributions of the chapter are (1) a problem characterization of simulation applied to policy making
in the energy sector, (2) a visual-interactive interface for the impact assessment of alternative solutions
via an agent-based simulation model, (3) a novel visualization technique specialized on the exploration
of dependencies between input and output variables.
Figure 3.14.: Simulating the Impact of Decision Options. Presented in Chapter 8.
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Visual-Interactive Access to Optimization Models
Finally, in Chapter 9, we combine visualization methods with optimization techniques to create a vi-
sual analytics system that supports the balancing of trade-offs, and in consequence, the generation of
optimal solutions for a given problem. This chapter addresses Challenge COpt on the creation, analysis,
and comparison of optimal solutions. The optimization model enables analysts and decision makers
to define an optimal energy plan based on a pre-defined target function and constraints considering
environmental and economic factors. The visual analytics system was designed and evaluated in col-
laboration with political decision makers, analysts, domain experts, and optimization modeling experts.
The contributions of the chapter are (1) a problem characterization on the strategic environmental as-
sessment (SEA) domain targeting the development of sustainable policy decisions, (2) a visual analytics
system combining visualization and optimization techniques to support the generation of optimal re-
gional energy plan, and (3) the results of two user evaluation rounds conducted with two intermediate
versions of the system.
Figure 3.15.: Balancing Trade-Offs with Optimization Models. Presented in Chapter 9.
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Making Process
The visual analytics approach presented in this chapter provides visual access to the entire decision
making process. It supports the exploration of the decision process, the creation of opinions and
knowledge to be included in the process, the analysis of text documents relevant for the decision,
and the comparison of the stakeholders’ support of a textual proposal. Regarding the overall approach
of this thesis, we prove the applicability of our concept to text-driven data (Challenge CProc). Figure
4.1 shows how the design methodology presented in Chapter 3 is applied in this specific scenario with
text-driven data (Challenge CVDSS). First, the presented approach allows users to explore the entire
Figure 4.1.: Proof of concept for the applicability of the design methodology on textual data. Relevant
text documents in the decision process can be explored, analyzed, and compared. Alternative solutions can
be created and added to the process as proposal documents. Additional analysis and comparison tasks are
supported. The intuitiveness of the visual analytics approach allows stakeholders with all levels of expertise
monitor the status quo and participate in the process. Figure is adapted from Figure 3.6.
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decision process, which is represented by text documents that inform or record intermediate results of
the decision process. The documents are structured along a timeline, which enables uses to monitor
the progress and the status quo of a decision. The documents are distinguishable via their authorship
and their relevance. Moreover, specific policy proposals that serve as an alternative option to the given
problem are highlighted. Second, users of the system are enabled to augment the decision process
with additional information. They can create new processes including the definition of process steps.
Moreover, they can augment existing processes with additional documents that bear information to be
considered in the decision making. Furthermore, they can rate the document quality and relevance, and
add comments to the documents to discuss their value. Third, the system automatically extracts the
documents’ polarity and objectiveness, which supports users in the analysis of individual documents.
Fourth, based on the document ratings, users can compare the support behind the different proposals
and identify the proposal most likely to succeed. Finally, the visual analytics system is designed and
evaluated with a focus on its usability. This makes it usable for users with all levels of expertise. In
general, the system is targeting decision makers, analysts, domain experts, modeling experts, and gen-
eral stakeholders. Any of these roles can participate in augmenting the process with knowledge. Our
approach bridges knowledge gaps between these stakeholders by providing a transparent view on the
current status of the process and by realizing participation (Challenge CBKG). This chapter is partially
based on our previous work published in [RBB∗16].
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4.1. Introduction
The public policy process describes the cycle from the identification of a societal problem to the imple-
mentation and evaluation of a public policy. Different factors contribute to the complexity of a policy
process [Mac04b] [RBK13]. First, a policy needs to pass different steps within the cycle. Second, the
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processes vary in their duration, some processes may last for years. Third, a policy proposal within
the process may run through several iterations. Finally, a large number of stakeholders with differing
expertise are involved in the process. Policy makers have to decide which policy will be finally im-
plemented. Policy analysts and policy advisers support policy makers in making decisions. Scientific
experts provide knowledge about the field of discourse. Journalists report political discussions to the
public and make the policy process transparent. Lobbyists, such as environmental or social activists, try
to influence the policy process. The policy process can be structured along text documents that record
intermediate results and discussions within the process. In addition to official documents provided by
public institutions, text documents like scientific reports, newspaper articles, and economic white pa-
pers need to be considered. Furthermore, social media sources (like Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.) are playing
an increasing role in public policy making. All stakeholders involved in the policy process want to get
a comprehensive overview of these documents in an efficient way due to temporal pressure.
In this design study, we worked together with stakeholders from the political EU environment. They
reported on problems that impede efficient and effective policy making. Since no standardized process
steps exist, the identification of the current status is complicated. Due to long process durations stake-
holders need to constantly update their knowledge about the policy topic. The sheer amount and variety
of relevant documents hampers stakeholders to condense the information and get the full picture. This
also has an impact on the required amount of iterations until the implementation of a proposal. A
further challenge remains in achieving a critical mass of expertise to be included in decision-making.
Relevant experts in the field need to be identified and integrated into the process. Finally, some steps of
the process are not transparent for many participants (such as the public) which decreases the trust in
policy decisions. Information visualization can help solving these problems [KNRB12]. However, to
the best of our knowledge the public policy process has hardly been subject to information visualization
research. Based on the problems of our collaborators, we propose three core visions that can improve
political decision making.
First, providing visual access to policy processes and associated documents can help stakeholders to
deal with the complexity of policy making. As a benefit, stakeholders can intuitively access all relevant
documents at once, easily identify the newest or most relevant ones, and monitor the current state of the
process. Moreover, visual access to the policy process can help external stakeholders to comprehend
political decisions and increase transparency.
Second, a policy process is highly collaborative. Thus, providing meaningful interactive functional-
ity supports stakeholders to actively participate in the process. Users are enabled to manually contribute
content to the system by creating new policy processes, adding documents, rating documents, and com-
menting them. Following a collaborative approach can further enrich the political debate and result in
well-informed decision making.
Finally, a collaborative visualization system can benefit from automatic algorithms like crawlers,
text analysis methods, etc. that augment the process with additional content. Related articles, blogs,
and social media streams can be associated to policy processes and enrich the information density.
Automatic algorithms can also help to handle the quantity of the acquired data via aggregation, content
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summaries, etc. A combined human-machine approach would further increase the quality of political
decision making.
To support the public policy domain in addressing this vision, we conducted a design study together
with experts from the public policy making field. Our contributions are:
1. We provide a characterization of the public policy domain and describe problems of involved
stakeholders. Our domain characterization includes a comprehensive analysis of users, data, and
tasks. As a result, we define requirements on a visualization system supporting the public policy
process starting at the public debate.
2. We present our visualization system PolicyLine that provides visual access to policy processes.
Users are enabled to gain an overview of existing policy processes and associated documents.
Moreover, it enables users to generate content by creating new policy processes, attaching ad-
ditional documents, rating documents, and providing comments. Automatic algorithms support
the enrichment of policy processes via content crawling, and sentiment analysis.
3. We report on our design study comprising three iterations of design, implementation, and evalu-
ation with eighteen real-world users from the public policy domain. We prove the applicability
of our approach for public policy making, and reflect on lessons learned.
4.2. Related Work on Time-Oriented Text Document Overviews
Information visualization approaches in the policy or law-making domain mainly focus on the textual
analysis of individual documents [CM12, ARDM11]. The main goal of our approach is to provide
an overview of several documents associated to a policy process. We review related work with an
emphasis on how to allocate the display axes.
Document Overviews. In information visualization a series of approaches exists reflecting struc-
tures between documents in the 2D space. A review of overview techniques for text documents is
provided in [HK12]. Some approaches present both document overviews and relations between doc-
uments, e.g., in a reference map visualization [NB12]. We share the idea of presenting structures and
relations between documents. However, these approaches do not reflect temporal relations, which is of
utmost importance for our domain experts. Therefore, one of the most essential design decision was
to assign temporal information to the horizontal axis. In the following, we survey related techniques
explicitly incorporating sequential or temporal relations in combination with document overviews.
Temporal, Event, and Process Visualizations. The book of Aigner et al. provides a profound sur-
vey of visualization techniques for time-oriented data in general [AMST11]. More specifically, in the
context of textual documents a prominent approach is to visualize topic evolutions over time, exam-
ple techniques are ThemeRiver [HHWN02] or Tiara [WLS∗10]. Our approach differs by using single
documents as preferred level of granularity. Single documents in the process are arranged in their or-
der of occurrence, similar to the PlanningLines approach [AMTB05]. However, the time primitives
visualized in PlanningLines are intervals, while our approach represents documents as a series of in-
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stants. In this regard, our approach borrows features from process and event-based visualizations, such
as LifeLines2 [WPS∗09] or LifeFlow [WGGP∗11]. Rind et al. [RWA∗13] compare fourteen visualiza-
tion techniques with an emphasis on discrete event data, many of them applied for the visualization of
electronic health records. Furthermore, information visualization research contributes to various other
domains using event-based and process visualization, such as energy distribution networks [RHF05] or
web log analysis [LRTM07]. In many cases node-link diagrams or techniques using metaphors similar
to Sankey diagrams are used to visualize processes. We share the idea to encode temporal information
along the x-axis. In the following, we complement the approach with a review on strategies using the
y-axis.
Facets and Categories. The vertical axis of our document overview is structured by different types
of authors contributing documents. The idea of encoding a categorical attribute vertically is inspired by
techniques using facets and categories for document layouts. An overview of facets and faceted search
interfaces is provided in [Hea09]. Facets consist of different concepts of a particular category which
are typically represented in list-based or hierarchical structures. Since the authors are the predominant
attribute for structuring the document overview, we adopt the idea for the vertical axis. In addition, we
use color to indicate sub-categories. This is inspired by the FacetMap tool where hierarchical structures
are represented with nested facet structures [SCM∗06]. With the horizontal time axis and a y-axis
representing categories of authors, we implement a best-practice concept from a pioneer approach in
the digital library domain [FHN∗93].
4.3. Visual Analytics Design – The PolicyLine Approach
4.3.1. Policy Process Background
Our approach attempts to provide visual-interactive access to policy processes that are starting from
public debates, continued in legislative procedures, and concluded as implementations and evaluations
of public policies. A reference model for the policy cycle divides the process into five core steps:
problem identification & agenda setting, policy formulation, policy adoption, policy implementation,
and policy evaluation [Mac04a]. First, information about the given problem is collected and analyzed.
Second, alternative solutions (or: policy proposals) are designed. These are compared or refined until
they are adopted in the third step. After the official implementation of a policy in the fourth step,
the policy impacts are monitored and evaluated in the fifth step. Without calling the policy cycle into
question, in practice many processes vary with respect to detail and order. Therefore, each process
needs to be handled differently requiring expert knowledge and careful documentation.
To record the progress of individual steps, documents are created and maintained within the entire
policy process. For example, official documents accompanying legislative policy processes in the EU
environment are stored at the EUR-Lex repository [Eur16]. Stakeholders involved in the process need
to access these documents, interact with them, and possibly extend them on demand. However, most
repositories lack non-legislative documents that shape the discussions in earlier steps of the process.
As an example, scientific reports providing evidence on policy decisions are rarely considered. More-
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over, our domain experts report that documents from new media types would supplement the political
decision making process, if the content could be exploited in an effective way. To the best of our
knowledge, no solution exists that unifies the broad range of textual information which finally influ-
ences policy process outcomes.
To address the described problems, we designed a visual-interactive interface that takes the goals of
different user groups into account. In our approach we categorize the main stakeholders involved in
policy processes into three groups The first group includes institutional stakeholders directly involved
in decision making, e.g., government members. The second group combines media stakeholders, e.g.,
journalists from different online and offline media. Finally, general stakeholders define the third group.
Examples are international organizations, business or lobbying organizations, political think tanks, or
civil society.
4.3.2. Data and Task Abstraction
In our design process we built on well-received approaches describing the main ingredients for design-
ing and evaluating information visualization systems, i.e., users, data, and tasks [vW13,Mun09]. After
describing the user domain and characterizing their problems in the previous section, we now focus on
the data and task abstraction. We compiled these abstractions in an iterative process involving work-
shops conducted together with real-world experts from the political EU environment. The workshops
were organized as informal discussions including interviews and questionnaires in which the domain
experts were invited to state their problems and challenges with respect to knowledge acquisition during
ongoing policy processes. From these discussions we derived the characterization of data and tasks.
Data. The data relevant for our approach can be structured into a hierarchy with policy topics on the
top level. These topics reflect thematic organizations, e.g., along ministries. The policy topics group
associated policy processes, which are the core entities of our approach. The temporal expansion of
a policy process is reflected by subdividing it into process steps. These steps are essential to describe
the status of an ongoing political decision making process. Furthermore, a policy process is shaped
by policy documents. In our approach any textual content relevant for a policy process can be defined
as a document. Examples are official documents from the EU, tweets about public debates, online
articles, etc. Table 4.1 provides an overview on the most relevant attributes of a document. Most
noticeable metadata attributes are title, author, description, etc., as well as categorizations of authors
that we extracted with our domain experts. In addition, official proposal documents published by legal
entities are tagged.
Tasks. At a glance, the domain characterization revealed that domain experts focus on two primary
goals; the analysis of existing content and the creation of new content. In the following, we further
subdivide these primary goals leading to a characterization of concrete user tasks (see Table 4.2).
First, the visualization system should support the visual access to policy processes and associated
content which we refer to as analysis tasks. Users have to explore policy processes, identify most
relevant documents and proposals, explore the authorship and the support behind a document, and
lookup the classified sentiment.
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doc. attribute description
title title of document
author person or organization
description textual content of document
category institution / stakeholder / media
subcategory institutional: EU Institution, National Government/Political Party,
Local/Regional Government
stakeholder: International Organization, Civil Society/Advocacy, Think Tank,
Business/Lobbying/Trade Union
media: Press Media
publishing date time stamp
proposal proposal classification (yes or no)
Table 4.1.: Document attributes
Second, the system has to support collaborative decision making by enabling users to contribute
content about policy processes (content creation tasks). Users need to create new processes, define
process steps, associate documents to the process, rate the quality and relevance of documents, endorse
specific proposal documents, and provide comments.
Finally, we identified the need to distinguish between tasks per user group. We distinguish between
expert and general users. Experts in a specific policy field should have higher access rights to curate
policy processes, and therefore, ensure the quality of the provided content. Moreover, these topic-
based expertises have to be considered during the calculation of the documents’ relevance. Since most
of the PolicyLine users do not have an IT-background and cannot spend much time on learning a
new application, attention has to be laid on the usability and learnability of the system. Complex
visualization techniques would distract users. Moreover, their work requires a high mobility. Therefore,
the solution had to be implemented as a web application.
4.3.3. PolicyLine Interface
In this section we describe our visualization system PolicyLine. After a brief overview of the tech-
nical background, we explain the overall structure of PolicyLine, including the visual encodings, the
interaction design, and relations to the user tasks summarized in Table 4.2. PolicyLine is accessible
online1.
Technical Background. Our approach is implemented as a web application to enable mobile access
(G2). Metadata about the policy process and the documents added by the users is stored in a persistence
1https://policyline.eu
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category task
analysis A1 explore policy process and documents
A2 identify most relevant documents in process
A3 localize policy proposals
A4 lookup author of document
A5 lookup support behind a proposal
A6 lookup sentiments
content C1 create a new policy process (experts only)
creation C2 define policy process steps (experts only)
C3 add documents to the process
C4 rate quality and relevance of document
C5 incorporate the rater’s reputation
C6 comment on documents
general G1 distinguish between stakeholder groups
G2 assure usability and mobility
Table 4.2.: User tasks
layer. The main objective of our approach is to integrate documents from different sources and organize
them into policy processes. Users can directly access the original documents via the URLs provided
by PolicyLine. The raw text from the original website can be crawled and analyzed with text analysis
methods. For example, the results of sentiment and objectivity classification are shown at the Document
page (see Section 4.3.3).
In our task analysis we identified the need for a specific user management to distinguish expert users
from general users (G1). Therefore, PolicyLine is connected to the online service EurActory2. Besides
social media functionalities, the system offers users to rate their own and other users’ expertise in pre-
defined policy topics. With this information and further reputation management methods a topic-based
expertise score is computed for each user, which is used by our approach.
The relevance of a document is calculated based on a weighted sum of the author’s reputation and
the users’ document rating. To rate a document, users have to answer six statements on a 5-level-Likert
scale. The statements are: “the document is accurate”, “the document is valuable”, “the document is
relevant”, “the document is timely”, “do you agree with the document’s issues”, “do you agree with the
proposed solutions”. The weights for the author reputation and the Likert-scale-items in the weighted
sum were defined together with the domain experts.
In the following, we describe the visual appearance of PolicyLine, including the individual interfaces.
2https://euractory.eu
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Figure 4.2.: Policy Topic View. Policy processes associated to the topic “Future of EU” are shown. The
overview provides statistical information, e.g., about the number of underlying proposal documents.
Policy Topic View. The Policy Topic View (see Figure 4.2) allows the user to select a policy process
from a list of processes associated to the policy topic. Besides the title, the number of associated
documents classified as proposal, the total number of documents, the number of comments, and the
number of views are shown. By selecting one of the policy processes, the user is guided to the respective
Policy Process View. Alternatively, expert users can select “Create Process” to access the process
creation form, and define a new process.
Policy Process View. The Policy Process View (see Figure 4.3) provides an overview of a policy
process, including its process step, and associated documents (A1). The underlying timeline visualiza-
tion maps the temporal dimension on the horizontal axis, and the categorical dimension on the vertical
axis. The timeline is vertically separated into three rows, comprising the three main document author
categories institutions, stakeholders, and media. On top of the timeline, the policy process steps are
visualized as areas covering the respective time intervals. In the timeline, documents are represented
by colored dots. The colors help users to differentiate sub-categories of authors. Textual labels show
the title of the respective document. The dot sizes represent the calculated relevance of the document
(A2). Documents that are classified as policy proposals are represented as rectangles enclosing the title
of the document (A3). Zooming and panning interaction enables handling overplotting in the case of
large document collections. On the lowest zoom level, covering the total policy process lifespan, only
the most relevant documents are shown. The users can zoom into specific time intervals to display more
documents. Further documents can be accessed via an additional list view that shows all documents
sorted by relevance. By selecting a document, the user is forwarded to the Document View.
We briefly describe the design decisions made. We selected a scatterplot-based timeline as visualiza-
tion technique providing an overview of a policy process. During the design process we had to carefully
balance between the ease of use and the display of as many attributes as possible. We prioritized tasks
to be supported by the visualization technique. These were in the order of relevance:
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Figure 4.3.: Policy process visualization. Time is mapped on the horizontal axis, author categories on the
vertical axis. Documents are represented as circles, proposal documents as rectangles. The objects’ colors
represent the author sub-categories. The object size reflects the relevance of the document to the process.
1. Quickly derive the timing in a series of publications
2. Get an impression which channel (institutional, media or NGOs) is most active at which time
3. Identify the authorship, or at least the type of author
4. Derive the relevance of each document
5. Access as much meta-data per document as possible
As a result, the metaphor of a timeline was advantageous. Furthermore, since many attributes need
to be displayed, a scatterplot-based visualization technique was selected as it features many visual
attributes. Applying the perceptual order of importance for visual attributes by Ware [War13], we
derived the following visual mappings:
1. position: x-axis for time, y-axis for author categories,
2. object color: to reflect authorship of documents,
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3. object size: for relevance of document,
4. object shape: filled objects for documents with a link, empty objects for upcoming documents;
rectangles for proposal documents, circles for others
We also discussed the transposition of the axes, mapping time on the vertical axis. However, the
given choice is superior in reducing possible overplotting of text. As an alternative to the scatterplot,
a simple table could have been used for showing the documents of a policy process. However, a table
only allows for sorting the documents by one attribute, e.g., time or relevance. The scatterplot enables
the user to view five aspects at the same time.
Together with our domain experts, we also discussed the inclusion of more complex visualization
techniques like radar charts, or projection-based techniques. However, during the first evaluation cy-
cle we learned that users were partially overcharged with the complexity of the given visualization
techniques. Additionally, the need for content creation features (create process, add document, rate
documents, etc.) was identified. This fact shifted our focus from advanced visualization techniques to
an intuitive user interface design.
Document View. The document view (see Figure 4.4) shows detailed information about a docu-
ment (A4, A5, A6), and offers users to provide feedback on a document (C4,C6). Besides the title, and
the author (A4) a short description about the content of the document is given. Additionally, meta-
information, like author category and subcategory, the creation date, the PolicyLine submitter and
submission date, and a link to the original source is embedded. In a box on the right-hand side, a
document rating form is shown. Here, the user can rate the quality and the relevance of the document
(C4). As described in Section 4.3.3, this is covered by six statements to be answered by the user on a
5-level-Likert scale. The user can also comment on the document (C6). The input provided is used for
calculating the relevance of the document (A2) and measuring the support behind a proposal (A5).
The document view also categorizes the document’s content by sentiment and polarity (E6). Based
on the raw text crawled from the original source, a computational linguistics analysis component au-
tomatically classifies the document as positive, neutral, or negative, and as subjective or objective. In
addition to the class a confidence score (in %) reflecting the accuracy of the classification is presented.
Process & Document Creation Forms. Two simple input forms are included at PolicyLine to
enable users to create policy processes (C1) and steps (C2), and augment them with documents (C3).
To create a process, users need to provide a process title, a short description of the process, and the
process steps with step title, start and end date. In addition, if available, a link to a legislative procedure
documented in EUR-Lex [Eur16] can be added. This link allows crawlers to add official documents
stored in the EUR-Lex repository to the policy process.
After the creation of a policy process, and the respective policy process steps, the user can add rele-
vant documents to the process. In the respective form users need to add the web link to the document,
the document title, the official publishing date of the document, and a short description. Moreover, the
users can manually tag the document as a policy proposal. Finally, one out of nine author categories
has to be selected (cf. Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.4.: Document View. Details about a document are shown. Users can read a short description or
follow the link to the original source. On the right-hand side users can view the average user rating and
provide their own rating.
4.4. Design Process and Evaluation
In our approach, we followed the design study methodology by Sedlmair et al. [SMM12]. Our design
process was conducted in a two-years effort, comprising three iterations of design (DESI), implemen-
tation (IMPL), and evaluation (EVAL) (see Figure 4.7). The focus of each round was chosen in line
with the suggestions provided by Munzner et al. [Mun09]. Based on the domain characterization (cf.
Section 4.3.1) and the data and task abstraction (cf. Section 4.3.2), we implemented an early prototype
that was shown to selected expert users. In interviews with the experts we validated the problem char-
acterization and the data/operation abstraction design. In the second round, we focused on the visual
encoding and the interaction design. Feedback on the usability of PolicyLine was collected. Finally, in
the third round, we repeated the evaluation design of the second round to measure the progress made.
In the following, we briefly describe each of the evaluation stages and present the achieved results.
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Figure 4.5.: Process Creation Form.
4.4.1. Pre-Evaluation - Expert Interviews
Initial user feedback on the first version of PolicyLine was gathered in a pre-evaluation round which
has been conducted in form of informal interviews with four selected expert users highly connected to
political EU institutions. The purpose was to understand whether the design of our approach de facto
addresses the experts’ problems. Feedback about the usefulness of PolicyLine helped us to extract re-
quirements on a refined version. The main requirement was to improve and expand the functionalities
regarding the manual creation of content. The experts preferred manually provided content instead of
using automatic approaches for extracting policy processes and process steps from external sources like
EUR-Lex. Also the manual classification of the documents’ author categories was preferred over au-
tomatic approaches. This feedback further strengthened our vision of a collaborative system approach.
Still, the experts promoted the usage of automatic approaches to augment the policy processes and
analyze its textual content. Moreover, the experts shared detailed perspectives on a refined structure
of the timeline visualization. A clear separation of the high level author categories on the y-axis, a
decoupled display of non-overlapping process steps on top of the timeline, and an intuitive zooming
functionality were requested. The detailed feedback on creating policy processes, on adding manually
curated documents, and on the timeline visualization enabled us to improve and refine the design of
PolicyLine significantly.
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Figure 4.6.: Document Creation Form.
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Figure 4.7.: Overall Evaluation Methodology.
4.4.2. Two Qualitative Evaluation Rounds
We tested the usefulness and the usability of PolicyLine in two consecutive evaluation rounds. We
applied the same experiment design in both rounds which allowed us to (a) receive feedback and sug-
gestions for improving the application (formative evaluation), and (b) to measure the progress between
the first and the second version of PolicyLine (summative evaluation). The two rounds were conducted
with fifteen and ten real-world users from the EU environment.
Evaluation Design. Both evaluation rounds were divided into four parts: (1) a personal information
form, (2) a task completion test, (3) short usability questionnaires on the individual interfaces, and (4)
a final questionnaire on the overall approach. Through the personal information form, we acquired
information about the users’ IT expertise. The task completion test was designed to cover the main
functionalities of PolicyLine. The users were asked to (a) create a policy process, (b) add documents
to the process, (c) explore the process with the timeline visualization, and (d) explore the information
provided about a single document (only applicable for the second round). After each task, they had
to respond whether they were successful in completing the task. After the task completion test, the
users had to answer separate questionnaires on the respective interfaces. For each visual interface we
designed four open questions, and four (closed) statements, which had to be rated on a 5-level-Likert
scale. For each interface, the open questions 1-3 were covered by the control questions 2-4, while
the first control question covered the task completion test. These questions/statements concerned the
intuitiveness, the organization, and missing information of the interfaces. The final questionnaire con-
tained five open questions for sharing ideas and suggestions, followed by ten closed statements about
the overall impression of our approach. The evaluation was conducted with an online tool developed
by Nazemi et al. [NBH∗15].
Results of First Round. Given the fact that future users of PolicyLine expect the system to be
self-explanatory, the evaluation was conducted without introduction. In the first round, we recorded
difficulties to grasp the general concept of a policy process and the process steps. As a result, we
improved the introductory aspects of the system. Therefore, we designed an infographic that explains
the overall concept of PolicyLine in a compact way. Another issue concerned the EUR-Lex reposi-
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tory [Eur16], the main source for European legislative documents. While some experts appreciated the
inclusion of a EUR-Lex link as source for automatic document crawling, others were not aware of this
information source. They reported that they still use Google for searching relevant policy documents,
which once more supports the idea of our approach to provide a “one stop shop decision making aid”
as one participant stated. The general intuitiveness and usability of all interfaces was described very
positive. Moreover, the participants welcomed our collaborative approach by requesting further man-
ual content creation facilities, like providing the owner/initiator of a process, enabling longer textual
descriptions for documents and processes, etc. Moreover, they proposed the augmentation of the policy
process with events. Several participants requested refinements on the author categories, e.g., a cate-
gory to identify peer-reviewed research papers was requested. As an overall feedback, most of the users
stated that our approach is very innovative, and would help them in their daily work. They also pro-
vided high ratings for the learnability of PolicyLine. Surprisingly, some participants also commented
on the aesthetics of the interface. While we were focusing on the functionality of the interfaces in the
first implementation round, they demanded to improve the look and feel of the application in order to
attract more users.
Results of Second Round. In the second evaluation round, experts identified several improvements
on the process creation form. Still, most of them commented that this is a very important task that
should be carefully executed by expert users only. The success of our approach would heavily depend
on the quality of the curation process. Hence, once more the separation of expert users curating pro-
cesses and associated documents, and general users with the intent of getting an overview of ongoing
policy processes was emphasized. The refined author categories were widely accepted. The linguistics
component at the document page was not well understood by the experts and required more expla-
nations. The timeline was appreciated by most experts. Still, some participants stated that it looks
“busy”. This obvious trade-off between the visual information density and the subjective usability
will be subject to possible future work. As a final remark, we want to emphasize the dissent between
some users having problems in handling simple visualization techniques and others requesting more
innovative visualization techniques. Exemplary statements on our overall approach were: the tool is
“multi-stakeholder and multi-purpose”, “a useful decision making tool that creates better set of op-
tions”, “practically no training needed”, “the timeline is useful once it is well created and all relevant
documents have been uploaded”, “a dynamic information channel”.
4.4.3. Collaborative Usage Scenario
PolicyLine’s overarching goal is to increase the transparency of the policy process among all stake-
holders involved. To illustrate its power, we demonstrate a collaborative usage scenario. Policy analyst
Alice is engaged by the European Commission (EC) to initiate and analyze the public discussion on
TTIP. Using PolicyLine, Alice simply creates a new process, enters a few details and starts adding
the relevant institutional documents (like white papers or policy proposals) written by the European
Commission and published via the online portal EUR-Lex. Then, she shares the PolicyLine process to
initiate a public discussion and becomes an observer monitoring the process. Multiple stakeholders start
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to contribute to the process. One of them is lobbyist Lawrence, who works for a large multi-national
corporation. He is interested in influencing the legislative decision in the direction of his employers’
favor. For this, he adds documents that argue pro TTIP. Finally, he rates existing documents in line
with the vision of his employer. Alice also reached Chloe who works for an Anti-TTIP NGO. Chloe
adds documents to the process, rates further documents against TTIP, and also adds her own proposal.
As this flow is repeated by different stakeholders, the public discussion intensifies. Alice monitors the
evolution closely and observes that the Anti-TTIP proposal by Chloe has a high support from many
credible experts in the topic. Therefore, she puts that proposal on the agenda for one of her next meet-
ings at the EC in order to evaluate the raised key issues. Obviously, she uses PolicyLine as a visual
means to communicate the evolution of the process.
4.4.4. Lessons Learned
Providing a policy process visualization system to political stakeholders was appreciated by experts
from the domain. There was an obvious lack of such a system. The content creation functionality was
well accepted by most of the experts, although there was a discussion, who should be able to curate
policy processes. They emphasized that the process creation cannot be automated due to the absence
of standardized structures. Still, the automatic augmentation of official documents from existing repos-
itories (e.g., EUR-Lex) was appreciated. Further automatic techniques like linguistic analysis methods
were initially requested by the domain experts. However, the functioning of such techniques needs to
be carefully explained to the users to increase the acceptance of text analysis results. From this, we
learned that trust and the awareness of uncertainty in the data needs to be carefully considered during
the design of visualization systems for policy domain users.
From the visualization perspective, we learned that a visualization system supporting the derived
tasks needs to be carefully designed. We learned that the attempt to structure policy processes that
are not necessarily structured and providing an intuitive access to the derived structure are difficult
tasks. Meeting the expectations of different stakeholder types is cumbersome. However, the involved
stakeholders are very enthusiastic about the benefits of such an approach. Seeing the whole process
lifespan including the most relevant documents at a glance was a requested key feature. However,
the definition of relevance is difficult due to conflicting user expectations. Therefore, drill-down (by
zooming), and search functionality to explore less relevant documents is an essential functionality for
knowledge acquisition.
Finally, our initial design process plan consisted of two cycles including design, implementation, and
evaluation within each cycle. During the first design phase, we realized the need for an intermediate
evaluation to validate whether the user expectations were met. From this, we learned that the policy
domain varies from other application domains. First, computer expertise strongly varies in this field.
Both highly skilled technicians and seniors with little to no computer expertise collaborate in this
domain, which makes it difficult to derive clear requirements from the users. Second, due to time
pressure, political stakeholders are difficult to reach. Hence, it was of key importance to collaborate
with partners that had close connections to EU stakeholders.
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4.5. Summary
In this chapter, we presented a visual analytics approach that serves as a proof of concept for the appli-
cability of our design methodology illustrated in Chapter 3 on textual data. The main purpose of our
visualization design was to structure political processes, shaped by underlying core documents. We
presented the intermediate results of our design study that guided us in designing, implementing, and
evaluating the visualization system. The design process was structured along our concept presented in
Section 3.2.3. During the first intermediate design and evaluation cycle, we included a pre-evaluation
activity by presenting the first version of PolicyLine to four selected policy experts. According to their
feedback we refined PolicyLine focusing on the amelioration of the interfaces. On the basis of the
refined system, we conducted two evaluation rounds focusing on the usability and usefulness of Policy-
Line. The evaluation questionnaire included both Likert scale statements and open questions to receive
qualitative feedback. The results of both rounds helped us to further improve PolicyLine towards a
usable and useful system, which was illustrated in a usage scenario. Additionally, we provided ideas
on how to address the shortcomings identified by the test participants.
Future work will incorporate additional technical features. Depending on the targeted use case and
application domain, enhanced sentiment analysis, topic modeling, simulation, or prediction models
may further add to the process. Similarly, mechanisms for the enrichment of the process with automat-
ically crawled documents are subject to future work.
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In this chapter, we present a visual analytics approach that targets the provision of visual access to
text document collections to be considered in the decision making process. Regarding the overall
approach of this thesis, we prove the applicability of our concept to explore and analyze document
collections, Challenge CDoc. The approach applies the design methodology presented in Chapter 3 in
two ways (Challenge CVDSS). On an abstract level the visual analytics approach supports the exploration
and analysis of text document collections that inform the decision process via text clustering. On an
alternative perspective the approach supports the decision to find an adequate grouping (or clustering)
of documents adapted to the respective users and tasks at hand. That way the design study targets the
creation, exploration, analysis, and comparison of text document clustering results to generate content-
Figure 5.1.: A second proof of concept for the applicability of our design methodology on textual data.
The visual analytics approach supports the creation and validation of content-based document clusterings.
Clusters are used to create overviews on large document collections. Different clusterings can be created
analyzed and compared. The complex analysis workflow is mainly usable for analysts. Figure is adapted
from Figure 3.6.
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based overviews of large document collections (see Figure 5.1). First, users are enabled to explore the
document collections via contained textual terms. This includes the filtering based on specific parts-of-
speech, named-entities, or 2- and 3-grams. Second users can explore clustering results with respect to
contained documents, and frequent and discriminative cluster terms. Third, users can manually create
document groupings of documents that have to appear in the same cluster. These clusters are used
as a ground truth for the cluster analysis. Third, users are enabled to define a text feature vector and
specify the parameters for an automatic cluster algorithm. The resulting clusters can be analyzed with
respect to their content and specific cluster quality metrics. Fourth, different clustering results obtained
via different feature vectors and parameterizations can be compared based on their content and quality
metrics. As a final result, the user can select an optimal clustering fitting to the respective task at hand.
The visual analytics system is designed to support analysts without prior knowledge in text analysis
to create and analyze document clusters. These document clusters support the analyst in providing
overview of the textual content of large document collections. However, the system has a high degree
functionality which also increases its complexity. Therefore, the tool is not usable for decision makers
or other stakeholders. Challenge CBKG, the bridging of knowledge gaps, is only addressed between the
modeling expert in text analysis and the analyst as a user of the system. This chapter is partially based
on our previous work published in [RSB∗17].
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5.1. Introduction
The volume of digitally available textual data is continuously increasing. Examples for document col-
lections include newspaper articles, scientific papers, technical reports, patents, legislative documents
or social media entries like tweets, blog posts or customer reviews. These documents are highly relevant
for many types of stakeholders like journalists, researchers, political decision makers, and online-shop
customers. Methods from information retrieval are the means of choice, if stakeholders can specify
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their information need precisely, e.g., by formulating a search query. However, these fact retrieval or
known-item search techniques often become ineffective, if document collections are large, complex, or
unknown. In such scenarios, the goal to gain an overview of the document collection can be achieved
via the exploration of structural information within the collection.
The mechanisms needed to enable the exploration of document collections strongly differ from clas-
sical search methods [WR09]. Among others, data aggregation methods support the generation of
content-based overviews, by condensing large numbers of documents into a small set of representa-
tives. One of the most prominent classes of aggregation methods is data clustering with its plethora of
techniques and its ability to solve various real-world problems. However, analysis approaches based
on clustering are confronted with a variety of challenges.
First, clustering algorithms require numerical feature vectors as input, they cannot process unstruc-
tured text documents. The definition of an appropriate feature vector representing text documents is
a non-trivial task. As a common practice in text analysis, a feature represents a term that occurs in a
document and the feature value describes the relevance of the term to the document (cf. vector space
model). Using the entire vocabulary of the document collection would result in large feature vectors
that are sensitive to noise and inefficient to process. Thus, the size of the feature vector needs to be
reduced by selecting a content-preserving feature subset as representatives of the documents. The ef-
fective selection of relevant features can be supported by several metrics. However, different metrics
may produce different feature rankings. Moreover, the definition of appropriate thresholds for selecting
or deselecting features is challenging.
A second challenge is the choice of a suitable clustering algorithm. Different clustering algorithms
produce different groupings of objects owed to the fact that they are designed for different problems.
Additionally, the results depend on the parameterization of the clustering algorithm. Multiple cluster
quality measures exist that allow to quantify the internal quality of a clustering result (e.g., compactness
and separation of clusters). However, these measures focus and different characteristics and some of
them may even contradict each other. Since, there is no ground truth to measure against, a “best”
clustering method does not exist [Jai10]. It is up to the user to evaluate the quality of a clustering
depending on the document collection and the analytical task at hand.
This leads to the third core challenge, the comparison of different clustering results. Since no best
clustering method exists, users need to be supported in the choice of the most appropriate among several
clustering results. Comparing the clustering results based on internal quality metrics is reasonable.
However, the comparison of document-cluster affiliations of several clustering results is a non-trivial
task, since the analysts are confronted with interesting document subsets distributed over different
clusters over different clusterings.
The rationale of this research approach is to formalize the design space for text document cluster-
ing processes. The resulting framework builds the basis for the design of text clustering workflows
to be applied to document collections in strong accordance to the involved users, data, and tasks. In
particular, we aim at enabling analysts without prior knowledge on text analysis to create analytical
document clustering workflows. Visualization and interaction techniques from information visualiza-
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tion and visual analytics have proven to ease the access to complex data spaces and analytical models,
respectively. Visual comparison and guidance concepts can be applied to make meaningful decisions
in the choice of algorithms and parameters. The contributions of our approach are as follows:
1. Feature selection: we present a visual interface for the selection of textual features (terms) from
a document collection with the goal to reduce the size of the feature space. Ranking based on
the feature selection metrics, and filtering based on the feature type support the users during the
selection process. Intermediate feedback is provided to the users by directly displaying selected
and deselected features.
2. Cluster analysis: we present a visual interface for the analysis of document clustering results.
The clustering can be analyzed based on the cluster contents and cluster quality measures. The
content-based perspective is defined by the documents assigned to a cluster and the prevalent
features and terms in a cluster. In addition, cluster quality measures support the user in evaluating
the cluster’s compactness and separation.
3. Cluster comparison: we present a visual interface for the comparison of clustering results. A
content-based and quality-metrics-based perspective is provided. Users can identify intersecting
subsets that appear throughout several clusterings and inspect the documents and terms contained
in theses subsets. Additionally, the cluster quality measures of different clusterings can be com-
pared and the F-measures of the clusterings to a manually defined reference clustering can be
inspected.
5.2. Related Work on Visual Text Clustering
We review visual analytics and information visualization approaches related to document clustering.
First, we discuss visual and interactive approaches that support the feature selection process, mostly
executed prior to clustering. Second, we review visualization systems that apply clustering or other ag-
gregation techniques to derive structural information from document collections to generate overviews.
Third, we provide a short summary on related work about the comparison of clustering results. And
finally, we review uncertainty visualization techniques that raise the users’ awareness of projection
errors.
Feature Selection. Several approaches exist, that address the visual and interactive selection of fea-
tures. Examples are the work by Guo [Guo03], SmartStripes [MBD∗11], INFUSE [KPB14], or the
Rank-by-Feature framework [SS05]. We share the idea of defining ranking criteria to enable the reduc-
tion of the multi-dimensional feature space. However, these systems differ from our approach, since
all of them work on numerical data, while we are focusing on textual features. Most textual features
selection approaches only allow users to define thresholds for the feature selection metrics. Features
with values beyond these thresholds are excluded from further analysis steps in the clustering workflow
(e.g., [CLL∗13]). Other text clustering approaches use the entire feature space without applying any
feature selection mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, no system exists that allows user to visually
select textual features.
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Document Collection Overviews. Several approaches from the field of visual analytics target the
exploration and/or analysis of document collections. Some approaches use meta-information like au-
thor, publication year, citations, etc. to group documents. Examples include SurVis [BKW16], Ci-
teRivers [HHKE16], PolicyLine [RBB∗16] and an approach by Oelke et al. [OSR∗14]. We do not
use any meta-information except the document title (if available) but focus on the content data. A
class of content-based approaches use a vector space model (consisting of feature term weights) to
represent documents. From these vectors, topic models can be extracted in order to structure the
document collection. Among others, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a prominent topic mod-
eling approach [BNJ03]. Each document is represented by a mixture of topics. The topics are rep-
resented by a weighted set of terms. Examples of interactive visualization systems that apply LDA
to provide overviews of document collections are ParallelTopics [DWCR11], TIARA [WLS∗10], and
TextFlow [CLT∗11]. All of these approaches are limited to one single clustering algorithm. The exper-
imentation with different clustering techniques and the comparison of differing results is not provided.
Moreover, none of the approaches support the visual and interactive refinement of workflow steps,
which was one of the goals of our system.
The iVisClustering approach [LKC∗12] and the UTOPIAN system [CLRP13] allow the refinement of
topic models via user interaction and visual feedback. In addition, both approaches project documents
to the display space. Cluster affiliations are represented by categorical color maps, and weighted topic
keywords can be adjusted by the user. While iVisClustering incorporates an enhanced LDA model, the
UTOPIAN system introduces an alternative approach for the interactive refinement of topic models,
non-negative matrix factorization. Although both approaches support the interactive refinement of the
underlying models, they are restricted to only one model. They do not address the comparison of results
coming from different models.
We highlight two approaches that provide content-based overviews of document collections via clus-
tering: IN-SPIRE [Wis99], and Overview [BISM14]. IN-SPIRE generates thematic document land-
scapes by combining document clustering, projection, and keyword extraction. The Overview system
organizes document collections in a tree structure based on the results of a hierarchical clustering.
While IN-SPIRE has limited interaction and refinement capabilities, the Overview system allows users
to document findings by manual tagging. However, both systems rely on a single clustering method,
the comparison of clustering results is not addressed.
The Jigsaw visual analytics system supports the exploration of a document collection by extracting
entities in documents and analyzing their co-occurrences [GLK∗13]. In addition, document cluster-
ing and document summarization techniques are incorporated. However, the approach differs from
ours since it neither addresses the feature selection process nor the comparison of different clustering
algorithms.
Visual Cluster Comparison. Our approach is related to techniques supporting the visual compar-
ison of multiple clustering results. We selected the parallel set visualization to compare document
affiliations to clusters from different clustering results [KBH06]. Further visualization techniques that
support the comparison of sets are presented in a survey by Alsallakh et al. [AMA∗16]. The clustering
comparison component in our approach is also inspired by XCluSim, a visual analytics tool applied in
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the area of bioinformatics [LKS∗15]. The tool allows the comparison of clustering results coming from
different clustering algorithms. It uses an enhanced parallel sets visualization that incorporates a tree
color map to allow the identification of related clusters coming from different clustering results. The
clusters are colored according to their similarity. Documents are depicted via gray bands between the
clusters. Since the main target in our clustering comparison is to identify stable subsets, we follow the
parallel set visualization approach (see above).
The paper most related to our approach was presented by Choo et al. [CLL∗13]. It introduces an
interactive visual testbed system that allows the definition of dimension reduction and clustering work-
flows. While the paper primarily focuses on the integration of different data types, our system targets
textual data. We provide content overviews, summarizing most relevant features in clusters, and cluster
subsets. In addition, we also support users in the feature selection phase.
Uncertainty Visualization. Finally, we draw a connection to uncertainty visualization. In our ap-
proach documents are projected on the display space and represented as circles to analyze their simi-
larities. In a recent publication by Sacha et al. the role of uncertainty, awareness, and trust in visual
analytics is discussed [SSK∗16]. A comprehensive overview about visualizing geospatial uncertainty is
provided by MacEachren et al. [MRG∗05]. The work summarizes sources of uncertainty and possible
techniques for visualizing them. Among others, saturation can be used to depict the uncertainty of ob-
jects. This technique is also called pseudo-coloring in a survey about depicting uncertainty in scientific
visualization approaches by Pang et al. [PWL97]. We adopt this concept to represent projection errors
using a sequential color map.
5.3. Requirements
In our approach, we introduce a visual interface for the creation of text clustering workflows with
the goal to structure and explore document collections. The targeted user group are data analysts.
The approach aims at opening up the design space for text clustering workflows, and making them
accessible for data analysts. The resulting system should also be applied by users without a specific
expertise in data mining, NLP, or statistics. However, prior knowledge about the applied methods is
beneficial for the selection of algorithms and the interpretation of results. In a realistic scenario a
data analyst will use the system to design an optimal text clustering workflow for a stakeholder with
a specific interest in a text document collection. The resulting clustering workflows should answer
several questions that the stakeholder might have specified prior to the design. Examples include:
What is the collection about? Which groups of documents emerge? What are the groups about? Are
there alternative groupings? How do these groupings differ? Which documents are similar? Why are
the documents similar? What is a document about? Keeping these questions in mind, we defined some
concrete requirements that should be considered during the design of a visual text clustering system.
First, the desired clustering workflow should heavily rely on the underlying data and task. There-
fore, users have to get access to the entire clustering workflow. That way, domain knowledge can be
incorporated into the analysis process. Workflow steps include text pre-processing, feature selection,
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clustering specification, analysis of a single clustering result, and comparison of multiple clustering
results.
Second, since there is no “best” clustering workflow, users should analyze the quality of a clustering
result, depending on the underlying data and task at hand. The quality assessment can be supported in
two ways: (i) by providing the user overviews on the clusters’ content (showing prevalent documents
and features/terms), and (ii) by incorporating cluster quality measures in the overviews.
Third, users should be enabled to compare several clustering results. This requirement is of key
importance to allow the user to decide upon the most appropriate clustering result for the task and
data at hand. Similar to the analysis of a single clustering result, the comparison of several clustering
results should be based on (i) the cluster content and (ii) the cluster quality measures. To simplify
the comparison, the users should be supported in identifying subsets of documents that are constantly
grouped together in a cluster across many clustering workflows.
Fourth, to allow the iterative refinement and comparison of clustering results, intermediate results in
the workflow should be stored and made accessible for the user in a history. This allows to recall and/or
refine previous results for comparisons and/or improvements, respectively. The benefits and purposes
for data provenance have been presented recently by Ragan et al. [RESC16].
The requirements can be summarized as follows:
R1 Access: each workflow step needs to be made accessible to the user. The parameterization of
workflow steps should be controlled by the user. Interim results of each workflow step should be
presented.
R2 Analysis: quality of a clustering result should be evaluated by the user. The cluster assignment
of documents, the prevalence of feature terms, and the cluster quality documented by cluster
measures should help users in their judgment
R3 Comparison: users should be able to compare different clustering results based on the resulting
clusters, and the respective quality measures
R4 History: to enable an iterative workflow, intermediate analysis results should be stored in a work-
flow history.
5.4. Text Analysis & Clustering Methods
For the realization of our approach, we incorporated techniques from the field of data mining, natural
language processing (NLP), and statistics. An overview of the applied techniques is given in Table 5.1.
We use a vector space model, representing each document with a weight vector [Liu07]. The di-
mensions in the vector represent unique terms (features), the weights are calculated based on the term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) in the underlying document. The resulting vectors are
used in the text clustering workflow, e.g., to calculate the similarity between documents.
Pre-processing. To generate the vector space model for a document collection the originally un-
structured texts is preprocessed. Pre-processing includes (a) optional stop word removal, (b) optional
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feature selection clust. specification cluster representation doc. projection
feature selection
metrics:
clustering
methods:
content-based cluster projection
method:
document frequency
(df),
k-means++, representation: MDS,
term frequency-inverse hierarchical document affiliation, Sammon mapping
document frequency clustering, frequent (tf) or correlated
(χ2)
projection error:
(tf-idf), power iteration cluster terms or features, neighborhood
term contribution (tc) clustering, feature type-filters: preservation,
feature type-filters: bisecting k-means POS, named entities trustworthiness
Part-Of-Speech (POS) cluster quality measures:
tagging; compactness, separation
named-entity
recognition;
Dunn & Davies-Bouldin
index
token, 2-gram, 3-gram
extraction
Table 5.1.: Integrated methods and metrics: NLP, clustering, and projection methods are incorporated in the
text clustering workflow. Additional feature selection, cluster quality, and projection error metrics support
the user in the creation and validation of the workflow.
punctuation removal, (c) optional stemming, (d) the extraction of single terms, 2-grams, and 3-grams,
(e) part-of-speech tagging (POS), and (f) named entity recognition.
Feature selection. Since the vector space model contains the entire vocabulary of the document
collection, the resulting feature vector might be very large. Therefore, feature selection is applied to
reduce the dimensionality of the model. The features are ranked based on feature selection metrics
to support the user in the selection. We included three commonly applied metrics: term frequency-
inverse document frequency (tf-idf), document frequency (df), and term contribution (tc) [LLCM03].
In addition to the ranking, filters can be applied to the features. In our approach, we incorporated (a)
POS filtering, (b) named entity filtering, and (c) token, 2-gram, and 3-gram filtering based on respective
extraction techniques. After the feature selection step, a document is represented by the reduced feature
vector with weights defined by the tf-idf.
Clustering. Clustering algorithms require the definition of document similarity. We apply the cosine
distance between the documents’ feature vectors. We incorporated four clustering methods which are
often applied to cluster documents: k-means++ [AV07], hierarchical clustering, bisecting k-means
[SKK00], and power iteration clustering (PIC) [LC10]. For the evaluation of the clustering results,
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we apply four cluster quality measures: compactness, separation, Dunn- and Davies-Bouldin-index
[IPRE08].
Feature extraction. To represent the content of a cluster we extract the most relevant and the most
frequent cluster terms (or features). The cluster-wide term frequency (tf) is applied to extract the most
frequent terms in a cluster. However, terms that are frequent in several clusters are not discriminative.
Therefore, we include a second measure to extract terms that highly correlate with a cluster, the χ2
statistics. To ensure that terms are extracted that occur in the cluster, we only take the positively
correlated terms into account. The two measures (tf and χ2) can be applied to both the reduced feature
space (derived from the feature selection step), and the full document vocabulary.
Projection. Finally, we incorporated two projection and layout techniques to provide a visual
overview of the documents space: multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [CC00] and Sammon Mapping
[Sam69]. Due to the curse of dimensionality, the projection error might induce a misinterpretation
of the vector space similarities between documents. To make the users aware of these effects, we
included two measures representing the projection error: trustworthiness and neighborhood preserva-
tion [KNO∗03].
5.5. Visual Analytics Design
Our visualization system supports the creation and validation of text clustering workflows to explore
document collections. The system was designed based on the requirements presented in the previous
sections. The standard text clustering workflow comprising the stages pre-processing, feature selection,
clustering method selection and parameterization, and cluster analysis was expanded by an additional
stage, which allows users to compare several clustering results (see Figure 5.2). In our approach, the
text clustering workflow is grouped into three stages of which each is presented in a separate view: the
Feature Selection View, the Cluster Analysis View, and the Clustering Comparison View. Details about
these interfaces will be provided in the following sections.
Figure 5.2.: Text clustering workflow: the standard workflow comprising pre-processing, feature selection,
clustering selection, and cluster analysis is expanded by the clustering comparison step. The complete work-
flow is covered by three views: the Feature Selection View, the Cluster Analysis view, and the Clustering
Comparison View.
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Figure 5.3.: Feature Selection View: Workflow generation panel (top right): pre-processing is executed
to generate a new workflow; optional pre-processing steps include stop word removal, punctuation removal,
and stemming. Feature selection metrics panel (top): three metrics are shown (df, tf-idf, tc), features are
grouped into buckets on the vertical axis, for each bucket the value range of the underlying features is shown
on the horizontal axis; users can adjust bucket size and sorting of features (each chart sorted individually, or
all charts sorted based on single metric); intersection or union of selected features can be applied. Feature
panel (bottom): shows samples of selected and not selected features. Filter panel (middle right): user can
filter features based on length (token, 2-gram, 3-gram), named entity types, or parts-of-speech.
5.5.1. Feature Selection View
The Feature Selection View (see Figure 5.3) supports the user in the visual selection of features (R1). To
prepare the feature selection, pre-processing on the original documents needs to be executed. Therefore,
the user has to generate a new workflow in the workflow generation panel. Users can choose whether
the pre-processing should include stop word removal, punctuation removal, and stemming. After the
pre-processing the new workflow is shown in the history panel (see an example in Figure 5.4 (bottom
right)). Here, each workflow is represented by a quadruplet: the workflow ID, the latest workflow step
that was successfully executed in this workflow, a copy button that allows users to duplicate existing
processes, and the delete button to remove a workflow from the history. The history panel is shown in
each view, and allows users to switch between different workflows. Moreover, it allows users to define
several workflows with differing parameterizations, which can be compared in the Cluster Comparison
View (R4). In the feature selection metrics panel range bar charts represent the feature metrics extracted
in the pre-processing step. Three metrics are incorporated: document frequency (df), term frequency-
inverse document frequency (tf-idf; here, the tf in the entire document collection is used), and term
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contribution (tc). To enable the visualization of large vocabularies, the features are grouped into buckets
and mapped on the vertical axis. The number of buckets (resolution) can be selected by the user. Each
bar represents a bucket by depicting the value range of the feature selection metric on the horizontal
axis, from the minimal to the maximal feature value in the bucket. The features on the horizontal axis
can be sorted individually, or based on one of the feature selection metrics. Users can select buckets
in the chart via a rectangular rubber-band. Intermediate feedback is provided to the user by showing
samples of the selected and (unselected) features in the feature panel below the respective chart (R1).
Users may select features from any of the three charts, and decide whether the actual feature subset is
defined as a union or intersection. The resulting feature space is shown in the feature panel, represented
by “selected” and “not selected” features (R1). The filter panel (below the workflow generation panel)
allows users to apply additional filters on the features. The filtering of tokens, 2-grams, 3-grams, named
entities (e.g., locations, persons, etc.), and parts-of-speech (e.g., nouns, adjectives, punctuations, etc.)
are supported. The selected features are used for the representation of documents, and the calculation
of document similarities in the subsequent workflow steps.
5.5.2. Cluster Analysis View
In the Cluster Analysis View (see Figure 5.4), users can define and validate a clustering based on
the feature representation selected in the previous view (R2). The view is divided into three panels.
The clustering specification panel allows users to select one of four clustering methods and set its
parameterization. After the clustering is executed, the clustering results are shown in the cluster panel
and the document projection panel. In the cluster panel the clusters are represented by distinct colors
from a categorical color map. The user has several options to explore the content of a cluster by showing
(a) the documents in the cluster, (b) the most frequent terms or features in the cluster (tf) (again POS
and named entity filters can be applied), (c) the terms or features most correlated to the cluster (χ2),
and (d) the cluster quality, represented by the compactness and separation of the cluster. Users can
switch between these options on top of the cluster panel. The overall quality of the clustering can
be derived from the average compactness and separation, and the overall Dunn and Davies-Bouldin
indexes shown in the clustering statistics panel. To help the user to examine the clustering result with
respect to the similarity of documents, we incorporated an additional visualization. The document
projection panel in the middle of the Cluster Analysis View shows documents represented as circles
projected onto a 2D plane. The projection is derived by executing an MDS on the document’s feature
vectors. The colors of the dots reflect the cluster affiliation. The projection attempts to minimize the
error between the feature vector distances and the Euclidean distances in the 2D panel. Therefore,
similar documents are shown close to each other in the visualization. Due to the reduction of a high-
dimensional vector to a 2D vector a projection error is introduced to the visualization. Neighborhood
preservation and trustworthiness measures shown at the top of the document projection panel make the
users aware of this fact. By selecting one of the measures, the individual scores are mapped on the
color of the document dots via a sequential grayscale color map. The document projection panel and
the cluster panel are linked, documents highlighted or selected in one view are also highlighted in the
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Figure 5.4.: Cluster Analysis View: Clustering specification panel (right): clustering algorithm and pa-
rameters can be defined. Clustering statistics panel (top): cluster quality measures, computation time,
and number of documents and clusters are shown; two bar charts show the separation, and compactness per
cluster. Document projection panel (bottom): documents are projected on display space based on selected
projection method; colors represent cluster affiliation; trustworthiness and neighborhood preservation val-
ues are shown. Cluster panel (left): clusters can be represented by affiliated documents, by most frequent
(or most correlated) terms, or by most frequent (or most correlated) features; POS- and named entity-filters
can be applied to terms and features. Document and term highlighting supports the comparison of clusters.
Here, blue and orange clusters are highlighted, most correlated features are shown.
other view. In Figure 5.4, the “blue” and “orange” clusters are selected. The respective document dots
are highlighted in the document projection panel. Moreover, feature terms that occur in both clusters
are highlighted. The Cluster Analysis View allows user to evaluate the quality of the clustering with
respect to the clusters’ content and based on the shown cluster quality measures (R2).
As an additional method to evaluate the quality of a clustering result, users can manually group
documents into clusters. An example is given in on the left side of Figure 5.5. Here, all documents
on “sports” are grouped into Cluster 0. The remaining documents are grouped into an “unassigned”
cluster. Users can add further clusters by clicking on the plus button, and add documents to these
clusters. The manual document grouping (“my grouping” tab) is used as a ground truth representing
the mental model of a user. The quality of a clustering can also be evaluated by measuring how adequate
the clustering represents the manual grouping of the user. Therefore, an F-measure is calculated and
presented in the Clustering Comparison View, discussed in the following section.
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Figure 5.5.: Clustering Comparison View: Workflow statistics panel (right): F-measure (if reference clus-
tering is available), computation time, average separation, average compactness, Dunn and Davies-Bouldin
indexes of different clusterings can be compared. Cluster statistics panel (top): clustering statistics of
workflow on top of cluster comparison panel are shown. Workflow comparison panel (middle): cluster-
ing results (rows) are separated into clusters according to underlying document counts; order of clusterings
can be adapted via drag-and-drop; color of bands represent clusters of clustering on top; band width rep-
resents number of documents in band. Cluster intersection panel (left): shows documents within a band
selected in the cluster comparison panel; alternatively, most frequent or correlated terms can be shown. His-
tory panel (bottom right): created workflows are represented by ID, latest workflow step, copy and delete
buttons; current workflow is highlighted, via the check boxes users can select workflows to be compared.
5.5.3. Clustering Comparison View
Finally, the Clustering Comparison View (see Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7) allows the user to compare
several clustering results generated by different clustering workflows (R3). In Figure 5.5 the clustering
workflow results are compared to the reference clustering, in Figure 5.7 only the clustering workflow
results are shown. The view is divided into three panels. In the workflow statistics panel, users can
compare the quantitative cluster quality scores of different clustering results. Six bar charts show (i) the
F-measure between the respective clustering and the user-defined “my grouping”, (ii) the computation
time, (iii) the average compactness, (iv) the average separation, (v) the Dunn index, and (vi) the Davies
Bouldin index of the different clustering results. The workflow comparison panel in the middle of
the view shows a parallel sets visualization [KBH06] that allows users to analyze document-cluster
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affiliations over several clusterings. In the visualization, each row represents a clustering. The rows are
divided into sections of differing lengths, representing the clusters and their respective sizes (number
of associated documents). The order of the clusterings can be adapted via drag-and-drop. The clusters
of different clusterings are connected via colored bands. The colors of the bands are defined by the
clusters of the workflow shown on top of the view (in Figure 5.7, workflow 1). The colored bands
between two rows represent a subset of documents that appear in both clusterings in a single cluster.
This helps the user to see overlapping sub-clusters coming from different clusterings. The analysis of
stable document subsets that appear in one single cluster in each clustering is supported. Details about
these subsets are shown in the cluster intersection panel. Subsets can be selected by clicking on the
respective band. The user can choose whether the documents or the most frequent (or correlated) terms
in this document subset are shown.
5.5.4. Discussion on Design Decisions
In the previous section, we described our visual-interactive system including visualization techniques
to support the exploration of document collections. In this section, we want to briefly discuss the design
decisions and chosen visualization techniques. In the Feature Selection View, we needed visualization
techniques to (a) show the quantitative feature selection metrics, and (b) the resulting features. We
chose a range bar chart and a word list to address these issues, respectively.
Range bar chart (to visualize feature selection metrics): The purpose of the feature selection is
to reduce the dimensionality of the vector space model while retaining the quality of the representa-
tion. Feature selection metrics can support users in removing non-informative features from the feature
space. A visualization technique for the visualization of features selection metrics needs to fulfill the
following requirements: (a) features should be sortable based on their feature selection metrics, (b)
features should easily be selected or deselected, (c) the visualization should be scalable, since the vo-
cabulary of the entire document collection needs to be represented, (d) the combination of different
metrics should be supported. A simple sortable table that shows the features and their metrics is not
scalable due to the high dimensionality of the vocabulary. Still, we want to keep the metaphor of a
list. Hence, an aggregation of the features is needed. We aggregate the features into buckets of equal
size. To visualize the scores, we decided to show the user the range (min-max) of the prevalent features
selection metrics within a bucket. We also discussed alternative representations like box plots, or dot
plots. However, for box plots and dot plots overplotting becomes an issue if the user increases the
resolution to a large numbers of buckets. Dot plots with only one dot representing the average score in
a bucket are a further alternative. However, if the resolution is high, it is difficult to spot them in the
chart. Moreover, outliers are not covered by the average. For example, users cannot grasp the mini-
mal score within a bucket, which could be important for defining score thresholds. We also discussed
alternative aggregation methods. For example, by grouping features based on their feature selection
metrics, histograms of the metrics’ distributions could be shown. However, this would impede users to
estimate the ratio of selected features, while our aggregation method explicitly shows the proportions
on the vertical axis. Moreover, our aggregation method allows the combination of feature selection
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metrics, e.g., by sorting a metrics chart based on another metric. Other aggregation methods would not
allow comparisons due to varying bucket sizes. The results of the feature selection in the range bar
charts are presented in the word list.
Word list (to visualize features/terms): In several views, we needed a visualization technique to
represent relevant features or terms: selected and not selected features in the Feature Selection View;
most frequent terms and most correlated features in the Cluster Analysis View, and named entities
within cluster intersections in the Cluster Comparison View. We needed a compact representation, since
the available space in the view was limited. Moreover, the most relevant terms should be identified
quickly. Although word clouds are a popular tool to visualize text, research has shown that simple
tables are the better choice for identifying (a) the presence or absence of terms, and (b) most and least
relevant terms (e.g., [OC10]). Due to the matter of space, we attempt to combine the benefits of both
tables and word clouds. Therefore, we sort the terms based on their relevance, and show all terms with
the same size to keep the structure of a list, but display them like a space-filling word cloud to reduce
white space.
Bar chart (to visualize cluster quality metrics): In the Cluster Analysis View and the Clustering
Comparison View, we needed a visualization technique to compare the cluster quality scores of different
clusters and clusterings. Research has proven that bar charts are most appropriate for the comparison
of quantitative data (e.g., [Few09]).
Scatterplot projection (to visualize similarity and cluster affiliation of documents): In the Cluster
Analysis View, we needed a visualization that intuitively represents the similarity and the cluster affili-
ation of documents. For this purpose, a similarity matrix or a projection-based scatterplot visualization
are appropriate choices. We decided to apply a projection-based scatterplot that shows the similarity
between documents by their spatial distance, and the cluster affiliation via a color coding. While the
precision of a matrix visualization is higher, a projection-based scatterplot offers a global perspective
on the distances. Patterns in a matrix visualization are more difficult to interpret. In a projection view,
the user can directly inspect the similarity between documents via the spatial distance. Moreover, it is
easier to spot outliers in a cluster.
Parallel sets visualization (to visualize document intersections between clusters from different clus-
terings): Finally, for comparing different clusterings, we needed a visualization that was capable of
showing stable cluster subsets that always appear in the same cluster, independently of the chosen
clustering method. Related research can be found in the visualization and comparison of sets. A com-
prehensive overview of set visualization techniques has been recently published [AMA∗16]. Out of the
proposed techniques, we selected the parallel sets visualization, introduced by Kosara et al. [KBH06],
since it fits best to our purpose and is still easy to comprehend. We also discussed the alternative
of a heatmap matrix representing clusters of one clustering as rows, and clusters of a second cluster-
ing as columns. The cells could represent the number of documents in the intersection via a color
map [AAMH13]. However, this view would only be suitable for comparing two clusterings. Fi-
nally, as discussed in the related work section Lyi et al. present an enhanced parallel sets visualization
coloring the clusters across all clusterings and depicting stable subsets via edges between the cluster-
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ings [LKS∗15]. However, we prefer to color the bands instead of the rows in order to better comprehend
where specific cluster subsets can be found in the different clusterings.
5.6. Usage Scenario
In the following, we demonstrate the usefulness of our visualization system with a real-world dataset.
The BBC dataset containing news articles in five topics from 2004-2005 serves as a test case [GC06].
We selected a random sample of 150 documents (30 per topic) from the collection. The topic labels are
business, entertainment, politics, sport, and tech. Each document title consists of the underlying topic
label and a document ID (e.g., tech22). Our system only uses the document content for clustering. In
this usage scenario, the document titles and labels will help us to validate the clustering results. In an
unlabeled dataset, the user will use his previous knowledge to assess the topics of the documents via
their titles or content.
We will structure our analysis process as follows. First, we will select a small subset of the features
extracted from the document collection in the pre-processing step. Second, we will run several clus-
tering algorithms on the resulting feature space and analyze the derived clusterings in the document
projection panel, observing whether similar documents are associated to the same cluster. We will
choose the most promising clustering result and analyze the clusters via most frequent cluster terms
and documents in the clusters. Third, we will compare the performance of our feature vector with
alternative feature vectors. Therefore, the respective clustering results will be compared based on their
internal cluster quality, and towards a manually defined reference clustering. The usage scenario just
illustrates one possible way to use the presented system. The order of the analysis steps might be
adapted and the process may have more or less iterations.
Feature Selection. As a first step in our usage scenario, we create a new workflow in the Feature
Selection View as shown in Figure 5.3. We keep the pre-processing routines stemming, stop word
removal, and punctuation removal activated, since they already help to decrease the feature space. To
further reduce the size of the feature vector, we only use nouns as features by applying a part-of-speech
filter on the features. The resulting feature quality metrics are shown in Figure 5.3. Instead of sorting
all metric charts individually, we sort them based on the features’ document frequencies (df). It can
be seen that the document frequency and the term contribution charts show similar shapes. Still, the
upper bucket in the term contribution chart also contains small values (as in the tf-idf chart). To focus
on features with high scores throughout all metrics, we select the upper buckets in the tf-idf chart
excluding the top bucket that also contains low scores. Here, the combination of metrics helps to
remove features with low scores from the feature vector. The selection results in 238 selected features
which is less than 10% of the total vocabulary with 2482 features. We will evaluate in a later analysis
step whether this relatively small feature vector sufficiently represents the document collection. In
the feature panel, we can get a first notion about the content of the dataset. Features ranked highest
are “profit”, “revenue”, “advertisement”, “analyst”, “custom”, which gives us the notion of a business
dataset. However, it is difficult to estimate the coverage of a document collection by looking at a small
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Figure 5.6.: Cluster Analysis View: in the cluster panel (left), the documents per cluster are represented by
their title (in this dataset a combination of genre and an ID). In the document projection panel, documents
horizontally separated from the others have been selected. These document are highlighted in the document
projection panel (right) and the cluster panel (left). All selected documents are about sports. The “orange”
cluster only contains documents on sport. The “blue” is a mixture of topics. The other clusters do not
contain documents on sports.
excerpt of the vocabulary. To get a better overview of the dataset by grouping documents with similar
content, we proceed to the cluster analysis step.
Cluster Analysis. We switch to the Cluster Analysis View (Figure 5.4), and execute several cluster-
ing algorithms, since we cannot say yet, which clustering algorithm will perform well with the selected
features. In the clustering statistics panel and in the document projection panel, we can assess the
separation and compactness of the resulting clusters. In this specific scenario, we prefer the clustering
results achieved with the power iteration clustering, as shown in Figure 5.4. In the document projection
panel the five clusters are depicted via five colors. The orange cluster seems to be well separated from
the other clusters. Only a few “blue” documents are close to the “orange” documents. In the cluster
panel, we inspect the most relevant features per cluster (derived from the χ2 measure). By selecting
the orange and the blue cluster, the underlying documents are highlighted in the document projection
panel. The relevant features shared by both clusters are highlighted in the cluster panel. The orange
and the blue cluster have several features in common. Relevant feature terms include “gold”, “medal”,
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“200m”, and “coach”. Further features occurring in the orange cluster are “champion”, “race”, and
“contest”. Without knowing anything about the dataset in advance, this gives us the notion that the
orange cluster mainly contains documents about “sports”. The “blue” cluster contains sportive terms,
too, but also terms like from arts and entertainment like “award”, “actor”, “author”, and “tv”. From
this, we learn that the blue cluster represents more than one theme. The “green” cluster contains polit-
ical and business terms like “program”, “leader”, “chairman”, “tax”, “law”. The “red” cluster contains
a mixture of terms like “network”, “model”, “worker”, “artist”, “music”, while the “purple” cluster
includes several business terms like “growth”, “economist”, “oil”, “market”, “bank”. We conclude that
the orange and the purple clusters provide coherent topics, while the other clusters contain a mixture of
themes. This can also be validated by looking at the separation scores of the respective clusters in the
clustering statistics panel.
As a next step, to confirm our analysis results, we want to inspect the documents per cluster. There-
fore, we switch from features to documents in the cluster panel (see Figure 5.6). All documents con-
tained in the clusters are shown represented by their titles (in this scenario including topic labels). Our
analysis results presented in the previous paragraph can be confirmed. The “orange” cluster only con-
tains documents about sports. The purple cluster mainly contains documents about business. The blue
cluster contains a mixture of sports and entertainment documents.
To further experiment with the dataset, we want to create a “sports” cluster that can be used as a
ground truth for alternative clustering workflows. We use the interface depicted in Figure 5.5 to create
a manual grouping with all sports documents in one group and the remaining documents in another
group.
ID description size
1 noun features with best df scores w/o 1st bucket 238
2 all nouns in vocabulary 841
3 all features in vocabulary 2482
4 intersection of best noun features per metric 243
Table 5.2.: Usage scenario: Defined workflows.
Clustering Comparison. Finally, we want to compare the performance of our selected vector space
model (cf. Figure 5.3) with alternative models. Therefore, we create additional workflows by selecting
different feature subsets in the Feature Selection View. Table 5.2 shows an overview of the selected
features. In addition to the initial vector space model (workflow 1), we created alternative models using
all nouns (2), all single token features (3), and an intersection of the noun features with the best values
per feature selection metric (4).
For all of these vector space models we run a power iteration clustering with five clusters, which
allows us to analyze the variation induced by different vector space models. In Figure 5.7, we compare
the individual cluster groupings. The clustering results are rather stable. Hence, our initial feature
selection including only 238 features (Workflow 1) produces similar results like the full vector space
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Figure 5.7.: Clustering Comparison View: The results of four different clustering workflows based on four
vector space models are shown. The clustering results have several overlappings in the different clusters. We
can assume that the clusterings are already rather stable. The documents contained in the first two orange
and the first blue cluster bands can be inspected in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. All of them only include
documents about “sports”.
model including all single term tokens (Workflow 3). Moreover, our feature vector consumes less
computation time than the full feature vector (see second bar char on the right). By clicking on the first
two orange and the first blue bands, we can inspect the documents contained (see Figures 5.8, 5.9, and
5.10, respectively). All of these documents are about “sports”.
In Figure 5.5, we compare the clustering results to the reference clustering that we manually created
in the previous analysis step. The orange band represents the documents of the reference cluster -
documents on “sports”. We can see that in our initial cluster workflow these documents are distributed
over two clusters, while the other workflows dispense them into three clusters. By comparing the F-
measures in the workflow statistics panel (see Figure 5.5 (top right)), we can conclude that Workflow 1
represents our reference cluster best. Therefore, we conclude that our selected feature vector represents
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the reference clustering best, while consuming less computation effort and memory space. To finalize
our usage scenario, we report the following findings:
1. By combining POS-filtering and multiple feature selection metrics, we were able to select a
relatively small feature vector that already provides satisfying clustering results.
2. Inspecting a sample of the selected features provided us a high-level view on the dataset. Deeper
insights could only be gained by exploring the clusters’ content.
3. The document projection panel helped us to get a first overview on the quality of the clusters.
Overlapping clusters and well separated clusters were found immediately.
4. The workflow comparison panel supported the identification of stable document subsets through-
out several clusterings. The clustering was effectively compared with the reference clusterings.
Figure 5.8.: First cluster intersection band (orange)
Figure 5.9.: Second cluster intersection band (orange)
Figure 5.10.: Third cluster intersection band (blue)
5.7. Summary
In this chapter, we presented a visual analytics system for the visual-interactive creation and validation
of text clustering workflows with the purpose to explore document collections. The system serves as
a proof of concept for the applicability of our general domain characterization (presented in Section
3.2.2) on textual data. First, we discussed current challenges in the exploration of document collec-
tions via document clustering. Second, we presented requirements on the design of a visualization
system that addresses these challenges. The requirements were: (1) open up the design space for text
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clustering workflows by providing visual and interactive access to all workflow steps; (2) support the
users’ evaluation of the clustering results based on the clusters’ content (relevant terms and documents)
and cluster quality metrics; (3) also support the comparison of different clustering results on these lev-
els; (4) provide a workflow history that allows to switch back and forth between different clustering
workflows. Based on these requirements, we introduced a visualization system structured into three
views to support each step of the text clustering workflow: (a) pre-processing and features selection,
(b) cluster definition and analysis, and (c) clustering comparison. We also provided our design ratio-
nale discussing the choice of the visualization techniques integrated in the system. To underline the
usefulness of the system, we showed its applicability in a usage scenario that targeted the exploration
of BBC news articles. The system was mainly designed for analysts without prior knowledge in text
analysis who need to create and analyze document clusters which are later used generate overviews
of large document collections. Therefore, we identify three main challenges with potential for future
improvements of our approach.
Usability. The presented visualization system was designed for analysts that have some experience
in NLP, data mining, and statistics. The main goal was to open up the design space for text clustering
workflows by providing visual access to crucial steps in the process. However, it would be desirable
to reduce the system’s complexity to allow a larger user group the exploration of document collec-
tions. As a possible solution to address this challenge, we could incorporate workflow patterns into
the system that users can select and adapt to their specific scenario. The patterns could be extracted
by replicating best practices in the configuration of workflow steps from related research. Additional
meta-information should explain the specific characteristics and targets of the underlying configuration
to the users.
Scalability. First, so far we tested our system mainly on document collections containing around
two hundred documents. For the exploration of larger collections, the scalability of the document
projection panel needs to be addressed. As an option, the documents could be represented by their
cluster centroids. By zooming into the view, the documents contained in the cluster could be shown.
Second, if the document collections become larger, the computation time will also increase. To improve
the efficiency, and realize user interaction more calculations could be shifted into the pre-processing
phase (if possible). This could also be achieved by calculating the workflow patterns mentioned in the
previous paragraph in the pre-processing step.
Expandability. Finally, the visualization system could be expanded by further feature selection
metrics, clustering and projection algorithms, cluster quality metrics, projection error measures, and
visualization techniques. Moreover, an interface for integrating external algorithms into the system
could be envisioned. This would allow researchers to test and evaluate new algorithms with the system.
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6. Visual-Interactive Access to the Public Debate
In this chapter, we present a visual analytics approach for monitoring and analyzing online discussions
on predefined topics (Challenge CDeb). The system allows the exploration, analysis, and comparison of
textual statements on specific topics and underlying arguments with respect to their relevance. Regard-
ing the overall approach of this thesis, we prove the applicability of our concept to stakeholder opinions
and arguments in the form of textual data. Figure 6.1 shows how the design methodology presented in
Chapter 3 is applied in this specific scenario with textual data (Challenge CVDSS). First, the approach
supports the decision makers, analysts, and stakeholders in the exploration of predefined policies, ar-
guments, and policy terms with respect to their relevance represented by the number of occurrences
in online media. Users can explore total numbers and their temporal distribution. Second, the visual
analytics system allows to extract new arguments that can be included into the domain model. These
arguments are re-used for supporting pre-defined policies, or for creating new policies. Third, the au-
tomatic extraction of sentiments from text documents and the drill-down to the original data support
the analysis of individual policies and arguments in detail. Fourth, users can compare the relevance
Figure 6.1.: Design methodology applied to textual data as third proof of concept. Visual analytics system
supports the exploration, analysis, and comparison of relevance of alternative solutions, arguments, and
sentiments in the public debate. New arguments can be identified and included in the decision making
process. Visual access to the public debate for all expertise levels. Figure is adapted from Figure 3.6.
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of several policies and arguments in order to decide which policy to choose and support with which
arguments. Finally, the described datasets are presented in an intuitive way, which allows users with
all levels of expertise to incorporate data in their decision process. Besides the providing visual access
to the public debate extracted from online media, our system bridges knowledge gaps between differ-
ent stakeholders involved in the process (Challenge CBKG). In general, the visual analytics system is
targeting decision makers and analysts who can use the extracted information in the decision process.
In addition, the underlying text analysis model, designed by a modeling expert is refined by direct user
feedback through interaction with the system. This enables the bridging of knowledge gaps between
users and modeling experts. Moreover, the pre-defined policies and arguments are modeled by a do-
main expert into an ontology. The visual analytics system allows these domain experts to analyze the
performance of the text analysis components on their model and refine the model on demand. This
bridges knowledge gaps between modeling expert and domain expert. This chapter is partially based
on our previous work published in [RBLT∗15].
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6.1. Introduction
Today, policy makers are requested to integrate large amounts of external knowledge and public opin-
ions in their decision making processes. Large parts of the information to be considered are available
on the web. However, the manual monitoring and analysis of this data is time-consuming and therefore
not applicable in real-world scenarios. Automatic methods for the mining and analysis of textual con-
tent exist. To make use of these powerful tools, some challenges need to be tackled. First, the methods
need to be combined to a workflow and adapted to the addressed domain. Second, the results of the
workflow need to be presented to policy makers in an intuitive way. Third, since the accuracy of text
analysis methods is not necessarily satisfying the users’ expectations, concepts for feedback loops need
to be considered.
Our contributions to tackle these challenges are:
1. As a baseline for our approach, we describe a text analysis workflow targeted on the domain
of political decision making. The workflow applies text analysis methods that extract segments
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from a crawled document collection and associates them with predefined political concepts –
policy models and arguments.
2. We present a visualization dashboard designed for the presentation of text analysis results. The
dashboard helps policy makers to access the results in an intuitive way.
3. We extend the workflow with visual-interactive feedback concepts that enable the users to im-
prove the accuracy of the text analysis results. As a result, we increase the credibility of the
system.
4. We implemented our approach in a real-world environment during a European research project
to prove its applicability for political decision making.
6.2. Related Work on Document-Level Text Analysis
In the following, we discuss related work in the fields of text analysis and visual text analysis that target
the analysis of individual text documents.
Text Analysis. A general introduction of text mining (also including some visualization examples) is
presented by Feldman and Sanger [FS06]. Liu provides a comprehensive work about data mining tech-
niques for the extraction and analysis of textual data from the web. This includes topics like crawling,
opinion mining, and sentiment analysis [Liu07]. A general introduction to opinion mining and senti-
ment analysis is provided by Pang et al. [PL08]. Argumentation mining as a research field is relatively
young. Relevant works can be found in Teufel’s thesis [T∗00], and further approaches presented by
Palau et al. [PM09], and Feng and Hirst [FH11]. The state-of-the-art report by Jones describes recent
approaches about the automatic summarization of text documents [SJ07].
Visual Text Analysis. During the design of our visualization dashboard we followed Few’s sugges-
tions for the visualization of quantitative data [Few09]. Prominent examples for visual analytics ap-
proaches related to sentiment analysis are proposed by Liu et al. [LHC05] and Chen et al. [CISSW06].
Oelke et al. visualize feature-based opinion clusters for Amazon products [OHR∗09]. The Docu-
ment Cards approach describes a technique for the summarization of single documents [SOR∗09]. A
comprehensive work about practical techniques for visualizing arguments is introduced by Kirschner
et al. [KBSC03]. A visual analytics approach for analyzing social media content from Twitter and
Youtube is presented by Diakopoulos [DNKS10]. Although these approaches are related to ours, most
of them are mainly monitoring tools, feedback concepts are not considered.
6.3. Visual Analytics Design
Our approach tackles tasks that evolved during a European research project together with political
decision makers. The tasks can be summarized as follows:
R1 Extract the relevance of policy models, policy arguments, and policy terms in online discussions.
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R2 Analyze their relevance over time and per source.
R3 Analyze the sentiment of extracted text segments.
R4 Get access to the original textual content and sources.
R5 Identify new arguments.
Our approach operates on individual text segments extracted from a large document collection. A
text segment comprises one to several consecutive sentences. A query for extracting the documents
and the segments from the collection is created from a concept graph representing user interests. This
predefined graph relates policy domains (e.g., energy, transport, etc.), policy models (e.g., renewable
energy directive, etc.), and arguments. The role of the concept graph is twofold. Firstly, it implicitly
defines a document query by using search keywords from the political concepts. Secondly, it is used
to structure the text segments, based upon the user’s understanding of the policy domain. For more
details about the graph and its editing process we refer to Spiliotopoulos et al. [SDK14]. The document
collection is crawled from the web and comprises textual statements from newspaper sites, social media
platforms, blogs, etc.
6.3.1. Text Analysis Workflow
We present a text analysis workflow (see Figure 6.2) that was designed and implemented to tackle
the tasks described in the previous section. The individual text analysis modules that constitute the
workflow are explained in the following. More details about the underlying linguistic pipeline are
provided by Komourtzis et al. [KGP∗14]. As described above a crawled document collection and a
predefined concept graph serve as a prerequisite for our approach.
Figure 6.2.: Text analysis workflow including text analysis modules (green) and intermediate results (blue).
Segment Extraction. The segment extraction module analyses the document collection and extracts
text segments related to the definitions provided by a given policy model, or argument (R1). The module
classifies text segments as associated or not associated with the given political concept.
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Sentiment Analysis. The sentiment analysis module operates on two distinct modes. In the first
case, the sentiment score of a text document is calculated. In the second case, the module extracts
the sentiment from individual segments with respect to the associated political concept. Hence, for
an entire document the general sentiment score is calculated. For the individual segments the topic-
based sentiment scores are calculated (R3). The applied sentiment analysis methods were introduced
by Petasis et al. [PSTT14].
Argument Extraction. The argument extraction module identifies argumentative sentences (R1,R5).
Text segments that pertain an argument structure, e.g., containing claims and premises, are extracted
from the document collection and classified as arguments. In a second step the extracted arguments are
mapped on the predefined arguments in the concept graph. The argument extraction methods applied
in this approach are presented by Goudas et al. [GLPK14].
Argument Summarization. The main purpose of the argument summarization is to extract argu-
ments that are not yet defined in the concept graph (R5). It shall help the users to improve the existing
policy models. The module forms argument clusters either based on (1) existing mappings of extracted
arguments on predefined arguments (cf. argument extraction), or (2) based on textual similarities. In
the latter case, a representative is chosen that summarizes the content of the new argument cluster.
Term Extraction. The term extraction module discovers the most frequent terms found in a docu-
ment collection (R1). The module is not restricted to terms directly relevant to the category (as these
are more useful for classifying the content), but rather discovers and presents terms that are frequently
used within the context. (e.g., ‘wind farm’ is a term related to the domain ‘energy’, while ‘noise’, or
‘efficiency’ are terms that are common in discussions under the ‘energy’ category, thus they denote
issues that must be taken into account when constructing a policy).
In summary, the text analysis workflow extracts text segments from a large document collection and
associates these segments with the predefined policy models, and arguments. Moreover, argumentative
segments are identified, mapped on predefined arguments, or clustered and marked as potentially new
arguments. For all documents the general sentiment scores are calculated. For extracted text segments
the sentiment score towards the associated policy model, or argument is calculated. Finally, for all
subgroups of the document collection the most frequent terms are calculated.
6.3.2. Visualizing Text Analysis Results
The visualization module of our visual analytics system was designed as a dashboard with the goal to
present the text analysis results to the users in an intuitive way (see Figure 6.3). Since most of the users
do not have an IT background, we chose familiar visualization techniques. The dashboard is divided
into three areas: a navigation panel (Figure 6.3(1)), a statistics panel (Figure 6.3(2)(3)(4)), and a text
segment panel (Figure 6.3(5)). As denoted by the legend, in all views the color reflects the sentiment
score (green = positive sentiment, yellow = neutral sentiment, red = negative sentiment) (R3). The size
of the visual objects reflects the number of extracted segments, hence, the concept’s relevance (R1).
The navigation panel consists of a hierarchical topic selection menu. The menu represents the political
concept graph described in Section 6.3. The user can select (a) a policy domain to get details about un-
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Figure 6.3.: Visualization dashboard.
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Figure 6.4.: Model Selection. Searching models can be done “top-down” by first specifying the domain,
then the policy and optionally the policy component. This is the entry point for the analysis of results about
the specified topic.
derlying policy models, (b) a policy model to get details about underlying policy components (parts of
a policy model), and (c) a policy component to get details about underlying arguments (see also Figure
6.4). These details are shown in the statistics panel. The underlying policy models, policy components,
or arguments are displayed in a sorted bar chart (see Figure 6.3(2) or Figure 6.5). This enables the user
to get a quick overview about the relevance of the political concepts (R1) and the overall sentiment (R3).
An additional bar chart shows the extracted argument clusters separated into predefined (left) and po-
tentially new clusters (right) (Figure 6.3(3))(R5). Further statistical information includes the temporal
distribution of underlying text segments, the distribution per web source, and a sentiment distribution
(Figure 6.3(4))(R2,R3). An additional word cloud provides users an idea about the discussed textual
content. A tabular view provides the original text documents including the extracted and highlighted
segments to the user. (Figure 6.3(5))(R4). Finally, the queries can be refined based on language, web
source, and date of posting filters.
6.3.3. User Feedback
In general, it cannot be assumed that the results of text analysis processes perfectly match with human
understanding of a domain. To mitigate this problem, the user is able to refine the results by giving
incremental feedback on policies, arguments, segments, sentiments and their proposed relations. Feed-
back is generally triggered from a sub-menu by selecting a corresponding visual representation. For
all modules feedback can be given in at least two ways: (1) through a general validation or approval of
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Figure 6.5.: Model View. Shows the results of the selections made in Figure 6.4.
the implied relationship. (2) through a manual correction. In any case, the user feedback is collected
in a database for the refinement of the analytical models. Because the text corpus is too large for inter-
active adaption, the actual modification of the models is done in an offline process on a regular basis.
For the ongoing session, the feedback only changes the specified modules. In the following, we will
describe the type of feedback for every text analysis module presented in Section 6.3.1. An exemplary
visual-interactive feedback concept is shown in Figure 6.3(6).
Segment Extraction. For the validation of the segment extraction, a user can indicate that a text
segment is, in fact, relevant for a policy model (cf. Figure 6.3(6)). For a correction, a user may attach
the text segment to another policy model.
Sentiment Analysis. For the validation of the sentiment analysis module, the user is able to feed
back whether the sentiment scores are correct or not. If this is not the case, the user may adjust
the scores (cf. Figure 6.3(6)). Corrected sentiment scores for documents or segment-topic-pairs are
included into the training corpus of the sentiment analysis module.
Argument Extraction. Concerning the argument extraction module, a user has three options for
feedback: Because not all segments might in fact be arguments, the feedback includes the validation
whether a specific segment can be accounted for an argument at all. Arguments are identified by their
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similarity to predefined ‘template’ arguments. A user may specify whether this association is valid or
possibly suggest another predefined argument. Finally, the user can rephrase a new argument and add it
to the corpus of predefined arguments to capture a new aspect or to better distinguish between different
predefined arguments.
Argument Summarization. With respect to the argument summarization module the user may
approve the grouping of extracted arguments or remove outliers from their respective groups. In addi-
tion, the user may associate a similarity-based argument cluster with an existing predefined argument,
or phrase a new argument, that describe the argument cluster and add it to the corpus of predefined
arguments.
Term Extraction. As a possible user feedback, terms that are automatically extracted from a textual
corpus can be excluded from the display. This might be feasible for terms that are obvious for a given
domain and should not be highlighted anymore. As an example the term ‘energy’ does not provide any
helpful insights in the energy domain, while the term ‘efficiency’ would. Therefore, the exclusion of
terms from the most frequent term list would be a valuable user feedback that can improve the quality
of the term extraction module. From a technical perspective, the terms to be deleted could be added to
a user-defined stop word list.
6.4. Summary
In this chapter, we presented a visual text analysis system applied to the political decision making
domain. The system extracts text segments from the web and associates them with predefined policy
models and arguments. It combines a text analysis workflow with a visualization dashboard with the
focus to facilitate the access to text analysis results. In addition, we introduced concepts that enable the
user to provide direct feedback on results. These concepts help to improve the accuracy of individual
text analysis modules and increase the credibility of our system. The system showed how to apply the
concept of this thesis (Chapter 3) on textual data.
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Indicators in the Mining Sector
In this chapter, we prove the applicability of our concept to empirical data. We present a visual analyt-
ics approach targeting the provision of visual access to empirical performance indicators in the mining
sector to different stakeholder groups (Challenge CDat). First, governmental decision makers are sup-
ported in political decisions on how to improve the governmental factors in mining. Second, investors
are supported in their decision in which country’s mining sector to invest. And third, the governmen-
tal deficits are made transparent to the civil society which supports public stakeholders’ decisions at
future elections. Figure 7.1 shows how the design methodology presented in Chapter 3 is applied in
this specific scenario with empirical data (Challenge CVDSS). Our approach explicitly supports the tasks
exploration, analysis, comparison, and presentation, and implicitly the creation task in the decision
making workflow. Users are enabled to explore the performance indicators of several countries. Ana-
Figure 7.1.: Proof of concept for the applicability of our design methodology to empirical data. Explo-
ration, creation, analysis, and comparison tasks are supported. Via the presentation task stakeholders with
all levels of expertise are enabled to access the data. The system supports investment-related decisions in
the mining sector. Figure is adapted from Figure 3.6.
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lytical functionality like drill-downs and similarity search are supported. Moreover, users can compare
several countries based on individual country scores and stakeholder based priorities. Finally, the visual
design is evaluated by real-world users who attested the usability of the visualization system. This en-
ables different stakeholders to use our approach for the presentation of the underlying data. In fact, the
incorporated export functionality allows the inclusion of visualizations from the visualization system
into written country reports. The visual analytics system mainly targets decision makers and analysts
as users. However, the underlying dataset is collected partially via interviewing domain experts in
the mining sector. Moreover, public stakeholders are enabled to access country datasets, and thereby,
monitor the government performances towards the mining sector. Our approach implicitly supports the
bridging of knowledge gaps between these stakeholders which addresses Challenge CBKG. This chapter
is partially based on our previous work published in [RBB∗17].
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7.1. Introduction
The mining sector is one of the key industries ensuring economic growth in many resource-rich de-
veloping countries. As Martin Lokanc from the World Bank Group says, “Mining projects, when
well-managed, offer an opportunity to transform resource wealth into sustainable development in many
poor countries” [Wor17]. Several stakeholders play an important role for realizing a sustainable devel-
opment. Governments need to provide regulatory conditions in the mining sector that attract investors,
while in parallel serving the wealth of the country’s civil society. As a response to the growing demand
of these stakeholders for understanding country-specific mining conditions, the World Bank Group has
designed a methodology for collecting a dataset describing these conditions: The Mining Investment
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and Governance Review (MInGov) [Wor17]. The resulting dataset allows investors, governments and
the civil society to assess the governance quality as well as the sector competitiveness and attractiveness
of the respective country. In 2016, MInGov was conducted in seven countries. The target is to cover all
mining-related countries and periodically collect data to monitor progress. The results are published in
individual country reports and as open datasets [Wor17]. However, stakeholders requested an intuitive
access to the complex datasets to make them usable. Moreover, the charts to be included in the country
reports have to be generated manually in a tedious process.
The goal of this design study is to support decision making in the mining sector by providing visual-
interactive access to MInGov data. The domain characterization with the involved user group revealed
three core requirements: The visualization system has to allow (a) the exploration of individual country
datasets, (b) the comparison of different country datasets, and (c) the export of charts for the inclusion in
individual country reports. The contributions of our approach are threefold. First, we provide a domain
characterization describing the underlying data, relevant user groups, and the tasks to be addressed with
the data. Second, we introduce a visualization system that allows the identified users to conduct the
described tasks in an effective and efficient way. Third, we present the results of a usability workshop
conducted with real-world users demonstrating the efficiency and effectiveness of the system.
7.2. Background on Commercial Visualization Systems
We reviewed commercial visualization systems towards their suitability for our approach. Examples
include Tableau, Tibco Spotfire, Microsoft Power BI, QlikView, and SAS Visual Analytics. An ex-
tensive review of these systems was already provided by Mittelstädt et al. [MBW∗12]. However, the
specific structure of the dataset and the tasks to be supported required some customized visualization
techniques. This includes techniques providing (a) topic overviews in a matrix-like structure, (b) drill-
down functionality to the question level, and (c) overviews of topic scores and weights via a specific
treemap layout. None of the reviewed visualization systems includes these techniques.
7.3. Domain and Problem Characterization
We describe the three ingredients to be analyzed prior to the design of a visualization system: data,
users, and tasks [vW13]. The results built the basis for our user-centered design approach.
Data. The foundation of the MInGov dataset is a questionnaire containing 350 questions about a
country’s performance in the mining sector. These questions are answered by domain experts, desktop
research, or secondary sources. The question answers are aggregated and categorized into one of four
ordinal classes (very low, low, high, very high) representing the country’s performance on the respective
question. On top of the questions a hierarchy was defined, which we exploit for the design of overview
visualizations (see Figure 7.2). Questions are grouped into indicators, indicators are grouped into
topics, and topics are grouped into themes. Some topics are additionally organized into groups along the
mining value chain. This allows us to map them in a matrix-like structure, with themes on the vertical,
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and value chain levels on the horizontal axis (see Figure 7.3 upper matrix). Finally, four stakeholder-
specific topic weights are provided by the respective domain experts to reflect (1) government priorities,
(2) investor priorities, (3) civil society priorities, and (4) country-specific priorities. More details on the
dataset are given at the MInGov website [Wor17].
Figure 7.2.: The MInGov dataset structure extracted from the MInGov website [Wor17].
Users. We differentiate between three stakeholder groups: governments, investors, and civil society.
The main goal of the government is to attract investors in order to generate economic growth. Therefore,
they have to identify weak indicators that motivate the adaptation of regulations or the design of new
policies. The main objective of investors is to make better investment decisions. They have to identify
negative indicators to anticipate challenges prior to investments. Finally, civil society organizations aim
at monitoring the mining sector performance. The provided transparency increases the understanding
of critical government decisions. Moreover, civil projects can help to attract mining sector investments.
Tasks. Together with domain experts from the World Bank Group, we identified several tasks to
be conducted with the MInGov dataset. The tasks and their order match the decision making process
described in the concept of this thesis (Section 3).
R1 Explore a country dataset and identify relevant variables (weaknesses and strengths) (intelligence)
R2 Analyze individual countries in detail (e.g., as alternative to invest); allow drill-down to question
level (design)
R3 Search for alternatives with similar properties (design)
R4 Weight topics based on stakeholder priorities (choice)
R5 Compare countries and make a choice (choice)
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Our visualization system was designed to support decision making in the mining sector in an efficient
and effective way. Two views support the exploration of individual country datasets (R1): the Matrix
View (Section 7.4.2) and the Statistics View (Section 7.4.4). Both allow a drill-down to the question
level (R2). A Similarity Search (Section 7.4.7) enables users to search for similar countries (R3). The
Weighted Matrix View (Section 7.4.3) incorporates topic weightings based on stakeholder priorities
(R4). Different countries are compared with the Country Comparison View (Section 7.4.6) (R5).
7.4.1. Color Map
In the visualization system, we map the country performance scores on a discrete color map repre-
senting the four performance categories very low, low, high, and very high. According to the domain
experts, two sequential, colorblind, and print-friendly color maps were needed - one for the Mining
Sector Importance topics and one for the other topics. Since, The Mining Sector Importance topics do
not provide insights in the country’s performance, they need to be distinguishable from other topics.
Based on these requirements, we selected two color maps with the ColorBrewer [HB03]: one multi-hue
for the performance scores and one single hue for the Mining Sector Importance scores (see Figure 7.3
(legends at the bottom)).
7.4.2. Matrix View
The Matrix View (Figure 7.3) gives an overview of the topic scores of an individual country dataset
(R1). According to the domain experts the topics have a “natural” order which we consider in the
visualization design. The questions in the dataset are grouped into 36 topics (colored cells and gray-
scale bars on the right). The topics are grouped into seven themes (A-F, M). Some of the topics are
additionally associated to the five levels of the mining value chain (1-5). These topics are organized in
a matrix-like structure with the themes (A-C) as rows and the levels in the value chain (1-5) as columns.
The remaining themes (D-F) are displayed separately below the matrix. The domain experts requested
a distinguishable design for the “Mining Sector Importance” theme, since the underlying data does not
provide information on the country’s performance. Mining Sector importance topics are visualized via
range charts depicting the minimal, maximal, and average question value within a topic (Figure 7.3
right). The “Mining Sector Importance” scores are depicted via a gray-scale color map, while the other
topic scores are depicted via a multi-hue color map (see Section 7.4.1). The Matrix View replicates
the structure of the dataset defined by the domain experts. This structure does not allow an alternative
display of the MInGov data. However, by removing one dimension in the upper matrix (value chain or
themes), we obtain a tree that allows the application of alternative visualization methods. We integrated
an icicle plot into our system. Users could choose between the value chain and the theme perspective,
and then drill-down from the value chain (or theme) to the question level (R2). Individual scores were
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Figure 7.3.: Matrix View: topics are grouped into the theme-value chain matrix (top left), cross-cutting
themes (lower left), and the Mining Sector Importance theme (right). The visualization can be exported via
the ‘export image’ link (bottom right).
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Figure 7.4.: Weighted Matrix View: Depending on the selected perspective (value chain or theme) and
selected stakeholder priorities (here: country priorities) the sizes of the matrix cells are adapted.
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Figure 7.5.: Icicle View: Value Chain perspective. Value chain levels and underlying topics are shown.
Users can select a cell to display the underlying hierarchy below this cell.
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depicted via a color map. The weighting was mapped on the cell height (R4). We will not discuss this
view in more detail, since the users preferred the Matrix View (see Section 7.5).
7.4.3. Weighted Matrix View
The domain experts also requested the visualization of topic weights (R4). This is realized in the
Weighted Matrix View (Figure 7.4). The area size of the topic cells is used to depict the topic weights.
The mapping as shown in Figure 7.4 is only applicable on two level hierarchies. Users can select
whether they want to inspect the upper matrix from the value chain or the theme perspective. Based on
the selection, the theme labels, or the value chain labels are removed. During the design phase, we also
elaborated a visualization technique on the basis of a tree map, as an alternative to the weighted matrix
(e.g., [JS91], [GACOR05]). Finally, together with the domain experts, we decided to withdraw the tree
map since the reordering of topics caused by the tree map layout confused the users.
7.4.4. Statistics View
To get a high-level overview of the themes and the value chain levels, we included an additional Statis-
tics View (Figure 7.6). It aggregates the questions based on the overarching themes (left) and value
chain levels (middle). To provide the full picture the mining sector importance topics are also shown
(right).
Figure 7.6.: Statistics View: questions aggregated to theme, value chain, or mining sector importance level.
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7.4.5. Detail View
The Detail View (Figure 7.8 (left)) allows the drill-down from topics to indicators to questions (R2).
The Detail View is accessed, whenever a user clicks on a cell or a bar in the Matrix or the Statistics
View. A headline indicates the selected topic (e.g., “mining tax administration and state owned enter-
prise governance”). Below a list of indicators is presented, colored with respect to the average of the
underlying question scores. Users can select one of the indicators to see the distribution of the question
scores in the bar chart below. By selecting one of the bars in the bar chart, the underlying questions,
their performance score, and their question type is shown.
7.4.6. Country Comparison View
The Country Comparison View (Figure 7.7) raises the granularity of the analysis from single countries
to the comparison of multiple countries (R5). Users can compare several country datasets with respect
to their value chain level, theme or topic scores. The comparison is realized by a radar chart. The
domain experts preferred this compact representation over a grouped bar chart.
Figure 7.7.: Country Comparison. Countries are compared in radar chart. Value chain, theme, or topic level
can be selected. Similar countries can be found with the Similarity Search (bottom left).
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Figure 7.8.: Left: Detail View (as shown when selecting the topic “Mining Tax Administration...”): Topic
label, indicators assigned to the topic (in bars), and questions assigned to the indicators (in bar chart) are
shown. Questions can be accessed by selecting a bar. Right: Similarity Search: For a given country, similar
countries can be searched by specifying similarity measure. Here, similarity is calculated based on the
theme scores of the respective countries.
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7.4.7. Similar Country Search
Finally, we incorporated a retrieval of similar countries in the Country Comparison View (Figure 7.7
bottom left) (R3). Based on the selected country and similarity measure the most similar countries
are retrieved and depicted in a bar chart. The measure of similarity produces percentage scores, i.e.,
a perfect match has a score of 100%. Based on a discussion with domain experts, seven similarity
measures were incorporated. The Euclidean distance between the following vectors is used: (1) all
topic scores (excluding mining sector importance topics), (2) all value chain topic scores (excluding
mining sector importance topics), (3) the mining sector topic scores, (4) all country specific weights,
(5) all government weights, (6) all investor weights, (7) all civil society weights.
7.5. Evaluation - Usability Testing
We conducted a usability testing workshop with five mining experts at the Indaba conference 2017
[Ind17]. Users had to execute seven tasks with the visualization dashboard. After the task completion
test an additional usability questionnaire allowed users to provide qualitative (open questions) and
quantitative (Likert scale) feedback on the individual views and the overall system. In the second half
of the workshop, we discussed our approach in the group.
In general, the designed visualization system was appreciated by the participants. As a user stated
the “substance and data display are adequate for guiding governments in their agenda-setting”. All
participants were able to efficiently complete the tasks. While the users accepted the mapping of topic
scores on color, the mapping of weights on the cell size was questioned. Participants noted that they
could easily distinguish large from small cells. However, the identification of cells with the same size
but different aspect ratios was difficult for the users. Only the icicle plot received mainly negative
ratings. One participant questioned the added value provided by this view. Another stated that is was
“difficult to view”. Since the view was provided as an alternative to the Matrix View, we might remove
it from the system. Although the Statistics View was rated positive, we had to explain the participants
that the bars are clickable for drill-down. The participants’ missing awareness of interactivity in the
views was a lesson we learned from the workshop. The Similarity Search was also rated very positive
by the participants. One participant even requested more flexibility in the similarity measures, the seven
similarity scores provided by the view should be augmented. Although the dashboard was designed for
larger displays, one user was successfully conducting the test with a mobile phone. Simply the height
of the bars in the Detail View would have to be decreased to fulfill the usability on small screens.
7.6. Summary
We presented a visual analytics approach that provides visual access to country-based performance
indicators in the mining sector. First, based on our general decision making domain characterization
(see Section 3.2.2) we gave a domain characterization of the mining sector, discussing the structure
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of the MInGov dataset, the relevant stakeholders, and the tasks to be supported along mining-related
decision making processes. Second, we introduced our visualization system that supports these tasks
by providing an intuitive access to the categorical questionnaire data, organized in a hierarchical struc-
ture. Finally, we discussed the results of a user evaluation conducted with five domain experts at an
international mining conference. The design process was structured along the guidelines presented in
the concept of this thesis (Section 3.2.3). Moreover, the system serves as a proof of the applicability of
our concept (Chapter 3) on empirical data.
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In this chapter, we present a visual analytics that realizes the visual access to simulation results de-
veloped for estimating the impact of decisions. The visual analytics system supports the exploration
of multiple simulation scenarios with respect to dependencies between input parameters and gener-
ated output, the creation of alternative simulation scenarios by specifying alternative input parameters,
the detailed analysis of simulation results originating from individual scenarios, and the comparison
of several simulation scenarios based on cost and benefit (energy production). Regarding the overall
approach of this thesis, we prove the applicability of our concept to model-driven data with a focus on
estimating the impact of possible solutions to the given problem (Challenge CImp). Figure 8.1 shows
how the design methodology presented in Chapter 3 is applied in this specific scenario with model-
driven data (Challenge CVDSS). First, the visual analytics system allows users to explore dependencies
between input and output variables resulting from several simulation scenarios. That way, analysts
and decision makers can explore how much the potential impact (output) depends on the chosen de-
Figure 8.1.: Proof of concept for the applicability of the design methodology to visual analytics approaches
supporting model-driven data. Visualization techniques are connected to a simulation model to analyze the
impact of alternative solutions. The exploration of dependencies between scenario and impact, the creation
of new scenarios, and the comparison of impacts resulting from alternatives are supported. Visual access is
provided for all levels of expertise. Figure is adapted from Figure 3.6.
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cisions (input). Second, users can create alternative simulation scenarios by specifying an alternative
strategy (input). Third, the results of a simulation scenario can be analyzed in detail. In our approach,
we apply an agent-based simulation model with the agents representing a population of a region in
Italy. The detailed analysis allows the drill-down to demographic characteristics of the agents, and
the time-dependent analysis of the simulation results. Finally, our visual analytics approach enables
users to compare several simulation scenarios with respect to the underlying cost and benefit. This
supports analysts in proposing a subset of alternative solutions and decision makers in making a final
decision. Our system is useful for several user roles involved in the decision process. Modeling experts
responsible for the design of the simulation model are enabled to analyze the simulation results, and
thereby, validate their model. During the design process, the modeling experts were applying our vi-
sual analytics system to identify failures and fine-tune the simulation model. Moreover, domain experts
used the system to judge on the validity of the simulation model. With their expertise and knowledge,
they could, first, inform the modeling experts during the simulation model design, and second, provide
feedback on the plausibility of the results. Analysts were enabled to use the simulation model without
having to understand the internal complexity of the model. They could explore existing simulation sce-
narios, define new parameters for creating alternative scenarios, analyze the results in detail, and finally
select a number of alternatives to be presented to the decision maker. The decision maker can finally
use the system to compare alternative strategies presented by the analyst. Therefore, we emphasize
that knowledge gaps between different stakeholders in the decision process were bridged by providing
visual-interactive access to the simulation model. This chapter is partially based on our previous work
published in [RBMK14] [RBU∗14].
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8.1. Introduction
Political decision making is a complex task. Policy makers are responsible for providing solutions to
societal problems on the political agenda. In most cases several alternative solutions, called policy
options exist. As an example, policy makers might want to shift from conventional to regenerative en-
ergy production. Therefore, they have to decide upon a subsidy strategy for renewable energy sources.
Depending on economic, environmental and social determinants different policy options for reaching a
renewable energy target can be defined. These policy options are provided by policy advisers or policy
analysts. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of policy options it is crucial to estimate their potential
impact on society before their implementation into practice. The social behavior of the public is one im-
portant aspect that needs to be considered when measuring the potential impact of policies. A common
choice for assessing the impact of a policy on the population is agent-based simulation [GMHO12].
Agent-based simulation attempts to model the actions and interactions between autonomous agents in
an environment in order to assess the impacts on the system as a whole. These agent-based models are
developed by modeling experts from the social sciences and computational engineering. The policy
analysts use the condensed simulation results to generate policy options and communicate them to the
policy maker. Finally, the policy maker puts a single policy into practice.
In the described policy making process (cf. [HRP09]) both competences and responsibilities are
distributed over different stakeholders. We identify two potentials which might improve future policy
making. Firstly, we assume that an intuitive visual access to simulation models would enhance the
creation and evaluation of new policy options by policy makers (and analysts). Secondly, the possibility
to visually explore a multitude of policy options at a glance would enable policy makers (and analysts)
to better understand the decision space and help them in selecting the most appropriate policy option.
These potentials of information visualization and visual analytics for supporting the decision making
process have already been identified in various domains [KKEM10]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, only few visualization approaches in the policy making domain exist.
In our approach we introduce a visual-interactive interface for an agent-based simulation model to
support the political decision making process in a regional energy planning scenario. The visual inter-
face addresses two analytical tasks: a) the definition of the simulation input and analysis of its output;
and b) the exploration of multiple simulation scenarios based on distinct parameter setups. With our
visual interface a political decision maker is enabled to define input parameters for a specific simula-
tion scenario and analyze the simulated impacts in an effective and efficient way. We thereby support
policy makers as a new type of stakeholders to work with complex simulation models. Moreover, we
introduce a new visualization technique for the exploration of different input-output dependencies and
verify its functionality on a synthetic data set. Finally, we apply our visual interface to a real-world ex-
ample to show its usefulness. Therefore, we connect it to an agent-based simulation model designed for
simulating the adoption of photovoltaic (PV) panels on a household level in the region Emilia Romagna
in Italy. Our three main contributions are:
1) We contribute to the introduction of policy making as an application field for information visual-
ization and visual analytics. Policy makers need to include information coming from multiple sources
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into their decision process. Here, visualization can serve as a mediator providing an intuitive access to
this information.
2) We motivate the connection between the research fields agent-based simulation and information
visualization. This combination offers valuable potential to both research fields. On the one hand,
visualization support simulation experts in validating the agent-based simulation model by providing a
detailed view on the simulation results at the agent-level. On the other hand information visualization
and visual analytics benefit from addressing research problems from another application area.
3) We introduce a visualization technique specialized for the visual analysis of modeling approaches
with the characteristic of using data variables that serve for both as input and output. The visualization
enables users to get an overview of the data space, to detect deviations between input and output, and
explore the distribution of input variables in the output space and vice versa.
8.2. Related Work on Simulation and Visualization
In the following we review information visualization and visual analytics approaches related to our ap-
proach. These include interdisciplinary approaches between agent-based simulation and visualization
and related works that address the analysis of input-output parameter spaces. A more general introduc-
tion to the field of agent-based simulation is outlined below where we explain the simulation model
serving as our use case.
The combination of visualization with simulation approaches in the policy making domain was,
to the best of our knowledge, published just a few times. In particular, the ‘Vismon’ approach by
Booshehrian et al. enables scientists from the fishery domain to apply visual data analysis on simulation
models in order to perform sensitivity analysis, and global trade-off analysis. The tool was introduced
to facilitate the communication between fishery scientists and policy makers in Alaska [BMPM12].
Afzal et al. introduce an interactive decision support environment applied to epidemic simulation
models. The developed visual analytics tools help researchers, analysts and public health officials
to evaluate epidemic scenarios and observe the impacts of their decisions over time [AME11]. Two
visualization tools for analyzing agent-based simulations in the political context are introduced by
Crouser et al. [CK12]. The first view applies a projection method to the high-dimensional simulation
output, the second view is focused on the agent-level information. Although this work is highly related
to ours regarding the simulation model and the application field, it does not allow to compare simulation
scenarios with differing input parameters. A visual support system for the understanding of stochastic
simulation processes is presented by Unger et al. [US09]. The authors structure a simulation process
into three levels: model, experiment, and multi-run simulation data, and provide visual interfaces for
all levels. The two latter levels are also considered in our approach. However, the underlying data
structure, biochemical reaction networks, and a missing dedication to a specific user group differs
from our approach. General design guidelines for agent-based model visualization are presented by
Kornhauser et al. [KWR09]. However, the authors focus on the scientific visualization aspects. Spatial
and temporal aspects are depicted via the visual variables position and animation, while glyphs are used
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to represent the agents’ current states. In our approach, we focus on information visualization aspects
like the statistical analysis of the simulation output to provide the user an overview of the system as a
whole.
Information visualization and visual analytics techniques are a popular means for both: to create and
to validate varieties of models. From a visual perspective the most similar interface to our approach
was presented by Bremm et al. [BvLBS11]. The technique based on Self-Organizing-Maps (SOM)
compares different descriptors by aligning the grid-based outputs of respective SOM models. Similar
to our interface the visual variables position and color are used to facilitate the comparison of model re-
sults. The approach differs in the targeted application task which aims to select appropriate descriptors
for the feature-based representation of objects. A related approach, but with a focus on spatio-temporal
data is shown by Andrienko et al. [AAB∗10]. Here, the authors include temporal information in a ge-
ographical view, and geographical information in a time-dependent view, by replacing the absent data
type with a color map. This work is related from a methodological perspective. Further examples of
parameter space projections, where position is also represented by a color map can be found in the
works of Guo et al. [GGMZ05] and Bernard et al. [BRG∗12].
The comparison of input and output spaces that cover the same dimensions can be (visually) repre-
sented and analyzed by vector field visualizations, where vectors connect the input and output projected
into 2D. Telea et al. presented a visualization for vector fields not being limited to input-output repre-
sentation [TvW99]. Similar to our approach a simplification technique is applied to reduce the visual
complexity of the ‘display’ space. The chosen aggregation technique is based on hierarchical clus-
tering of the flow vectors while our visual interface realizes a grid-based aggregation technique. This
choice offers a higher visual robustness, since heterogeneous vector fields would generate overplotting.
Another vector-based visualization was presented by Pölzlbauer et al. [PDR06]. Here, the output of
SOMs is analyzed to reveal cluster structures. Similar to our visual interface the output of the applied
SOM model is visually represented in a 2D grid. However, the input space of the neural network is not
incorporated visually.
8.3. Background on the Agent-Based Simulation Model
Agent-based modeling is a method that is frequently used in the political context in order to simulate
the impact of political instruments on the public behavior. According to Gavanelli et al. a large number
of policy models rely on agent-based simulation [GMHO12]. Gilbert defines agent-based modeling
as “a computational method that enables a researcher to create, analyze, and experiment with models
composed of agents that interact within an environment” [Gil08]. The agent’s actions and interac-
tions with other agents are driven by autonomous decision rules. As an example these interactions
can consist of the transfer of data from one agent to another agent typically located close by in the
simulated environment. The environment may be constituted by a geographical region. Further ex-
amples include knowledge networks between researchers, etc. Although each individual agent acts
independently within the environment, collective group behavior may emerge. That way the individual
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heterogeneity of real societies can be considered, while analyzing the effects on the system as a whole,
which distinguishes agent-based simulation from other modeling approaches.
8.3.1. Simulation Model
In this section, we describe the agent-based simulation model that serves our concrete use case. For
more information about the model from a social scientist’s perspective we refer to Johnson et al. who
explain it in more detail [JBK14].
The model is designed to simulate the public adoption of photovoltaic (PV) panels supported by
political subsidies. Its purpose is to evaluate different policy options and to support the policy makers
with the selection of the most promising one. In our model the agents represent households that interact
in the geographical region Emilia Romagna in Italy. The agent’s environment is modeled based on
the characteristics of the region. The model is designed based on information that social scientists
acquired through surveys in the respective region. The agent model reflects demographic variables
of the population like age, education and income aggregated on a household level. Further encoded
variables are, e.g., the household’s awareness of PV subsidies, the type of household, etc. Moreover,
the agent’s behavior - their action and interaction rules - is modeled. Based on the agent’s individual
state, it decides whether to install PV panels or not. Further model variables influencing the agent
behavior are policy instruments (e.g., financial subsidies) that may be applied in the simulation to
support households in their investments.
In our use case, a policy option is defined as a set of input parameters for the simulation that consti-
tutes a simulation scenario. These input parameters can be set by the user, e.g., a policy analyst. The
main input variables of our considered model are the cost to be spent for the PV panel installations and
the targeted energy. Further input parameters to the simulation model and their options are:
• the policy instruments to be applied: regional incentives (e.g., grants, interest rate), national
incentives (e.g., feed-in tariffs, tax benefits).
• the budget distribution over years: no distribution rule (first-come-first-serve), even distribution,
increasing distribution, decreasing distribution
• the objective of the scenario: maximize energy, minimize budget, maximize participation
The two main output variables of the simulation are the effectively spent cost and produced energy.
Please note that these variables are used as input and output. Both output variables - the cost spent and
the energy produced - can be analyzed on an agent-level. Each agent is categorized according to its
demographic characteristics.
Hence, for every agent, we extract three simulation outputs: the energy produced per year, the cost
spent by the household and the financial support received through the policy instruments. Moreover,
the number of subsidy recipients is reported. Each simulation covers several years, in our use case
from 2014 to 2021. This adds another dimension to the output data space. In addition, each simulation
scenario can be run multiple times in order to measure the variance of the simulation output.
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In our approach we introduce a visual-interactive interface to agent-based simulation models. These
agent-based simulation models can be used to evaluate the impact that policy instruments might induce
on society. In our use case the simulation model is designed to simulate the public adoption of PV pan-
els supported by governmental subsidies. In the following, we firstly summarize the user requirements
formulated as tasks that policy makers wish to address with the simulation model introduced in the
previous Section 8.3. Finally, we present our visual interface providing access to the simulation model.
8.3.2. Requirements for the Visual Interface
The overall goal of our use case is to detect the optimal policy option (by means of a subsidy strat-
egy) to reach an energy target with a given budget. Thereby the public behavior regarding the PV
adoption should be observed. The requirements for our system were collected through questionnaires
and interviews conducted with policy makers from the region Emilia Romagna in Italy. Based on the
overall objective, the extracted qualitative feedback and informal suggestions, we derived the following
concrete tasks to be addressed with the visual interface:
Req. Description Challenge
R1 Specification of input parameters to define a simulation scenario creation
R2 Visual analysis of output variables. Focus on cost and effect analysis
R3 Drill-down into agent-specific output information analysis
R4 Comparison of multiple simulation outputs with respect to dependencies
between input and output of simulation runs
comparison
Table 8.1.: Functional requirements for the visual-interactive simulation system.
8.4. Visual Analytics Designs
The visual interface is based on the two most important analytical tasks that were derived in the re-
quirement phase: analyzing a single simulation scenario (analysis, R1, R2, R3) and explore different
simulation scenarios (exploration, R4). Both tasks are addressed with distinct visual modes.
Analysis. The analysis mode enables the user to set the input parameters and run the respective
simulation scenario once or several times with the same input. The user can inspect the results of the
simulation runs including the mean values and standard deviation for all output variables.
Exploration. The exploration mode enables the user to explore the output of multiple simulation
runs generated with different scenarios. The user can observe dependencies between input and output
variables. For example, she might explore how an increase of the maximal costs (input) might affect
the cost effectively spent (output).
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Figure 8.2.: Time View: Analysis mode with time-oriented simulation output. Left: input parameters to be
defined. Right: Time-oriented visualization of simulation output. Three bar charts are illustrating temporal
progression of energy produced (top), costs spent per policy instrument (middle) and number of subsidy
recipients including non-supported households that installed photovoltaic panels (brown bars) (bottom).
From an analytical perspective, these two modes complement each other. Following the visual
information-seeking mantra [Shn96], the user can get an overview first with the exploration mode, zoom
and filter into interesting regions of the parameter space, and get details-on-demand in the analysis
mode. Moreover, in the analysis mode, the user can enlarge the data set by generating new simulation
scenario outputs. In the following, we describe these two visual modes in more detail.
8.4.1. Analysis of Single Simulation Scenarios
The analysis mode enables the user to (a) specify the input parameters of a single simulation scenario
(R1), and (b) analyze the simulated output for this scenario (R2, R3). Figure 8.2 shows the Time View
in the analysis mode view. On the left the energy target, the budget to be spent by the government,
the budget distribution over time, the policy instruments to be applied and the number of simulation
runs can be specified. After the specification the simulation is executed. The outputs of the simulation
run(s) can be analyzed in a time-oriented view, the Time View (see Figure 8.2) and a demographics-
based view, the Demographics View (see Figure 8.3).
The Time view provides details about the energy produced, the cost spent, and the number of house-
holds that installed PV panels (recipients) over the years 2014 to 2021. The visualization provides
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Figure 8.3.: Demographic View: Analysis mode with demographics-based simulation output. Left: input
parameters. Right: Nine bar charts illustrating energy produced, costs spent and number of subsidy recip-
ients (vertically arranged), separated into demographic categories age, education and income (horizontally
arranged).
information about the costs spent per policy instrument (interest rate (bright blue), grant (dark blue),
tax (bright green), feed-in tariffs (dark green)) and by the households themselves. The latter are sep-
arated into households that received support (bright brown) and those that did not (dark brown). The
same holds for the number of recipients separated into households that received funding from one or
more of the four policy instruments (again in blue and green), and those households that did not receive
any budget (dark brown). The Demographics View presents details about energy, cost per policy instru-
ment and number of recipients per policy instrument sorted by the affiliation to demographic groups.
In our use case these groups are separated by the agents’ age, education status and income. The color
mapping is identical to the one described for the time-dependent view.
Following the recommendations of Few [Few09], we choose bar charts as visualization techniques
in all views of the analysis mode to depict the quantitative information calculated with the simulation.
To raise the awareness of uncertainty in the data, in each view the standard deviation of the simulated
runs is presented with error bars.
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Figure 8.4.: Schematic view of the nested visualization. The global grid (left) reflects the input variables.
In each cell of the global grid a local grid displays the input variables (right). The localization of the local
grid within the global grid is supported by a black frame. In the local grid the number of samples per cell is
depicted by the size of the filled rectangles.
8.4.2. Exploration and Comparison of Different Simulation Scenarios
The exploration mode enables the user to detect dependencies between different simulation scenarios
(R4). One specific characteristic of this approach is the exploration of two main variables that serve
as input and output. In our use case these are energy and cost. The exploration mode supports the
observation of dependencies between targeted and effectively reached energy and costs.
The exploration mode is realized as a nested visualization in a 2D coordinate system. This results in
one global grid and multiple local grids being displayed in each cell of the global grid (see Figure 8.4).
Both grids cover the same parameter space. The value ranges of both axes are separated into areas of
constant width. This results in a regular grid with fixed number of rectangles representing the respective
value ranges. The input variables of the simulation are mapped on the global grid. The output variables
of the simulation are mapped on the local grids. Hence, for a given input scenario depicted in a global
cell the output is aligned locally. For example, in Figure 8.4 the cost is aligned at the x-axis and the
power is aligned at the y-axis. The output simulated with maximum costs and maximum power as input
can be seen in the upper right of the global grid.
We use the size of the shown local grid cells to visually encode the frequency for a particular output.
Moreover, in each local grid the corresponding input value range is highlighted with a frame. That way
the user can compare the input parameters (framed rectangle) with the output values (filled rectangles).
For example, in the local grid selected in Figure 8.4, it can be seen, that no output data (green and blue
rectangles) matches the defined input (framed rectangle).
In order to support the orientation in the 2D coordinate system, we apply a bipolar color map on
both the global and the local grids. They reflect the position of the values in the grid. In our use case
it ranges from purple (bottom right; low energy with high cost) to green (top left, high energy with
low cost). The color map is applied to the local grid by filling the rectangles and to the global grid by
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Figure 8.5.: Visual simulation interface: Overview.
coloring the frames of the global cells. Please note, that the mapping between input and output can be
switched by the user.
Since this exploration view is difficult to understand, e.g., for decision makers, we included an alter-
native view in the visual analytics system. Figure 8.5 shows the Overview that allows the comparison
of several simulation scenarios with respect to energy and cost. Users can select one of simulation sce-
narios represented by the dots to analyze the underlying data in the Time View and the Demographics
View.
8.5. Case Study
We evaluate our visual interface in two case studies. First, we apply a synthetic model to verify our
visual interface. Second, we validate the interface in a use case based on the simulation of photovoltaic
(PV) plant adoption by public households.
8.5.1. Synthetic Model
To verify the visual interface, we firstly apply it to a synthetic model. The model is based on a deter-
ministic mathematical function. By eliminating any non-deterministic behavior caused by the model
we establish ‘laboratory conditions’ and thus are able to focus on the verification of the visual interface.
By that means, we aim at a) verifying the correct input-output parameter representation of the interface
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(x1,y1)
(x2,y2)
Figure 8.6.: Synthetic model that projects a given parameter pair on the function
√
x). Left: square root
function. Right: input-output mapping.
and b) validating the usefulness of the visual interface for analytical reasoning. Our selected model has
two input parameters (x1,y1) and calculates as output the coordinates (x2,y2 =
√
x2) with the minimal
distance to the input parameters (cf. Figure 8.6). We define two hypotheses for the visual interface:
(Ha): We expect the output parameters shown in the visual interface to match a square root distribu-
tion, similar to the function graph in Figure 8.6. This verifies the correct implementation of the visual
interface.
(Hb): To prove the usefulness of the visual interface for an input-output analysis, we expect that
all possible input parameters are mapped to the square root function graph. We assume that, if the
visual interface is useful it must be easy to identify that all 25 input grid elements are mapped to the
discretized output grid elements according to the square root function graph.
The model is executed 500 times with sampled input parameters, to guarantee generalizability. More-
over, we make sure that each of the 25 discretized input areas of the parameter space are represented at
least 10 times. The result can be seen in Figure 8.7. We identify that all outputs of the model in the 25
grid elements are aligned according to the targeted square root function, which verifies Ha. Moreover,
it can be seen that all input parameters that already lie on the model function are mapped to the identical
local grid element which proves that the input equals the output of the model. Finally, it can be seen
that parameterizations in the upper left of the grid and at the lower right of the grid are mapped onto
the square root output positions. Based on the human ability to recognize patterns visually, analysts are
able to identify input-output parameter shifts made by the model easily (Hb). More generally speaking
the visual interface enables the analysis of the model behavior for a large variety of input parameters at
a glance.
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input-output shift 
towards lower right
input-output shift
towards upper left
identical 
input & output
synthetic
model function
Figure 8.7.: Input-output behavior of the synthetically generated ‘square root’ model. All parameters are
mapped towards the target function (dotted lines).
8.5.2. Real-World Example
In our real-world example we analyze and explore the simulated impact of policy options supporting
the PV adoption in the region Emilia Romagna in Italy on a household level. The simulation model
is discussed in detail in Section 8.3. In the following, we present findings discovered with our visual
interface. In Figure 8.2 the input (left) and the output (right) of a single input parameter set calculated
with the simulation model can be seen. The following input parameters have been set: region: Emilia
Romagna, energy target: 325MWh, budget: 1000 million Euro, budget distribution: first-come-first-
serve, policy instruments: only regional policy instruments (grants and interest rates) activated.
In the output visualization (right) the energy generated per year by the specified simulation scenario
is shown. First of all, it can be seen that the annual energy target of 325MWh is reached already in
2016 with the given budget constraints (1). The highest increase of energy can be observed in the years
2014 to 2017, after this period the energy production remains stable. We next focus on the budget
used per policy instrument and the costs spent by households (see middle row). It can be seen that
before 2014 households spent roughly 220 million Euro on PV (left). Beginning in 2014 the region
starts to subsidize PV installation by interest rates and grants. Between 2014 and 2016 the budget
spent on these policy instruments remains constant. However, from 2015 the budget spent by not
supported households declined drastically (2). One interpretation of this finding may be that the policy
instruments are accepted by the region. The statistics about the number of recipients (lower row) also
supports this interpretation. Another finding in this view is that no installations are made after 2018,
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although the maximum budget to be spent is not reached (3). Further conclusions can be drawn when
switching to the demographics-based view (Figure 8.3). At the upper right where the produced energy
is divided by the different incomes, the demographic group with a household income between 25K and
40K produces the most energy in the simulation (4). Moreover, in the education column, we identify
that the education group of school(18y) produces the most energy, together with the PhD‘s (5). It may
be important for policy makers to reach these two demographic groups since they invest a majority of
the money. In contrary, the question arises why other demographic groups seem to be underrepresented.
With these two views the output of a single simulation scenario can be analyzed in detail.
We now switch to the exploration view presented in Figure 8.8. The visualization shows 490 sim-
ulation runs with multiple input parameter sets at a glance. As described in Section 8.4.2, the x-axis
shows the budget spent while the y-axis shows the energy produced. A first finding is that the output
(local cell distributions) is very similar in vertically aligned cells of the global grid, while it changes
with respect to horizontally aligned cells. Hence, for nearly all runs the simulation output (local grids)
only marginally depends on the input energy while it strongly varies with the input costs. Moreover,
many output values are aligned along the diagonal of both axes. According to the chosen color map
those values are colored in gray. Based on that finding we can assume that the model shows linear
behavior for most parameter sets of the 2D input space. As another finding in the first column of the
global grid (lowest budget) the highest spread within the local grids can be spotted. This means that for
low budget the uncertainty of the generated output is highest. In general, a very heterogeneous spread
of output values along the diagonal for nearly all input parameter sets exists. This can be interpreted
as a high variability of the simulation outcome. However, most stable solutions seem to be generated
when high input values (for costs and energy) are selected (upper right of the global grid).
From these findings, we conclude that the visual interface adds benefits to different stakeholder
groups of the system. Firstly, the policy maker can access the complex simulation model in an intuitive
way. She can specify a simulation scenario (R1), analyze the output variables with a focus on energy,
costs, and number of recipients (R2), get more detail about the agents’ output in a demographics-based
view (R3), and compare different simulation scenarios as policy options with a focus on energy and
cost of the respective scenarios (R4). Secondly, simulation experts can validate the consistency of their
models by conducting a detailed visual-interactive analysis of the agents’ output. This has been verified
through several discussions with the developers of the simulation model.
8.5.3. User Evaluation
In addition to the qualitative evaluation of the visual analytics system presented in the two previous sec-
tions, we evaluated our visual analytics approach together with the visual analytics system introduced
in the following chapter (Chapter 9). This evaluation was conducted with users realized through task
completion tests and usability questionnaires. The evaluation design and the results of the user testing
are presented in the following chapter in Section 9.6.
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Figure 8.8.: Visual exploration of 490 simulation scenarios and their output with respect to energy (y-axis)
and costs (x-axis). Global grid defines input (maximum budget and targeted energy). Local grids reflect
output (effectively reached energy and costs).
8.6. Discussion
We presented a visual interface for an agent-based simulation model that enables decision makers
to evaluate the impacts of alternative policy options for a regional energy planning scenario. While
we showed that the exploration mode of the interface is capable for the class of 2D to 2D parameter
spaces, multivariate policy options exist. We showed one way to address these by selecting the two
most relevant parameters, cost and power in our case, from the multivariate input and output. Another
way is to incorporate more complex models, which also brings new requirements to the visual interface.
We suggest an alternative use of color to extend the model to 3D. For high-dimensional parameter sets
data projection techniques can be applied to map the parameter space into the 2D screen space (e.g., by
mapping high-dimensional data to a regular grid with a SOM approach). However, data projection is
always accompanied with a loss of information which should be indicated visually; one of the current
information visualization research problems. Another point of discussion relates to scalability issues.
While our visual interface is independent of the particular implementation of the applied model, it
depends on the respective model scalability, though. Since we enable an online access to an agent-based
model we suggest the choice of models that are based in a parallel architecture in order to simulate
various scenarios simultaneously. Regarding the visual scalability, we had hardly any problems to
encode the displayed information in real time. However, the web-based data communication may
become a bottleneck, depending on the net speed and the amount of data to be transferred.
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8.7. Summary
In this chapter, we combined an agent-based simulation model with visualization techniques to support
evidence-based decision making in the policy making domain. The resulting visual analytics system
proves the applicability of our concept (see Section 3) on model-driven data. Based on our visual in-
terface, policy makers were enabled to analyze specific policy options in a more effective and efficient
way. This supports the bridging of knowledge gaps between policy makers (decision makers), analysts,
modeling experts (who designed the simulation model), and domain experts (who provided data to fill
the model). Moreover, in our application we connected an agent-based simulation model and visual-
ization to allow policy makers to a) analyze underlying policy options in more depth and b) explore
dependencies between multiple policy options. Based on the results of a requirement analysis we imple-
mented a system with two visual-interactive modes to provide both of the latter described analysis tasks.
Finally, to achieve our objectives (extracted with the help of our abstract task characterization; Section
3.2.2), we contributed a new visualization technique for the visual input output analysis of simulation
models. The visual interface provides an overview of large varieties of 2D input-output parameter sets
and thus, enables analysts to efficiently capture the global optimum of the simulation model output.
We verified the visual interface by means of a synthetic 2D input-output model and validated it with a
real-world case study conducted at the region Emilia Romagna, Italy. Here, an agent-based simulation
model of photovoltaic plant adoption by public households was applied to support the optimization of
financial expense and clean energy revenue.
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Models
In this chapter, we present a visual analytics approach that combines visualization techniques with an
optimization model to support decision makers in mitigating trade-offs during the decision process. The
visual analytics system supports the creation of optimal solutions based on a user-defined target(s) and
constraints, the detailed analysis of a created optimal solution considering multiple output parameters,
and the comparison of several optimal solutions. Regarding the overall approach of this thesis, we prove
the applicability of our concept to model-driven data with a focus on creating optimal solution to a given
problem mitigating trade-offs between relevant parameters (Challenge COpt). Figure 9.1 shows how the
design methodology presented in Chapter 3 is applied in this specific scenario with model-driven data
(Challenge CVDSS). First, the user is enabled to create an optimal solution by specifying one to many
target functions and constraints on the input variables. In the case of multiple target functions, several
Figure 9.1.: Proof of concept for the applicability of our design methodology to model-driven data. Visu-
alization techniques are combine with an optimization model to support mitigating trade-offs and creating
optimal solutions. Solutions can be compared and analyzed in detail. Visual-interactive access is provided
to all expertise levels. Figure is adapted from Figure 3.6.
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Pareto optimal solutions are calculated and presented to the user. Second, the visual analytics approach
allows the detailed analysis of the created solutions. And finally, the user is enabled to compare several
optimal energy plans with respect to the underlying output variables. The system was designed with
a focus on usability, which makes is usable for different stakeholders. Modeling experts designed the
optimization model in cooperation with domain experts, who provide details on the dependencies of
the considered variables. Both user types could use the system to validate and fine-tune the underlying
model. Decision makers and analysts used the system to create, analyze, and compare the calculated
optimal solutions. In conclusion, our visual analytics approach supported the bridging of knowledge
gaps between the involved stakeholders in a sense that all users could access the relevant information
in an intuitive way with the identical perspective (Challenge CBKG) This chapter is partially based on
our previous work published in [RBU∗13] [RBMK14] [RDK∗15].
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9.1. Introduction
Visualizing information helps humans to understand problems. Perception science has shown that the
human visual system can grasp information faster if relevant aspects are visually highlighted [War13].
This is especially important when difficult decisions have to be made and a good knowledge foundation
is crucial. Besides supporting informed decisions, visualization can help in communicating important
information during and after the deciding making process. This makes decisions more transparent for
a broad group of stakeholders and enables constructive feedback and creative discussions.
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Policy making is a domain where the scope of decisions is broad and the impact can affect large parts
of the society. At the same time, influencing factors like environmental, economic, and social aspects
have to be considered. In recent years environmental and social impacts gained more importance so
that strategic environmental assessment (SEA) was enforced by law in many countries. The goal of
SEA is to analyze impacts on the environment caused by political decisions. This results in a complex
set of relationships that demands a scientific analysis. Multiple authors from the field of SEA claim
that the methods to analyze environmental impacts are not well integrated into the policy making cycle
[Fis07] [The12] [DCS05]. One reason for this is the complexity of SEA systems that usually depend
on many influencing ‘dimensions’. The authors suggest that SEA concepts have to be presented more
clearly and robust to the decision makers.
One possible way to address multidimensional decision problems is mathematical optimization. Es-
tablished models and algorithms that support multidimensional problems exist, but they have to be
transferred to the policy making process. Recent attempts in the optimization domain have created
models which support multidimensional decision making with integrated environmental assessment,
but most of them are lacking a visual interface to make the results accessible to non-experts [GMHO12]
[YTGS12] [LSKP10]. SEA could provide even more value to the decision making process if decision
makers could directly work with the models.
In our approach, we introduce a visual interface to multidimensional optimization models. Goal of
this interface is to reduce the complexity of the underlying optimization models in order to provide
non-IT-experts an intuitive access to advanced analysis functionality. The user can interactively adjust
input parameters, and analyze the resulting alternative solutions. As a use case our visual interface is
coupled with a SEA model designed for creating regional energy plans. The underlying optimization
model concerns environmental, social and economic impacts of these energy plans on a regional level.
The results of this optimization are interpreted by decision makers as well as domain experts, and may
conclude in policy options to be considered in the policy making process. The visual interface is also
designed to overcome knowledge gaps between different stakeholders. With our approach collaboration
between decision makers and domain experts is facilitated due to a common information base provided
by the visualization. The visual-interactive design makes use of an optimization model to compute
solutions and provides clearly structured information about environmental impacts as requested by
[The12].
9.2. Related Work on Strategic Environmental Assessment and
Optimization
We review related work on strategic environmental assessment (SEA) at the policy level, and optimiza-
tion in general as the application domains of our approach.
Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) is a proactive approach for integrating environmental
concerns into early phases of decision making. The target is to anticipate and prevent environmen-
tal, economic and social damage by predicting the impacts. Especially in the policy making process
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where contrary options have to be evaluated SEA concepts can be applied profitably. The first SEA
system was already established in 1969 by The US National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). With
the first SEA system applied by the World Bank in 1989 the acknowledgment rose, and more coun-
tries started to make use of SEA [Sad05] [DCS05]. Nowadays, SEA is an approved methodology and
is used in many countries [The12]. In [Fis07], Fischer postulates three meanings of SEA: a) a sys-
tematic decision support process, b) an evidence-based instrument for scientific assistance in policy
making, and c) a framework for the better consideration of alternative policy options for sustainable
development. Therivel additionally recommends an increasing participation and collaboration of mul-
tiple domains in the policy making process. The target of SEA should be to deliver robust data and
clearly presented information [The12]. The LEAP system implements an SEA approach in the field
of energy planning [Hea12]. It provides functions to analyze energy consumption, production and re-
source extraction while monitoring the resulting greenhouse gas emissions. Further approaches that are
concerned with energy efficiency can be found in the survey of Markovic et al. [MCM11]. A further
work to be mentioned is the visual-interactive tool ComVis created by Matkovic et al. to assist the
engine design process by optimizing diesel injection [MGJ∗10]. The optimal parameter set up for an
engine construction is analyzed via visual-interactive simulation and optimization systems.
Optimization models can describe complex decision making problems. To make the results under-
standable for non-domain-experts visualization can help as suggested in Jones’ work [Jon96]. Multiple
approaches that consider environmental, economic and social impacts were submitted by the domain of
optimization, since multi-objective optimization models are able to support these problems [GGG10]
[YTGS12] [Aga13]. Further authors have combined the policy making process with optimization and
environmental assessment like You et al. for optimizing bio-fuel supply chains [YTGS12], or Lim
et al. for water infrastructure optimization [LSKP10]. They have committed models that are able to
solve multidimensional decision making problems. Yet, they lack visual interfaces that could enable
the involvement of decision makers into the process.
9.3. Domain and Problem Characterization
In our approach we introduce a visual interface to provide access to multidimensional optimization
models for SEA. In our use case the optimization model tackles the problem of defining an optimal
energy plan on a regional level. This complex mathematical model is difficult to understand by non-
modeling-experts like policy makers. To address this challenge, we connect visualizations to the model
which facilitates the access for policy makers. In the following, we first briefly describe the model
with its variables, dependencies, possible target functions, and constraints. Then, we summarize the
user requirements coming from policy makers and domain experts. And finally, we present the visual
designs to enable the visual access to the multidimensional optimization problem.
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9.3.1. Modeling a Regional Energy Plan
In this section, we describe our collaborative approach with the goal to find an optimal energy plan
on a regional level. The resulting energy plan consists of a set of energy sources (primary activities),
that each produces a specific amount of energy. The plan also includes secondary activities needed for
the installation of the respective energy sources (e.g., aerial power lines, dams, etc.). Multiple aspects
have to be considered in this scenario. The government has only a limited budget to incentivize the
construction of new plants. Still, a defined minimum of energy has to be produced. There are multiple
types of energy sources that can be installed. Some are more efficient, others are more sustainable.
Moreover, each region has geographical characteristics that restrict some types of energy sources. In
addition, governmental laws have to be observed. Often, they aim at the protection of nature and
prohibit the extensive use of polluting energy plants. This is also a demand of the society, which is
directly affected by the impact of new policies. In summary, considering all dependencies and finding
a solution that satisfies all constraints results in a multidimensional decision problem.
In our approach, we made use of an optimization model to address this multidimensional decision
problem. More specifically, a linear optimization model is used, designed by modeling experts, which
can be reviewed in [GMHO12]. Please note, that our visual designs only consider input parameters
and output data of the optimization model. Hence, it can be easily adapted to other linear, and even
non-linear optimization problems. A linear optimization problem can be mathematically described as
max(~cT~x |A~x ≤~b,~x ≥ 0). In our case the vector~x to be optimized consists of the amount of energy to
be produced by each of the energy sources included in the model. ~cT~x defines the target function to be
maximized. Thereby, ~c encodes the target of the optimization problem, e.g., overall energy produced,
overall cost, impact on an environmental receptor, etc. A~x≤ b encodes the constraints on the problem.
Thereby, similar to ~c, each row of the matrix A together with the boundary value comprised by ~b
describes a constraint. After the definition of the optimization model, an optimal solution vector~x can
be calculated, if a solution exists. This vector comprises the optimal amount of energy to be produced
by each energy source.
9.3.2. User Requirements
At the beginning of our approach, requirements were identified with the user groups of policy mak-
ers, domain experts and modeling experts. Moreover, a questionnaire was sent to the potential user
groups to confirm the identified requirements, and determine further refinements. As a result of this
requirements analysis, the final requirements for this approach are shown in Table 9.1.
9.4. Visual Analytics Design
Based on the results of the requirements analysis phase, we present a web-based system for the visual
access to multidimensional optimization models in the application field of strategic environmental as-
sessment. The various input parameters of the model can be defined in a visual-interactive manner.
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Req. Description Challenge
R1 Visual definition of target function and constraints creation
R2 Analysis of individual solution analysis
R3 Comparison of multiple (possibly pre-calculated) solutions comparison
R4 Consideration of environmental, economic and social impacts analysis
Table 9.1.: Functional requirements for the visual-interactive DSS.
This encapsulation of the optimization model itself via visual interfaces helps to reduce the complex-
ity of the input space. The output space of the model is represented in a two-stage design. Firstly, a
result visualization gains insight into the output data of the model. Secondly, an interface to visually
compare results of different parameterizations helps to determine optimal input parameter setups. In
the following, the visual designs of the web-system are described.
9.4.1. The Input Interface
makes available all possible degrees of freedom of the optimization model (see Figure 9.2). The user
is enabled to define target function and constraints to specify the optimization problem (see R1). The
visualization provides three sections to address these tasks. In the upper part the target variable to be
maximized or minimized can be chosen. Below constraints on the energy sources can be specified.
Please note, that in our use case as a maximum value for each energy source the available regional
capacity of each respective source is set. Hence, the user can refine these constraints within the range
of 0 and the maximal regional capacity. Moreover, additional constraints on the environmental, social,
and economic impacts can be set. Finally, the specified parameters can be labeled as a plan, and the
optimal solution can be calculated.
9.4.2. The Optimized Plan View
visualizes the output data of the calculated energy plan based on the inputs defined in the Input Interface
(see Figure 9.3). This addresses requirement R2. It gives an overview of the amount of energy (in
megawatt or kilotons of oil equivalent) and the costs to be produced by the plan (top left). Additionally,
environmental, social and economic impacts are displayed (top right), which addresses requirement R4.
Moreover, the secondary activities needed for the installation of the energy sources are depicted (top
middle and bottom).
The information in this view consists of nominal and quantitative data. Hence, we chose bar charts
as visualization technique, as proposed in the literature [Few09]. Moreover, this technique is easy to
understand for non-IT-experts. A normalized stacked bar chart depicts the percentages of secondary
activities needed for the installation of primary activities (energy sources). The impacts are depicted
via a heatmap to save display space. The values of the different impact types cannot be compared
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Figure 9.2.: The input interface for specifying target function (e.g., maximize energy), constraints on budget
and energy source capacities (e.g., biomass plants capacities), and constraints on environmental impacts
caused by the energy plan (e.g., air quality).
Figure 9.3.: The optimized plan view visualizes the output data of the optimization. It depicts the quan-
tity and costs of energy to be produced per source, impacts on the environment, and additional secondary
activities needed for the realization of the plan.
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Figure 9.4.: The comparison of plans view enables the user to compare plans calculated with different input
parameters. Here, four different plans are depicted. The user can compare the overall energy and costs to be
produced by each plan, detailed information about the energy source mix, and impacts on the environment.
because they are measured in different units. If requested, more detail on the impacts can be viewed
in the Impacts View, an additional matrix heatmap visualization mapping secondary activities (rows)
on impacts (columns). For the visualizations we used an evaluated categorical color map [HB03] to
depict the nominal data labeling the distinct energy sources. A diverging color map is used to depict
the quantitative impact values in the heatmap; negative (red), neutral (white), or positive (green).
9.4.3. The Compare View
visualizes a set of energy plans the user wants to compare (see Figure 9.4). This view covers functional
requirement R3. To compare the different facets of the plans each variable is visualized separately. The
top layer allows the user to get a fast overview of the compared plans by presenting the overall energy,
and the overall costs produced by each plan via bar charts. The middle layer of the visualization splits
the energy produced and the costs into the energy sources and displays them as grouped bar charts.
The heat map, also presented in the Optimized Plan View, shows the different impacts on environment,
society and economy, and therefore addresses requirement R4.
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9.5. First Evaluation Round
We conducted a case study to evaluate the outcome of our approach. In the following, we describe the
methodology and the results of our evaluation.
9.5.1. Experimental Design
The system evaluation was hampered by the fact that, to the best of our knowledge, no comparable
visual interfaces for SEA could serve as a baseline to evaluate against. Neither the targeted policy
analysis domain, nor the applied model to solve multidimensional optimization problems have been
presented in a comparable manner. For this reason, the experiment was designed towards an evaluation
of the targeted purpose of this approach. We considered a) the validation of the functional user require-
ments and b) the verification of the visual encodings of the system as the two important factors to prove
the success of the system.
We conducted an informal summative case study based on task-completion tests and a user question-
naire. The field-based case study was conducted with our web-based application to enable a real-world
setup. The unsupervised environment enabled the participants to perform the tests without being in-
fluenced, in order to give credible feedback. Model parameterizations for the respective tasks were
carefully selected and tested in a previously applied test-run to control the resulting data values and
their visual representations. The dependent variable of the case study was the task-completion. Addi-
tionally, qualitative feedback based on user preference was gathered within the user questionnaire.
Task-Completion Test. We designed the tasks to validate the functional user requirements (cf.
Section 9.3.2). The tasks were chosen by means of covering each functional component. By defining
the task setup, attention was paid to ensure that each task covers an ‘atomic’ functional unit of the
analysis workflow. This enabled the identification of bottlenecks in the analytical workflow and a
target-oriented enhancement thereof. We were interested in what way non-expert users would be able
to comprehend the analytical context of the domain-specific model. In this way, statements regarding
the ‘generalizability’ of the case study became possible. First of all, the user had to calculate an energy
plan with the default input parameters. Then, she had to solve task 1 and task 2 with the Optimized
Plan View (R2). The first task should test, whether she is able to find the relevant information displayed.
The second task should test whether the user discovered the additional information in the heatmap by
using the mouse-over tool-tip. Next, the user had to apply the detailed impact view to solve task 3 (R4).
Task 4 could be solved by understanding the remaining visualization of the Optimized Plan View (R2).
Afterwards, the user had to specify an alternative plan in the Input Interface by changing some of the
default constraints (R1). The two calculated plans were compared by the user in the Compare View to
solve tasks 5 and 6 (R3). The six tasks to cover the functional requirements were:
1. Which energy source in the plan produces the lowest amount of energy?
2. On which receptor the most negative impact is induced? What is its value?
3. What has the most negative impact on ‘quality of sensitive landscapes’?
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4. Which source needs the highest amount of ‘aerial power line supports’?
5. Which energy plan has a more positive impact on the air quality?
6. Which of the two plans produces more energy?
Questionnaire. In addition to the task-completion tests, we provided a questionnaire that enabled
the participants to give qualitative feedback. It targeted the usability of the system. Questions of
concern were the verification of the visual encodings and interactive capabilities. First, questions about
the participants’ profession, their domain of expertise and their common analysis tasks, were asked.
Additionally, the questionnaire incorporated eleven closed questions about the visual encodings and the
usefulness of each view. Finally, we provided open questions to gather informal feedback of individual
user preferences.
Participants. Ten non-domain experts agreed to participate voluntarily in the task-completion test.
All of them had a profound background in information visualization. None of them had expertise in the
energy domain. Thus, the results of the task-completion test were not influenced by domain knowledge
which allows the generalization of the results. The questionnaire was answered by all non-experts, and
two additionally recruited experts from the energy domain with no expertise in visualization. Most of
the participants were male, none of them reported color blindness. The age of the participants reached
from 22 years to 38 years with a median of 28 years. All of the participants had an academic degree.
9.5.2. Evaluation Results
Results of the Task-Completion Tests. Figure 9.5 shows the results of the task-completion tests.
Tasks one, three and four were completed correctly by most of the participants while tasks two, five
and six had higher error rates. The tasks with the low error rates were completed by using the Input
Interface, the Optimized Plan View and the Impacts View. For the tasks with the higher error rates the
users had to make use of an additional Overview and the Compare View. The Overview consisted of
a scatterplot visualizing all computed plans with respect to their overall energy produced and overall
costs. In the Overview the user had to select a set of plans for comparison. The usability test shows
that on average 90% of the first four tasks were completed correctly but only 65% of the last two tasks.
This concludes that the users were able to use the Input Interface and calculate optimized energy plans.
Thus requirement R1 is fulfilled. The Optimized Plan View supports the analysis of energy plans and
the Impacts View displays the environmental impacts. The tasks 1 – 4 related to these views were
completed correctly by most of the users. Thus, requirements R2 and R4 are met. The results of the last
two tasks indicated that the exploration of multiple energy plans and the following comparison is not as
easy as the previous tasks. To solve the task, the Overview and the Compare View had to be used. The
error rates of the last two tasks showed that the visual-interactive design of these views did not support
the user as well as the other views. Thus the requirements R3 and R4 are met but the solutions have to
be improved.
Results of the Questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed to test the usability of the system
with respect to the visual encodings and interactive capabilities. For each view the users were asked
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Figure 9.5.: Results of the task-completion tests.
regarding its intuitiveness and usefulness. For all views, except for the Overview, above 80% of the
users stated that they are easy to understand. Above 70% of the users argued that the views are use-
ful, the Compare View even gained 100% of the users’ approval. The Overview was only intuitively
understood by 50% of the users. Its usefulness was only affirmed by half of the users. Hence, we
assume that the lower task-completion rates of tasks 5 and 6 are caused by the inappropriate design
of the Overview, not the Compare View. As a result, the Overview was excluded from the application
after the test. Calculated energy plans are now directly added to the Compare View.
9.6. Second Evaluation Round
Goal and Task. Our visual analytics approach was tested in a second evaluation round together with
the visual analytics approach presented in the previous chapter (Chapter 8), and an additional compo-
nent addressing the visual-interactive access to opinion mining data (see [RBMK14]). In the second
evaluation, we considered a) the validation of the functional user requirements (usefulness) and b) the
verification of the visual encodings and the interaction design of the system (usability). Therefore, we
conducted an informal summative case study based on task completion tests and a usability question-
naire. The field-based case study was conducted with our web-based application to enable a real-world
setup. The unsupervised environment enabled the participants to perform the tests without being influ-
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enced, in order to give credible feedback. We carefully selected and tested the model parameterizations
for the respective tasks in a previously applied test-run to control the resulting data values and their vi-
sual representations. The dependent variable of the case study was the task-completion. Additionally,
we gathered qualitative feedback based on user preferences within the usability questionnaire.
Task-Completion Test and Questionnaire. To validate the functional user requirements presented
in Table 8.1 (on the simulation component) and Table 9.1 (on the optimization component), we designed
six tasks (cf. Table 9.2). The test covers all technical components of the system with an emphasis on
the ‘atomic’ functionalities of the decision making workflow described in the use case. Although, we
provided domain-specific information about the real-world problem, we did not introduce the partici-
pants to the system before the test. Our goal was to observe whether non-expert users would be able
to visual-interactively access the domain-specific models, which would support the generalizability of
the evaluation results. In addition to the task-completion tests, we gathered qualitative feedback via a
usability questionnaire. It included closed questions about the visual encodings and the interactive fea-
tures of each view. Finally, we provided open questions to gather informal feedback about individual
user preferences.
Task View Description
1 Opinion Mining
(see [RBU∗14])
The user has to drill-down to the most positive comment within a
specific time period and extract the name of the author and exact
date of post in the table view.
2 Overview
(Simulation)
The user has to apply filters on the input parameters. From the
remaining simulation outputs he has to state the maximal capacity
and the exact costs not exceeding 700M Euros.
3 Time View
(Simulation)
The overall cost on a specific subsidy instrument has to be named.
4 Demographics View
(Simulation)
The income group receiving the largest amount of grant support
hast to be named
5 Input View
(Optimization)
The user has to specify input parameters with defined target
functions and constraints. From the calculated plans the one that
installs the largest capacity has to be found.
6 Output View
(Optimization)
The most positively affected energy plan has to be named.
Table 9.2.: Task completion test.
Participants. The evaluation was conducted with 23 participants (7 female and 16 male) between
the age of 19 and 67 years (median: 30 years). All participants had an academic degree. 11 participants
had a background in energy, 12 had a background in politics.
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Figure 9.6.: Task completion test: results may not sum to 100% due to rounding
Results of the Evaluation. For all tasks the percentage of correct answers was above or equal to
70% (cf. Figure 9.6). Hence, we observe that the majority of users is able to use the system with respect
to the requirements tested through the tasks. This underlines the usefulness of the system. However,
even during the test the participants suggested possible improvements on the usability of the system. In
the usability questionnaire, more than 70% of the test participants approved the usability of all visual
interfaces except the visual opinion mining interface. The reason for this, as stated by the participants,
was an interaction design for the selection of multiple dots in the scatterplot which was not easy to
understand. This interaction scheme has to be improved or textual explanations for its usage have to be
included. In general, more textual descriptions could be added to the pages to help and guide the users
through their workflow. Another usability issue was to improve the adaption of the visual interface
to the screen size. For example, during the test some labels overlapped, or visual features were not
visible. Since decision makers are often on the move, an adaptation of the system to smaller screens,
e.g., those of tablets or laptops was desired. Solving these usability issues would also result in better
task completion test results, and thus, in an increased usefulness. However, we want to recall that no
introduction to the system has been provided to the participants before the test. Participants stated that
an introductory tour or video could also help in mitigating the remaining usability issues. In summary,
most of the test participants were able to solve the tasks of the task completion test, although, they had
no prior knowledge and expertise in the respective domain and the underlying models. Some minor
usability issues have been detected and will be addressed in the future. Finally, from the open questions
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we summarize that most of the users have a positive impression of the overall system. Nearly all of
them stated that this tool could be very useful for decision making.
9.7. Lessons Learned
In this section, we summarize lessons learned during the case study and the collaboration with policy
makers and domain experts. We share Few’s view with regard to his choice of techniques [Few09].
All views designed with bar charts were easy understood by all user groups. That way, our system
is applicable by all relevant stakeholders. Still, we learned that different stakeholders need different
visual designs with regard to the amount of information presented. While domain experts were sat-
isfied with several visualizations in one view, the policy makers only want selected output data to be
presented. Further variables should only be shown, if they exceed critical values (e.g., a scatterplot
matrix depicting relations between variables was considered too complex). This is caused by the fact,
that policy makers do not have time to learn complex applications, while domain experts need higher
functionalities and would adopt to more informative visualizations.
As future work, a user-adaptive visual interface for policy makers with a focused functionality could
be designed. The user will be supported by customized views, depicting only selected information.
Still, the policy maker view and the domain expert view have to build a coherent basis for commu-
nication, which has to be considered during the design process. Moreover, the generalizability of the
system could be proved by applying it to different use cases and non-linear optimization problems. As
another issue, sensitivity analysis may be included in the interface, since politicians are often interested
in adjusting optimal solutions. The complexity introduced to the system may be further reduced by
user-guidance techniques.
9.8. Summary
In this approach, we combined the capabilities of information visualization and optimization in order
to support the policy making process with methods from SEA. Firstly, we addressed the demand to en-
sure that SEA is more effective in policy making, by presenting the information clearly to the decision
makers, as stated in [The12]. Secondly, we addressed the demand to provide access to an optimization
model for non-IT-experts. Therefore, we developed a visualization-tool that connects to an optimiza-
tion module [GMHO12], using approved concepts of information visualization [Few09] to reduce the
complexity of the data created by the optimization. As a result, modeling experts could spot errors
in the model and energy experts were able to validate the model. Especially the policy makers, who
had to rely on the knowledge of experts, were able to understand the process behind creating an energy
plan, and thus could make better founded decisions. The visual analytics system was designed applying
re-using the domain characterization and the design process as presented in the concept of this thesis
(Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3, respectively). Moreover, we showed how to bridge knowledge gaps
between stakeholders in the decision making process (as conceptually presented in Section 3.3).
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To conclude this thesis, we summarize the research challenges and scientific contributions presented in
this thesis. Finally, we discuss future research directions that build upon our work.
10.1. Conclusion
In this thesis, we have investigated how visual analytics technology can support evidence-based de-
cision making. In the introduction of our approach, we described the problems and challenges that
decision makers at the business and the political level face in modern decision making (Chapter 1).
First, the complexity of decision making increases, since besides economic factors, social and envi-
ronmental aspects are taken into consideration. At the political level this triple is augmented by the
public opinion. Second, despite the digital availability of data, information hidden in these datasets
needs to be extracted before it becomes useful for the decision process. Third, additional complexity
is added to modern decision making through the participation of several stakeholders that differ with
respect to their expertise. Fourth, although visual analytics technology bears great potential to support
the extraction of knowledge from data informing decision making, the research field lacks theoretical
foundations on how to incorporate visual analytics in the decision process. The identified challenges
motivated our research and this thesis as a summary of our research results.
As a baseline for our thesis, we reviewed scientific approaches on decision support systems and
computational policy making support (Chapter 2). We re-used Simon’s decision making model con-
taining the three stages intelligence, design, and choice for the task taxonomy of our concept [Sim60].
Power’s decision support categories motivated the definition of data categories relevant for decision
making [Pow02]. From policy making research, we adapted the incorporation of eParticipation con-
cepts and stakeholder opinions into the decision process [DMRI16]. Furthermore, we identified specific
challenges evolving through the participation of multiple stakeholders in the decision making process,
especially between scientists and policy makers [Shu99]. After having reviewed decision support sys-
tem and policy making support theory, we shed light on foundations in visual analytics design and
technologies. The main insight from this review was the lack of a design methodology targeting visual
analytics support for decision making. However, we re-used and adapted the visualization design and
validation concepts from Munzner [Mun09] and Andrews [And08] as inspiration for our approach.
As a result of the review of scientific foundations related to decision making, policy making, and
visual analytics, we defined research challenges to be addressed in order to incorporate visual analytics
in decision making processes (Chapter 3). The challenges are summarized in Figure 10.1 (on the left).
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Figure 10.1.: Research challenges and contributions: Two conceptual (in green) and six technical (in blue)
research challenges are depicted on the left. Each challenge is addressed by one of our scientific contribu-
tions (depicted on the right). We introduced a concept for the design of visual analytics decision support
systems and a concept for bridging knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved in the decision making
process. In addition, three proof of concepts related to textual data, one proof of concept related to empirical
data, and two proofs of concept related to model-driven data were contributed.
We formulated two conceptual challenges (in green): first, the need for a methodology for the design of
visual analytics solutions that support decision making, and second, the need for a methodology on how
to simplify communication between stakeholders involved in decision making by bridging knowledge
gaps between them. In addition to the conceptual challenges, we formulated six technical challenges
(in blue) related to specific tasks and datasets relevant in the decision making process. These relate to
the extraction of knowledge from (1) documents framing the decision process, (2) text document col-
lections in general, (3) the public debate in form of opinions’ and arguments’ relevancies, (4) empirical
datasets, (5) simulation model data for decision impact assessment, and (6) optimization model data
for balancing trade-offs.
Conceptual Contributions
Throughout this thesis, we addressed all challenges (see Figure 10.1 (on the right)). In Chapter 3.2, we
presented a concept for the design of visual analytics decision support systems. The concept comprises
a general decision making domain characterization and a description of a process for the design and
evaluation of visual analytics decision support systems. First, after having described the decision mak-
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ing process from the perspective of a visual analytics expert, we introduced a domain characterization
for decision making. Therefore, we analyzed data, user, and task categories relevant for decision mak-
ing in general. From the data perspective, we distinguished between unstructured textual data, struc-
tured empirical data, and structured model-driven data. From the user perspective, we promoted the
differentiation between decision makers, analysts, domain experts, modeling experts, and stakeholders.
From the task perspective, we organized exploration, creation, analysis, comparison, and presentation
tasks along the decision making process. The domain characterization is beneficial in two ways: (a) it
provides guidelines for the design of visual analytics solutions supporting the decision making process
and (b) it supports the categorization of existing visual analytics solutions and allows the identification
of potential extensions. With the domain characterization additional stakeholders to be involved into
the decision making process can be identified, alternative data categories can be taken into consider-
ation, and missing tasks to be supported by the visual analytics solution are brought to mind. As a
second part of our design methodology, we introduced a process for the design and evaluation of visual
analytics decision support systems. Adapting Andrews’ concept [And08], our design process contains
four consecutive stages: phase before design, phase before implementation, phase during implementa-
tion, and phase after implementation. For every stage, we propose goals to be achieved and potential
methods for the validation of their achievement. Our design process follows the principles of user-
centered design promoting a close collaboration with the potential users of the targeted visual analytics
system. As a main benefit, our process definition introduces guidelines for the user-centered design of
visual analytics solutions aiming at decision making support.
As a second conceptual contribution of this thesis, we defined a concept for the bridging of knowl-
edge gaps between stakeholders involved in the decision making process (Chapter 3.3). Our concept is
based on the incorporation of visual analytics technology in the decision making process. We proposed
two models, one for organizational decision making and one for political decision making. The main
point of our concept is that visualization can be used for the presentation and communication of infor-
mation extracted from data. Depending on the expertise of the respective user, different visualization
disciplines can be applied to reduce the complexity of data. We identified several benefits of these
concepts. First, the communication between stakeholders involved in the decision making process is
facilitated by visually sharing intermediate analysis results. Second, depending on the applied visu-
alization discipline the complexity of the presented information can be controlled and adapted to the
respective user. Third, by showing the same information to all stakeholders the subjectivity introduced
into decision making is reduced. Fourth, visualizing data analysis results also facilitates the validation
of the analysis process. For example, modeling experts can test and calibrate their models based on the
visual comparison of results. And finally, through the visual presentation of information transparency
is introduced into the process.
Technical Contributions
The conceptual contributions presented in the previous section built the foundation for six additional
technical contributions (Chapters 4 – 9). The concepts presented in Chapter 3 are applied in each of the
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technical contributions. Hence, besides their contributions to visual analytics research, they served as a
proof of concept for the applicability of our two conceptual contributions. Each contribution contained
a visual analytics decision support system targeting a specific aspect in the decision making process.
The visual analytics design was conducted based on our design methodology and we explained how
the systems supported the bridging of knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved in the decision
making process.
In our first technical contribution (Chapter 4) we presented a visual analytics system providing
visual-interactive access to the decision making process. The system provides a temporal overview
of text documents framing the decision making process. Among other functionalities, users are en-
abled to create a decision process, add text documents to the process, rate the quality and relevance
of documents, comment on them, and compare the support behind specific proposal documents. Fur-
thermore, the expertise of the logged-in users is considered in the computation of relevance. We could
prove the system’s usability and usefulness within a real-world scenario with domain experts. The sys-
tem serves as a proof of concept for the applicability of our design methodology on textual data with
a focus on exploration, analysis, creation, comparison and presentation tasks. Furthermore, we could
bridge knowledge gaps by providing to all stakeholders involved in the process an overview on relevant
documents and letting them participate.
To create a temporal overview of text documents published during the decision process is essential
to improve evidence-based decision making. However, in most cases the sheer amount of documents is
difficult to assess. Getting an overview on the underlying content is cumbersome and time-consuming.
Our second technical contribution (Chapter 5) addressed this challenge. We presented a visual analytics
system for the creation of document collection overviews via content-based text clustering. The system
allows analysts the visual-interactive creation of text clustering workflows from feature selection over
algorithm parameterization and cluster analysis to the comparison of multiple clustering results. As
a result, analysts can create document clusters optimized for the underlying data and tasks at hand.
The complexity of the workflows makes the system usable mainly for analysts. The reduction of its
functionality resulting in a lower complexity remains future work. However, the system allows the
bridging of knowledge gaps between modeling experts (in text analysis) and analysts. Moreover, it
serves as a proof of concept for applying our design concept on textual data and the decision making
tasks exploration, creation, analysis, and comparison.
The public debate is another important source of knowledge to be considered in modern decision
making. Assessing the content of numerous online discussions is challenging, reading the entire digi-
tally available content is not possible. Our third technical contribution aimed at measuring the relevance
of decision alternatives, arguments, and opinions via social media sources (Chapter 6). In collaboration
with modeling experts from text mining research, we designed a visual analytics system that allows
the exploration, analysis, and comparison in online discussions. The underlying text analysis workflow
analyzes the frequency of online statements related to user-defined policies, arguments, and policy
terms and uses these scores for estimating their relevance. The resulting information is presented to
the users who can support the improvement of the algorithms’ accuracy via interactive feedback. The
presented visual analytics system is the third proof of concept for applying our design methodology on
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textual data. The system bridges knowledge gaps between unexperienced users like decision makers
and stakeholders and modeling experts.
Besides textual data, empirical data was identified as an important data category to be incorporated
into the decision making process. As a proof of concept for applying our design methodology on
empirical data, we presented an approach that provides visual-interactive access to empirical perfor-
mance indicators in the mining sector (Chapter 7). The underlying dataset was collected via desktop
research and domain expert interviews. The visual analytics system allows the exploration and analysis
of country-specific data, the creation of alternatives via similarity-based search (alternative countries to
invest), and the comparison of country datasets. Decision makers from governments, investment com-
panies, and the civil society are supported in investment-related decisions in the mining sector. The
system was tested with domain experts at an African mining conference. It bridges knowledge gaps
between domain experts and decision makers involved in mining-related decisions.
Another important task during the decision making process is the estimation of impacts of alterna-
tive solutions to a given problem. We addressed this task by combining visualization and simulation
techniques in a visual analytics decision support system (Chapter 8). The resulting system allows users
to simulate the impact of alternative subsidy strategies on the adoption of photovoltaic plants in private
households. Decision makers and analysts can define alternative subsidy strategies and simulate the
energy capacity being installed with an agent-based simulation model. The approach serves as a proof
of concept for the application of our design methodology on model-driven data. The system supports
exploration, creation, analysis, and comparison tasks. Moreover, knowledge gaps between domain
experts on photovoltaic, simulation modeling experts, analysts, and decision makers are bridged. We
proved the usability and usefulness of the system through a user evaluation.
Finally, we presented a second proof of concept for the applicability of our design methodology on
model-driven data. The numerous factors to be considered in today’s decision making processes of-
ten provoke conflicting characteristics. Hence, the balancing of trade-offs remains a challenge to be
addressed by the decision maker. In Chapter 9, we contributed a visual analytics system that provides
visual-interactive access to an optimization model. Users can specify targets and constraints and cal-
culate optimal solutions, in this specific case, a regional energy plan that defines an optimal mixture of
renewable energy sources to be installed by the local government. The visual analytics system allows
the creation of optimal solutions, the analysis of these solutions including the consideration of envi-
ronmental impacts, the comparison of optimal energy plans and the presentation of the results. That
way, the system bridges knowledge gaps between domain experts providing knowledge on environ-
mental impacts, modeling experts designing the optimization model, and analysts creating alternative
solutions with the tool and presenting the results to decision makers. The visual analytics system was
tested with users towards its usability and usefulness.
Summary of Contributions
In summary, we were able to address all research challenges formulated in this thesis (see Figure 10.1).
The presented design process and the concept for bridging knowledge gaps was successfully applied to
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six scenarios, in which we proved its applicability with respect to the identified data, user, and task cate-
gories. We validated the efficiency and effectiveness of our visual analytics systems through (heuristic)
justification and immense user testing. In total, three of our systems were tested with 57 users including
24 domain experts in 5 user testing rounds. In addition, the presented visual analytics approaches also
address the general challenges specified in the introduction. Our solutions provide visual-interactive
access to various datasets relevant for the decision making process. They reduce the complexity of the
data through the application of basic visualization techniques and user-centered design. The quantity
of the information is handled by providing overviews of the data, supporting filtering and zooming,
and allowing users to drill-down to basic data entities. If applicable, our approaches also address the
transparent assessment of data quality. The trust in the data analysis process is increased by making the
analysis process transparent through the visualization of intermediate results. And finally, the usabil-
ity of data and our visual analytics systems has been proven via design justifications or immense user
testing. In the remainder of this chapter, we define future research directions that build upon this thesis.
10.2. Future Work
The presented contributions of this thesis serve as a baseline for several extensions to be addressed as
future work. Future research directions on the individual visual analytics systems presented as technical
contributions of this thesis are discussed in the respective chapters (Chapter 4 – 9)
Applying the design methodology to additional scenarios: In this thesis, we already successfully
applied our design methodology on six decision making-related scenarios. These served as a proof of
concept. In the future, we plan to apply the methodology to additional scenarios. In addition, we pro-
mote other researchers to apply our methodology. This has two positive effects. First, the methodology
can be further tested towards its suitability. Second, if shortcomings are identified it can be improved.
In our approach, we presented three visual analytics systems targeting textual data. Text as unstructured
data category is difficult to handle. Text analysis methods that support humans in extracting knowledge
from text are difficult to comprehend. Therefore, we see great potential for combining text analysis with
visualization techniques to support decision making. Methods like text summarization, topic modeling,
text classification, etc. provide great potential for informing the decision making process. The same
holds for empirical datasets. Most of the related work on visual analytics addresses this data category,
but only few explicitly target decision support. Furthermore, the combination of modeling approaches
with visualization bears great potential for future research. For example, recently, tremendous research
on deep neural networks has been conducted. Resulting approaches are also applied to the business
context. However, the underlying methods are difficult to comprehend. We promote further research
in combining visualization and neural networks to reduce the complexity of the algorithms and make
them applicable in decision making scenarios.
Extending the design methodology to other types of unstructured data: The focus of this thesis
has been laid on the analysis of textual, empirical, and model-driven data. However, additional data
categories exist. For example, unstructured audio, video, and image data play an increasingly important
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role in decision making. Therefore, in the future it would be interesting to apply our methodology to
these data categories. As an example existing algorithms allow the extraction of text from speech in
video and audio data. This text can be further processed as described in this thesis.
Extending the concept for bridging gaps to other domains: In this thesis, we introduced a concept
for bridging knowledge gaps between stakeholders involved in decision making. Collaborative visual
analytics has already been targeted by related research approaches, e.g. by Isenberg et al. [IES∗11].
However, besides time (asynchronous vs. synchronous) and space (co-located vs. distributed) the level
of expertise (expert vs. non-expert) should be added to their model in order to support the communi-
cation, e.g., between scientists and decision makers. In this thesis, we presented a concept specifically
targeting decision making. However, collaboration is critical for several domains. Therefore, we pro-
mote to further generalize the presented concept, or to define additional knowledge bridging concepts
adapted to other domains.
Defining analysis workflow patterns for complexity reduction and result presentation: In this
thesis, we realized the bridging of knowledge gaps via interactive visualization. We focused on basic
visualization techniques in order to allow stakeholders with different expertise levels to communicate
on the same information basis. In most cases, this implies a trade-off between analysis functionality and
usability of the visualization. For example, in Chapter 5, we presented a visual-interactive text analysis
workflow system that integrates multiple analysis features but can mainly be used by analysts with a
background in data analysis. To mitigate this trade-off, we propose the design of workflow patterns that
can be used to encode best practice workflows including parameterization, filter settings, etc. (e.g., as
presented by the DimStiller approach [IMI∗10]). These best practices can be recommended to novice
users to simplify their access to the visual analytics systems. In addition, analytics process capturing
methods can support analysts in the presentation of results to decision makers. Research in visual
analytics story-telling can contribute to the dissemination of information and improve the transparency
of the analysis process [KM13].
Integrating individual visual analytics components to single framework: In our approach, we
presented different visual analytics systems that target different datasets and tasks. As a future task,
these components could be integrated into a single system. This would allow using analysis results from
one component as input for another. We have already published an integrated version that combines
the simulation, the optimization, and an additional sentiment analysis component to a visual-interactive
system [RBMK14]. However, we promote further research in integrating different datasets and tasks
into a single system.
Realizing device-adaptive interfaces. Mobility plays in important role for decision makers. Access
to information and analysis functionalities needs to be granted from different locations and devices.
This poses challenges to visual analytics, since solutions need to be provided as web applications and
on mobiles with small screens. From the technical perspective, the easiest solution is the realization
of responsive design as commonly realized for web applications. However, since visualization design
targets the exploitation of the available screen space, this is not always a trivial task. An alternative
solution would be the reduction of the presented information. The analysis results can be aggregated to
the most relevant information and provide simple infographics as output of the visual analytics process.
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Acceleration of evaluation processes. Finally, as already discussed, decision making processes
are time-critical. At the same time, the user-centered design process that ensures the usability and
usefulness of visual analytics solutions is time-consuming. In order to provide useful and usable visual
analytics solutions for decision making scenarios, evaluation processes need to be accelerated. As an
option, current usability heuristics may be adapted to the decision making domain. Moreover, user
interaction logging may support evaluation. Additionally, we recommend the evaluation of generic
visualization techniques with different user groups, including non-expert users, in order to provide
guidelines for the design of easy-to-use visual analytics systems.
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